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If I had a watery eye for each time I started and discarded the final 
Freewheelin cover then, as the song goes, the pool of tears beneath my 
feet would flood every new born seed. But sooner or later the crying 
had to stop and the creativity had to start. It wasn’t as if I was 
bereft of ideas; it was more a case of choosing the right one and as I 
didn’t seem capable of making that choice, I packed the whole thing 
away in a cupboard went on holiday to Italy!     
 
The main inspiration for this cover eventually came from a painting of 
The Last Supper by some unknown Florentine artist from the 16th Century. 
I saw it as we wandered around a cathedral in Urbino, Northern Italy, 
and immediately that skeleton in my cupboard at home came to life with 
the notion that The Last Supper could represent The Final Freewheelin: 
the bread and the wine being our words and our wit.  
 
Probably the most famous painting of The Last Supper is da Vinci’s but 
I considered that to be too damn brown so I plumped instead for 
Salvador Dalì’s  The Sacrament of The Last Supper painted in 1955. You 
will note the trigger finger of Christ’s right hand is pointing 
straight at Dylan’s cup of coffee. His last one before he goes to the 
valley below.  Or it may be pointing to the image on Dylan’s T-shirt of 
the machine that could have killed him, but didn’t. Or to those two 
guilty undertakers, dressed in black, who could at some time in the 
future open up the gate to saviors, or even Freewheelers, who are fast 
asleep. 
 
The background of the cover is taken from the painting ‘Composition 
with Red, Black, Blue and Yellow’ completed by the Dutch painter Piet 
Mondrian in about 1914. Mondrian used blocks of primary colour to 
represent emotions but he confined the same within bold black grid 
lines to emphasize the restraints of conduct by which we have to live. 
The whole displays a life in progress. 
 
The smile on the youthful Dylan with the unbuttoned cap suggests he has 
the innocence and the freedom to welcome whatever may come his way; 
unlike the glum expression of the dog behind him who is clearly not 
running free. And unlike the equally glum looking Dylan in the bottom 
right hand corner who has yellowed with age and experience. 
 
I couldn’t have a final Freewheelin cover without a salute to William 
Blake as the Ancient Bard has been my constant cajoler throughout these 
last 20 years. So the image from Blake’s Glad Day is seen at the foot 
of the page, pushing those black grid lines of restraint further and 
further away, as he always will. 
 
Which leaves the most important image of all. The one of Dylan in the 
bottom left hand corner.  And that is there because .... I just love 
the jacket! 
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following issue.  It must also be understood that the views and opinions expressed in this magazine 
are those of each individual contributor and do not represent a consensus of the views of the group.   
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Look Out the Saints Are Coming Through. 
(This could be the last time) 
 
 
I must have been dallying in some day dream when that lightning bolt struck my 
subconscious. The ghost of such electricity eventually awakened in me the 
realisation that my long held vision of collating Freewheelin until my dying day 
was being shattered. When, not without a struggle, I ultimately accepted my 
altered state, it dawned on me that there would be a wall built against the 
freedom from all this: the final Freewheelin. I am not however a violent person, I 
had no intention of tearing down that wall with my bare hands. Instead I thought 
it would be nice to create a magnificent archway through which all the past and 
present Freewheelers could merrily amble with a copy of that final Freewheelin 
underneath their arms. 
 
So it came to pass that I dug out all my old address books and I wrote to all the 
Freewheelers that there have ever been with an invitation to contribute to the 
final episode of this long running Dylan soap. The response was something akin 
to the parable of the sower: some invitations fell by the wayside because, lacking 
the knowledge of current whereabouts, they were just not delivered. Other 
invitations became choked by the thorns and the weeds of yesteryear whereupon 
their recipients showed no inclination to respond. But other invitations, indeed I 
am happy to say the majority, fell upon good ground and sprang up in the fertile 
imaginations of their invitees; and these bore fruit an hundredfold.  
 
For those who had the ears to hear my calling, and indeed for those who didn’t, 
you all deserve a special place in the history of Freewheelin. In recognition of that 
special place, overleaf there is a roll call of honour showing the timing and 
duration of each Freewheeler’s tenancy. And for those who responded to my 
invitation and whose fruits of kind labour can be found in this final Freewheelin: 
your names are entered in bold. 
 
 
Onward with me then, through that magnificent archway. If you recall, the 
invitation suggested contributions based on the last time you listened to Bob 
Dylan. 
 

JRS      
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           The Freewheeler’s Roll of Honour 
 
 
 
 
Chris Cooper     1985 – 2005 
 
John  Stokes  1985 – 2005 
 
Terry Kendrick  1985 – 1992 
 
Mel Gamble   1985 – 1998 
 
John Welburn  1985 – 2001 
 
Neil Watson  1985 – 2003 
 
Brian Hey   1985 – 1986 
 
Glynn Worwood  1985 -  1987 
 
Roger Wass    1985 – 1987 
 
Dave Dingle (HM)  1985 - 1991 
 
Keith Marsh   1986 – 1988 
 
Chris Hockenhull  1986 - 2004 
 
Patrick Webster  1987 - 2005 
 
Derek Barker   1987 - 1989 
 
Mark Carter  1988 - 2005 
 
Ian Woodward  1988 - 1991 
 
Richard Lewis  1989 - 2005 
 
John Green  1989 – 1999 
 
(article on behalf of John by his friend and ours Al Masciocchi) 
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Jeff Stevens  1991 - 2001 
 
The Two Riders  1991 – 2005 
 
Andrew Muir  1998 -2002 
 
Keith Wootton (HM) 1999 – 2002 
 
Robert Forryan   2000 - 2003  
 
Paula Raddice  2001 - 2005 
 
C.P.Lee   2001 - 2005 
 
Jim Gillan   2002 -  2005 
 
David Brazier  2002 -  2002 
 
Russell Blatcher  2002   - 2003 
 
Martin Stein  2003 - 2005 
 
Michael Crimmins 2003 – 2005 
 
John Nye (HM)   2003 – 2005 
 
Bob Fletcher  2004 - 2005 
 
Trevor Gibb   2004 - 2005 
 
 
 
 
(HM  = Honorary member) 
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The final time. 
 

The  last waltz. 
 

The last issue.  
 
Like I said last month this is a time of closure of many things for 
me. Since last month I have had just over three weeks of non-work. I 
hesitate to call it all retirement yet, that still seems an alien term to me. 
But it is looking more acceptable, and it is starting to fit me more 
comfortably now.  It is also starting to have its effect on what I do and why 
I do it too.  
 
  Those nearer to me know (because I was always moaning about it) how 
stressful things got in the past year. I don’t find it easy to explain exactly 
why. I have always been guilty of trying to do too much. Taking on more than 
I can handle. When life became a struggle between what you had to do, and 

THE LAST  
BOB DYLAN  
RECORDING 
I HEARD ? 
by 
Chris Cooper 
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what you wanted to get done. Work was insane near the end; I was making 
decisions every day that effected people’s lives, often forever. I have no 
trouble doing that to be honest, but I was not getting the time to reassure 
myself it was right.  I was often at work by 6:30  I never went to bed 
before 2am and the time between seemed one continuous  downhill plunge. 
No matter how much I did there was always more to do. If I got something 
wrong, and I certainly did, I never had the chance to go back and sort it. My 
personal life took a backward seat to everything else. It may be different 
for you. But I have found that when you are under that pressure it’s those 
closest to you that lose out, because you have to cut time where you can, and 
they complain the least. They try to help, or at the least not get in the way, 
and as a consequence they miss out.  
 
   If it wasn’t work it was the hobby. Being a collector is a disease. It can eat 
you up. If you know me in that way they you will probably be aware of what I 
am talking. Just keeping up with the technology, is a full time job right now. 
Believe it or not I do try to provide what my friends and fellow collectors 
want, often at the detriment to my own time. When work means you cannot 
get to these things before 9 or 10 pm you find yourself up all night making 
discs and writing letters.  I do actually try to please everyone, probably I 
shouldn’t. So it hurts when people chase me for things, because I don’t want 
to feel I’ve let them down. John Green Day,  Freewheelin, Cambridge 
Society, Collecting, Work, Family…….its a goddamn impossible way of life ! 
 
  I could never have quit FW, no matter what the cost, because I’ve been 
there always. In the start there was the 3 of us, JRS, Terry and me. For a 
long time it’s really been JRS. I couldn’t have done it, never had the time, or 
the ability. So when John started talking about bringing it too a close, well 
to be honest it sounded like a good idea to me.  It also came at the point 
when I knew my retirement was imminent.  You like to think you control your 
life, I didn’t. It almost controlled me. Whilst I was planning on retirement it 
was something in the future. The closure of my unit really brought that 
forward to me. Because it seemed so futile and senseless at the time. I was 
the modern matron (Nurse Manager) of a department that in that year when 
the “Best Practise” award in East Anglia Mental Health. The previous year 
had come sixth in the UK Hospitals assessment process (called “CHI”) we 
were doing a great job and doing it well. It was purely to do with money. But 
it is also the only time I really had to put myself on the line for what I 
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believed in. I didn’t have to retire, a new post was offered, better money, 
some promotion. But I had to say “thank you” and pretend that the past 20 
years of sweat, inspiration and toil never mattered. And finally I couldn’t do 
it. For the first time possibly I said “NO” and quit. Can’t say it wasn’t scary.  
 
  But it was done. And the incredible outpouring of affection and support 
from my staff, many of whom were about to become unemployed themselves 
was both heart-warming and upsetting. It’s good to know you mean something 
to people, its just sad that you cannot always help them all as much as you 
wanted, but sooner or later you just have to reach the front of that queue 
for your time.  
 
    No sooner done though than I am looking for a part time job. Rush rush 
gets to be a habit so much that you don’t know how to stop it. But it did stop. 
It stopped because there are various things have to be done for me to work 
elsewhere, and they take a few weeks to implement.  So a break was being 
forced on me.   And in retrospect that break may prove to be the best thing 
that could have happened. My motorcycle crash.  I stopped and started to 
look at what was going on. Rehabilitation set in.  
 
  Suddenly the day is more about what I want to do, rather than what I must 
do. Of course there are still many pressures, but nowhere near had the 
number there been.  I have started to catch up on the collecting thing. I 
have also started using with some collectors my new word, no.  I have cut 
down on what I do for people, as I was literally posting hundreds of things to 
people, often for no more than a thank you. I still do some, but I am getting 
more selective.  When Miles Davis was asked by Rolling Stone mag why he 
was playing less trumpet on his records (referring at the time to Bitches 
Brew) he said “sometimes less is more” I FINALLY KNOW WHAT HE 
MEANS.   
 
   So now, I am sleeping 5-6 hours a night. (For me that’s a lot) I feel more 
relaxed. A few days ago the weather was nice so Dizzy an I took a trip to 
the coast, read a bit, got some fresh air. Walked the beach. Lived. Less than 
six months ago that would have been impossible, well, I would  have told you 
it was impossible.  Don’t get too jealous, work beckons  and in a few more 
weeks I’ll be back at the coalface, you can’t stop being a nurse, its not 
something you turn off. I wasn’t born as one, but I will always be one now. 
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But a new job means 15-20 hours a week, not 75. It means looking after 
patients not politicians. It means back to grass roots not grey hair. I hope I 
can keep that perspective.  After all, I need money to live, but I am not 
living for the money.. 
 
   So what the fuck has all THAT gotta do with the final FW? To you, maybe 
not much. To me a lot. It’s took me one and half pages to say to my old mate 
John, “THANKS” for keeping it going. I am not sure how many of us will stay 
in close contact after this. People always say they will then often don’t stay 
in touch. JRS and I  will. Because with John Green Day, and Cambridge we 
still have many reasons to do so. And because we are friends. We don’t live 
as close together as we used to, but it’s only a 30 minute drive to each other 
so it’s far from insurmountable. And as always, Bob will remain as the glue 
that sticks us together.. I think its different reasons for him than me. But 
that’s ok, because it simply highlights the many facets of Dylan’s career and 
the many ways we can approach it.  
 
  Through the year we have made many valiant, and quite a few successful, 
efforts to produce  a unified edition of FW, a “theme issue” as John likes to 
call ‘em. Often they  produce larger issues as giving people a definite target 
tends to show greater response than leaving it wide open. So I am not 
surprised that the last issue is called  “The Last Bob Dylan Recording I 
heard”  That’s one topic we all have  a recent grip on right?  
 
 Well it certainly is for me. I am still one of those anorak people, a 
“completist collector.” A very inaccurate term, probably should be 
“indiscriminate “ rather than completist It’s just a more polite way of saying 
I get everything ?? Well even that’s not true anymore. Yes I get all audio 
recordings, and buy all official Dylan “products” but I long ago ceased to get 
every book, every newspaper article, every fanzine even. I don’t collect 
cover versions, I don’t collect programs about Bob (well not all anyways) or 
get audio recordings of conventions, etc..  SO hope I haven’t shocked the 
Dylan community with such a revelation.. ..Yes I know, I haven’t mentioned 
video, one area of Dylan collecting that I am well known for, well read the 
final MM as that’s covered to death there, elsewhere in this issue. But you 
see what this means is that when we say “the last Dylan recording I heard” 
causes me problems. Right now Bobs still on tour, and the shows are coming 
in as a steady but relentless trickle,  Right now I am playing Denver March 
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29th . I have at least three other shows waiting to be heard after this.  So 
the last recording depends on just when I mark the time really. 
 
   You see,. There is no last recording for me. Music is my constant 
companion, and right now, whilst at home I am listening to a minimum of ten 
hours a day. All kinds of stuff , not just Bob. But he features every day. Now 
some of this is to play the new shows that arrive. You see I still produce 
Dylanbase. I no longer market it but it does go out to a fair few collectors at 
the end of each year. An it still lists every show, every song timed, all the 
comments. All that trivia that us anoraks really just can’t put down. So I 
have to hear all the new stuff. Out of duty? (maybe) Because I like to hear 
them all (certainly) hope you have heard the recent shows. Bob’s really back 
on the money again. He sounds great, animated, involved. His versions of Mr 
Tambourine Man for example this tour are simple breathtaking. His control 
of the song masterful to hear. His love of it obvious. At this moment 
Desolation Row from Denver is playing, Elana Fremerman taking a violin solo. 
She has added great colour to the band I hope her unexpected absence at 
the past few shows is not permanent.  But change is what Bobs about now, 
nothing stands still. Its one thing that I love about the guy, that a song like 
Desolation Row, that I have been hearing for 40 years can still have 
something new I there for Bob to show me. It’s not enough that the man is 
easily the greatest songwriter that contemporary music has, he is also the 
most daring performer in contemporary music. The only rule Bob seems to 
follow in song construction is that there are no rules.   
 
   So am I saying that Denver March 29th is my last recording I heard? I 
could I guess, factually its true Almost. But there is one other. It’s the 
audio book of Chronicles read by Sean Penn. I’ve had this a while as I 
obtained a copy of it. But then about 2 weeks ago I stumbled over an original 
in my local HMV so of course I bought it immediately. CBS  TAKE NOTE:  
real collectors never settle for copies, I know no collector who doesn’t  get 
originals as soon as possible. 
 
  So when I am driving, or maybe working with the PC, or just relaxing, I play 
a little slice of the masterwork. Sometimes It makes me laugh, sometimes it 
makes me think, it always entertains. I don’t think Penns reading is 
particularly helpful. He can sound very flat at times, but I doubt that anyone 
can really bring much to this book, other than Bob himself. But Penn cannot 
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hide the way Dylan’s word jump at you, and hearing it rather than reading it 
only reinforces the idea that Dylan is talking to you, sharing his thoughts. 
That is how the book comes over when I read it. You should get the audio 
book if you haven’t. It’s not easy to find but worth the effort.  It sums Bob 
up for me in a way, the more I invest, the more I am rewarded. That’s true 
of so few things, and its one reason why I listen. And why I will always listen. 
 
It’s been a long, but rewarding trip. A lot like FW for me, not sure where we 
ended up, but its been a helluva  ride for me, thank you to everyone that 
made the journey with me, whether you helped me along or just kept me 
company.  
 
Thanks for being here. 
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 Distance Audio Steadiness Heads Focus Image 
1 1/2 screen 1 Not in pic 80% No pic ! L=left 
2 3/4 screen 2 In pic 25 % 70% Out of focus C= Center 
3 Full length 3 in pic 50 % 60% Mostly blurred R=Right 
4 Knees 4 In pic 75 % 50% Bit Blurry 1-9 10% angle 
5 Thighs 5 In pic 100% 40% Goes in and out B=balcony 
6 Waist 6 In pic moves 30% Soft Focus S=Stalls 
7 Mid Chest 7 steady hand 20% Mostly In Focus PRO=TV 
8 Head/Shoulders 8 monopod steady 10% Near Perfect D = Dark 
9 Head 9 perfect Never Perfect  

 
 
The  best of Magnetic Movements by Chris Cooper 
 
Hello and welcome. 
Welcome to this, the final Magnetic Movements for FW. 
It seemed pretty pointless to just list the new things in one more time.  
So, as this issue of FW has been themed I thought I would list a top ten of  
videos for you to chose from 
If you have followed this column over the years you cannot be unaware of my 
own particular liking for audience films. I’ve been their champion for a lot of  
years and I cannot list a top ten without including a few,  To be quite honest  
picking a Top Ten at all is a completely arbitrary thing. Ask me tomorrow  
and it will be different. I toyed with the idea of a top ten for both audience  
and TV footage, but that was going to be far too big and time consuming.  
So a compromise, five audience, five TV. And because I am a champion for  
audience films they will be first. 
  
Everything listed is currently out there on DVD. Its not that hard to find if  
you want it. 
 
The rest of course is up to you. 
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D4 A9 S8 H8 F8  I  SR 
21-07-1986 Meadowlands Arena        56:00 
Times They Are A-Changin/One Too many Mornings/ A Hard Rains A Gonna Fall/ I 
Forgot More / Happy Birthday /Like A Rolling Stone/ In The Garden 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One thing you may wonder is why there are no earlier films. I don’t want 
anyone to think that the earlier stuff is not worth watching. But, the facts 
are that video cameras only really were in there in fact at this time so whilst 
there are nice moments (even minutes) on earlier films this is when things 
started to finally get more professional. 
 
D 5  A8 S8 H9 I BC5 
08-02-1990 Hammersmith Odeon      100.00 
Absolutely Sweet Marie /Man In The Long Black Coat /Positively 4th Street /Ballad Of 
A Thin Man /Pledging My Time /I Want You / Political World /You Angel You /All 
Along The Watchtower /Boots Of Spanish Leather /To Ramona /She Belongs To Me / 
Mr. Tambourine Man /Disease Of Conceit /I'll Remember You /Where Teardrops Fall/ 
Seeing The Real You At Last /Every Grain Of Sand /Like A Rolling Stone /Hang Me, Oh 
Hang Me (Trad) /Highway 61 Revisited 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D6 A8 S7 H7 F8 I BR3 

This is a good place to start,  here is Bob at his 
best? Happy? No drunk I’d guess. The guy can 
hardly stand but gives a sterling performance. The 
films clear and pretty steady and captures the 
various rants wonderfully. It would never get 
released, yet its compulsive viewing, for me what 
audience films are all about. Being in the right 
place at the right time. 
Terrifically funny viewing. 

OK 
Cameras are better, shot from the balcony this is just 
one of the best Bob shows I have ever seen.  Last 
night of the residency, we waited all week for him to 
play that piano! (those were the days!) Then we got 
Disease of Conceit. If CBS had an official film of this 
it should be a national crime to with hold it. From the 
first flick of ol’ GE’s hair till the last wave from Bob 
its classic Dylan.  Modern technology has overtaken 
this one and the sound has now been redubbed so you 
have crystal clear (is that cat?) audio. 
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17-02-1993 Eindhoven        100:00 
The Man In Me /All Along The Watchtower /Tangled Up In Blue /Watching The River 
Flow /Stuck Inside Of Mobile With The Memphis Blues Again /Silvio /Tomorrow Night 
/Jim Jones / Gates Of Eden /It's All Over Now, Baby Blue /Cat's In The Well /I And I / 
The Times They Are A-Changin' /Highway 61 Revisited / Ballad Of A Thin Man 
/Everything Is Broken /It Ain't Me, Babe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again available with redubbed sound, this was soon to become a feature of 
most worthwhile videos, and has enhanced many, as long as its done correctly 
of course 
 
D 9  A9  S8  H8 F8 I BL3 
21-07-2001 Liverpool        125:00 
Oh Babe, It Ain't No Lie /To Ramona /Desolation Row /Maggie's Farm /Just Like A 
Woman /This Wheel's On Fire /Visions Of Johanna /Fourth Time Around /Boots Of 
Spanish Leather /Stuck Inside Of Mobile With The Memphis Blues Again /Positively 4th 
Street /Cold Irons Bound /Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat 
Things Have Changed/ Like A Rolling Stone /Knockin' On Heaven's Door /All Along 
The Watchtower /I Shall Be Released /Highway 61 Revisited /Blowin' In The Wind / 
Rainy Day Women Nos. 12 & 35 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A further classic example of how audience films 
can capture a magic moment.  Often magic 
because it was spontaneous. This is the famous 
show a female from the crowd joins Bob to sing 
“Times They Are A-Changin” once again the 
taper just happens to be in the right place at the 
right time. I don’t know how you can get tired of 
these sort of shows 

If you asked me to pick the best of the audience five, 
it would probably be this one. The taper is spot on 
from the start. Head and shoulders whilst singing, 
then waist up for playing. Very good set list too. Of 
course since redubbed with excellent sound. Good 
lighting helps a lot too. Generally circulates as a 
double DVD  it was a long show.   
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D9 A9 S8 H9 F9 I BC3 
04-05-2002 Brighton          35:00 
I Am The Man, Thomas /If Not For You /It's Alright, Ma (I'm Only Bleeding) / 
To Ramona /Tweedle Dee And Tweedle Dum /Can't Wait /Subterranean Homesick Blues 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRO 
 
 
That’s it for the audience stuff. I am hopeful that as the newer “mega-pixel” 
cameras become more common we will see even better picture quality films, 
though now the standard has already reached amazing heights, especially 
looking back at the first audience video films, around 1981 
Anyway onwards and upwards 
 
01-03-1963    Westinghouse     55:00  (Bob Part 15:00) 
Blowin' In The Wind /Man Of Constant Sorrow/Ballad Of Hollis Brown/ 
This Land Is Your Land  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Choosing these was even harder in a way. There are a few things that just 
elect them selves. I felt something from ’66 was essential. But in the end 
for sheer watchability this beats the film “Eat The Document” any day. 
 
 
 
 

This had huge promise but ends very quickly 
due to the taper getting caught. An 
occupational hazard for these guys. It must 
be galling to be stopped when you know its 
going so well. Just love “Can’t Wait” on 
here. 
 If you get the whole film you can hear the 
guy get caught. Just how did he mange to 
keep the film you have to ask yourself. 

Thought an early one was ebst place to 
start. This is the earliest TV appearance we 
have, currently. (HA don’t you just love 
controversy!) Bobs in fine form, looks 
about 9 and the whole show  has a quaint 
charm that is hard to avoid. 
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PRO 
---04-1966 Ballad Of A Thin Man      9:00 
Ballad of a Thin Man 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRO 
00-11-1975 Renaldo & Clara        230:00 
When I paint my masterpiece, Guitar inst, Kawliga, Isis, Ballad in plain D  G 
LIGHTFOOT, In the pines, Hava Negilah, Wilkommen, Hard rain, Everythings Coming 
up roses, Trad Indian dance, People get ready, I want you, Need  a new sun rising 
RONEE BLAKLELY, South Port west Virginia BOB NEUWRITH, Mamas Lament, 
God & Mama MAMA MARIA FRASCA, Salt Port/ Muleskinner JACK ELLIOTT, 
What will you do when Jesus comes?, Fast talking woman, Little Moses, It Ain't me babe             
Knockin on heavens door, Hurricane, She belongs to me, Catfish, It takes a lot to laugh, 
Curucu La Paloma JOAN BAEZ, Loved her the most JACK ELLIOTT, Diamonds and 
rust J BAEZ, If you see her say hello, Romance in Durango, One too many mornings, 
House of the rising sun, One more cup of coffee, Kaddish A GINSBERG, Eight Miles 
High/Chestnut Mare R McGUINN, Sara, Water is wide DYLAN-BAEZ, Catfish ROB 
STONER, Pattys gone to Laredo, Suzanne J BAEZ, Never let me go DYLAN-BAEZ, Sat 
eyed lady of the lowlands, Tangled up in blue@, Hollywood waltz/Kaddish A 
GINSBERG, Just like a woman/Knockin on heavens door, In the morning CABARET 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The only complete song from ’66 that 
circulates. You couldn’t leave it out 
could you? Comes as a small film made 
to look very much like a promo video, 
though I cannot imagine why. It’s 
wonderful, mesmerizing stuff. 
 
 

 

The full four hours from this, one of Bob’s 
most popular periods. It’s a crime that this has 
not materialized as a double DVD (hopefully 
with lots of outtakes!)  I would certainly say 
this is an essential item to have. Apart from the 
concert footage the whole montage is just an 
amazing experience. I never tire of watching 
this 
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PRO 
23-05-1976 Hard Rain          55:00 
Hard Rain, Blowin in the wind DYLAN-BAEZ, Railroad boy DYLAN-BAEZ, Deportees 
DYLAN-BAEZ, I pity the poor Immigrant, Shelter from the storm, Maggies farm, One 
too many mornings, Mozambique, Idiot wind, Knockin on heavens door. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For many this was the film that started them collecting video I bought a 
copy at a record fair then went and got my first video recorder so I could 
play it! The bloody thing stopped in the middle of Idiot wind, remember 
those days! Of course the technique of zooming in on the mic and waiting for 
Bob to come to it was quickly copied by many audience tapers. This was the 
one, In many ways it still is,. 
 
PRO 
22-03-1984 Letterman show       15:00 
Don’t Start Me To Talking / License To Kill/ Jokerman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An so it continues, No doubt many of you will disagree with some of these 
choices, if not all. But I believe if you locate these ten dvds you will have a 
superb cross section of Dylans performing art. 

A classic concert again, filmed  as close as 
it gets this film sets standards that have 
never been surpassed. “Idiot Wind” alone 
is worth the price of admission. 
If you fail to be moved then your blind. 

Late one night, who would  suspect? Who 
indeed, Bob finds a scratch band and gives what 
is almost certainly is best ever TV appearance. 
He’s been back to the show many times since 
but never recaptured that incredible energy. 
Watch him leap and prance during Sonny Boys 
“Don’t Start “ it’s pure electricity. 
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Hopefully the future will make this list redundant. Newer and better 
cameras are constantly appearing. The ability to redub sound and edit the 
film is already being superceded by video enhancements, things may be 
better before we know it. Of course this means that you can get duff 
versions of these things also. Older “unimproved” copies are one possibility. 
Anyone with an editing kit can get a dvd and redit it, if they don’t fuilly 
understand what they are doing, they can reduce something worthwhile to 
rubbish. The recent “Telecasts” set is a good example. There ares oem awful 
menu versions around, There are some excellent ones too. 
 
  If you can, view before you get it. But we all have to take risks, right? 
 
And finally a thanks to everyone who has sent me films, and to the legion of 
tapers out there  who often mar their own enjoyment of a show to bring us 
chunks of it. You have to remember that for every time someone produces a 
good film they probably have done half a dozen that failed,. So many things 
can go wrong that it’s a wonder anyone ever succeeds, but they do. As you 
can see. Thanks guys. 
 
This will be my final Magnetic Movements, I shall continue to supply info and 
things to DVDylan.com for anyone interested. And my video database is very 
much in the pipeline if you want to take that interest further. You know how 
to find me. 
 
I will always be interested in any new films you have, So stay in touch. 
 
Thanks for reading, and for watching Bob. 
 
 
 
Till  Next Time ? 
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Farewell, Goodbye, Old Friend, FREEWHEELIN 
 
 

By Dizzy Cooper 
 
 
 
Pre-History 
 
 
Far back in the dim and distant past 
Some men pondered over what to do 
They wanted to listen to one man 
And show they ‘preciated him too 
They wanted to collect the sounds and the words 
The photos and pictures to see and to sculpt 
To smell and to touch, to taste, even if absurd 
They wanted to try to "know" this man. 
 
 
Terry, Chris and John, they soon came to use 
Pen, pencil, paper and postage stamp. 
Little parcels between letter boxes. 
Tape cassettes, typewritten sheets, naught hampered, 
Collections growing, reviews glowing, words snowing. 
Cassettes disintegrated to be replaced by c.d. 
Typewriters jammed and dust collected, re-incarnated into P.C. 
Information Highway grew out of "press button B". 
 
 
The band of Friends grew and grew 
Free-Wheeled into the twenty-first century, 
Some said "no more" and faded from view 
To be replaced by others like water through an estuary. 
Some people made you say "Why didn't I think of that?" 
And others made you glad you didn't. 
The names too many to remember 
But we’ll cherish them all for ever. 
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Faces, so few can I put to their trademarks 
But they will stay in collections of priceless papers 
In pristine condition like paper antiques. 
A well loved library into distance it tapers 
With revered names like John Green 
Whose collection boosted so many more 
And his jiffy-bags helped colleagues all over 
And he was the one who opened the door. 
 
 
The Longevity was 236 months 
Near twenty years, meaning hair 
Looses colour, waistbands tighten, 
Lines on faces get more and cares 
Though different are still there. 
Pope's passing, promotion to Paradise, 
Prince's promising permanence. 
Their devotion to Mr. Dylan still survives, 
But the fire-breathing monster dies. 
 
 

 
 
Goodbye Freewheelin 

It was fun while it lasted. 
 
 

                       
 
 

                                 The Dynamic Duo at DR79 
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“The last time I listened to Bob Dylan” 
 
 

by Terry Kendrick 
Aged 49 and 10 months. 

Career includes being a past Freewheeler 
 

 
 
Hmmm… so 236 is to be the last Freewheelin’ and all past Freewheelers are 
being asked to contribute to the final issue collated by John.  Given my fond memories of 
those of you that remain from the beginning, how can I refuse?  Thought it would go on 
forever for you all…. but then again everything passes everything changes.  
 
“ The last time I listened to Bob Dylan” I wasn’t impressed.  But at least the decline 
means he’ll end his career as a human being rather than the mysterious legend.   Bet John 
Lennon would have settled for that artistic decline rather than being a mysterious legend 
to take a shot at.  Through the wonders of the internet the last Dylan I heard was the 
March 15 gig in Oakland.   Sounded pretty rough and uninspired to me and maybe it’s the 
start of the tour and all the settling in around that. Whatever’s happening out there it 
certainly isn’t happening around Dylan.  He’s still keeping on keeping on though.  Good 
for him.  I still listen.  Why?  I dunno… just because I always have I guess.  Dylan is now 
a habit not a vital spark to my imagination.   I occasionally get a spark from the new stuff 
but only very occasionally (last thing that stopped me in my tracks was Sugar Baby).  But 
that’s good enough from a guy who wrote some of the soundtrack to my youth.  
 
What do I conclude from this?  Dylan had a few moments in the sun and has made his 
contribution.  His place in the zoo is assured and there are ample opportunities for the 
“culturally aware” to come and gawk at him.  The record company announcement at the 
beginning of each gig must make the older ones amongst us wince.  As a marketing guy I 
understand.  What’s left of Dylan to sell is being well packaged.   
 
So the last time I listened to Dylan was very different to the first times I listened to Dylan 
back in 1969 (late comer eh!).  I was agog with wonder then; now I’m agog with 
indifference but with a sort of morbid curiosity.  Is it me?  Is it Dylan?  Doesn’t really 
matter.  Those who study him now (and there will be a lot of that in the future because 
what else can you take from the late 20th century??) will never experience the feel of 
Blood on the Tracks coming out.  For some of you it will be the 60s stuff.  Whatever, it’s 
the past. 
 
 
Long may Mr Dylan continue!  And the same to all of you I remember from the past. 
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‘Oh where have you been, my blue eyed son? 
 
                           by Mel Gamble 
 
‘Oh where have you been, my blue eyed son? 
Oh where have you been, my darling young one? 
I’ve stumbled on the side of twelve misty mountains, 
I’ve walked and I’ve crawled on six crooked highways, 
I’ve stepped in the middle of seven sad forests, 
I’ve been out in front of a dozen dead oceans, 
I’ve been ten thousand miles in the mouth of a graveyard…..’ 
 
It’s been a long time and much has happened since I last started to write for 
Freewheelin’. For others as well as me from what I hear. Part of me wants to tell what 
I’ve been doing, and I have this desire to hear where others are and how they got there. 
Has the journey been fulfilling, is the destination what they expected? Is it part of getting 
older to review the past?  
 
Some of you I once felt close to, some I still do, though we’re not often in contact. Others 
I guess were just people doing their best. John Green is sorely missed. Some have fallen 
apart from each other and I can’t change that, though I wish I could. I remember best the 
Lincoln weekends which were special. I remember opening the Freewheelin’ envelope 
with anticipation. But I think I got out at the right time for me, for all sorts of reasons. I 
think I saw the best of Freewheelin’ but I guess I would wouldn’t I? 
 
Other things became more important, though I still feel thrilled by Dylan. I have become 
a half decent counsellor and love watching clients grow and their lives change for the 
better. Not that it always happens, but when it does and I can feel I’ve played a part, it’s 
satisfying. Part of me wishes I’d done it years ago, but I know I wasn’t the same person 
then. ‘I was so much older then…’   
 
I am grateful for being included in this special Freewheelin’. John calls it the last one so 
it looks as if nobody will be taking over. I must say something about JRS, the collator of 
all collators. I would like to say it face to face, this MUST happen, we’re not getting 
younger. I won’t say too much, but I appreciate the hard work, the frustration, the 
cajoling, the time, the money, the knowledge, the sense of humour, the thick skin, the 
encouragement and support towards others, the modesty (occasionally justified) and the 
imagination (especially the imagination ) and above all the amount of himself that he put 
in. Not forgetting the clothes. Thanks. 
 
(Somehow that doesn’t really seem enough to cover how much I appreciate what he has 
done, and how much I like the guy, but it will have to do.) (And I know how much he 
likes comments in parentheses so I won’t use them any more.) ( Maybe.)  
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Now then, what was the subject? ‘The last time I listened to Bob Dylan’. Nicely 
ambiguous. Whatever I last listened to I hope it wasn’t the last, if you know what I mean. 
And of course knowing I’m going to write this I can choose what I last listened to rather 
than leave it to chance. So first I have to select something, listen to it, and then write 
about it. So that’s what I’ll do. See you later. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Ok I’m back. I’ve chosen ‘Floater (Too much to ask). And not just because of the 
parentheses. When I first heard ‘Love and Theft’ I can’t say this song stood out for me, 
but as time has passed it’s become the one I love to listen to. And I kind of missed 
Freewheelin’ then because I wanted to write about my ideas. Which are; 
 
I love the melody; it’s a free falling style that seems to be completely new yet based on 
many roots. Like the lyrics it speaks of tunes passed down through time. It’s has a 
circular feel to it, a bit like ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’, like one of those drawings where 
water seems to be going uphill. It has an illusionary feel. 
 
And the lyrics, what are they about? It seems based on a time when life was far more 
dependent on nature and a person’s ability to make the best of what resources are 
available. A time that is disappearing, at least in modern western society. A simpler time 
perhaps, when you were born, lived, went to school, married, had kids and died and never 
moved far from where you were born, geographically or emotionally. As you did you 
made a living as best you could. Knowledge, that is real knowledge, not just education, 
was passed on from generation to generation. Where people depended on one another, 
and where nature and how well you could use it, decided how you ate and kept warm. 
Where you learned to appreciate the good times, because a squall was always likely to 
turn up. 
 
And yet, and yet. 
 
There’s the other side of this, Dylan always looks at the other side. For me it’s the feeling 
of stuckness. How do you escape? War, civil or otherwise, can take some away, but at 
what cost? Dreams or hopes get buried under the reality of keeping alive. The real person 
can be buried unrecognised under the drudgery brought about by survival.  
 
There’s much about this song I don’t understand, how could I, living where, when and 
how I do. But it gives me a peek into another person’s world. And I think that Dylan, as 
well as shining a light on my world, has always done that. And Freewheelin’ did that as 
well. It introduced me to new ideas and to new people. 
 
‘And I’ll tell it and think it and speak it and breathe it,  
And reflect from the mountain so all souls can see it’, 
Then I’ll stand on the ocean until I start sinkin’, 
But I’ll know my song well before I start singin’…. 
 
And I never mentioned umbrellas. 
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The Last Time I Listened To 
Bob Dylan 
 
 
                                                                                                  By Neil Watson 
 
 
 
Was just like the first time I listened to Bob Dylan.  
You knew immediately that you were hearing something special. You knew that 
something was happening here, and even if you were’n’t sure what it was, you had to 
hear more. 
 
Remember the first time you heard ‘The Lonesome Death Of  Hattie Carroll’ 
You’d never heard anything like this before. Never. You were listening to the real thing.  
It just reached out and grabbed you like nothing had grabbed you before. 
 
Remember the first time you heard ‘Let Me Die In My Footsteps’ 
Do you remember the first time you heard ‘I Was Young When  Left Home’ 
The first time you heard ‘Percy’s Song’ 
The first time you heard ‘Lay Down Your Weary Tune’ 
Dylan is laying down even more ‘weary tunes’ at this time of his life. 
 
I remember the first time I heard ‘The Talkin’ John Birch Society Blues’ 
The first time I heard Dylan sing ‘In The Pines’ 
The first time I heard ‘To Ramona’ 
And what about the first time I heard ‘Abandoned Love’ 
Onto the sublime ‘Blood On The Tracks’ 
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‘Tangled Up In Blue’,  ‘Simple Twist Of Fate’,  ‘Idiot Wind’,  ‘Buckets Of  Rain’,  
‘Shelter From The Storm’.  You will never forget the first time you heard THESE songs. 
The masterpiece to end them all. 
 
But when you think back on all of this it shouldn’t come as any big surprise. 
The last time I listened to Bob Dylan I was still listening to the man that was blessed with 
a brilliant and fantastic mind. (Go back to ‘Ranaldo & Clara’) 
On a whole other level. 
 
 
Never has any one artist absorbed so many styles and influences. Never has any one artist 
mastered and used words in the way Bob Dylan has. He is truly unique. 
‘Was In Another Lifetime’, ‘One Of Toil And Blood’.  Reincarnated? 
I think this brilliant mind has passed this way before.  He possessed the knowledge and 
sounded like the oldest of Blues singers at 19 years old. 
The last time I listened to Bob Dylan I was still in awe.  
Herein is a poet.  And lots of other things, And LOTS of other things. 
Shut up and listen, He’s only just begun. He’s almost brand new!! 
As fans we may be spell-bound, mesmerised… ‘Remember the red haired girl, 
melancholy, begins to smile’…  ‘Listen, the poet sings to us all’ 
 
 
           ‘But I’ll See You In The Sky Above 
            In The Tall Grass, In The One’s I Love, 
            You’re Gonna Make Me Lonesome…. 
                                       When You Go’. 
 
 
     And I’m still in awe.       
                                            
 
 
Thanks to John S and Chris C for inviting me along for this Freewheelin’ ride. Here’s to 
all the Freewheelers past and present, and to all the good people who’ve travelled  with 
you.                                                                                                                                                            
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The Last Time I Listened to Bob Dylan 
                                                                                  

                  by Patrick J. Webster 
 
 
                                                       1109 final words on 
 
                       ….endings and closure and flipping and accomplishments… 
 
As a prologue - before attending to the requested title of this last Freewheelin' -I 
would like to forge some kind of perspective as to my involvement with the magazine. 
 
I think, other than John and Chris, I am the next longest serving member of the group. I 
joined in March 1987, in Volume 2, Number 7 - in other words Freewheeling’ 19 - and 
over the course of the next eighteen years I wrote a total of 135 contributions - this one 
being the final one. It is with some regret that I notice I only managed - on average - to 
produce a contribution for just over one issue in two: 217 available issues - only 135 
actual contributions. Of course, there were many other starts and beginnings for 
contributions - but because of various reasons of which I now have little recall - they 
were never finished and hence never submitted. Of this I regret, especially as our 
esteemed collator, the great John Stokes, scarcely missed an issue. 
 
In any case the last eighteen years of contributing to the magazine has been a great 
pleasure - and this last piece is therefore something of a literal accomplishment. There are 
practical considerations - not the least being where to store Freewheeling’s 19-236, they 
currently make a precarious tower nearly five feet high - in the spare room. I shall keep 
them, of course, but whether I will reread them is less certain. What I may one day re-
read - if I may be self-centred - are my own contributions - as they provide a record of the 
last (or latest) eighteen years of my life. 
 
Such thoughts leads one to attend to the title of this final contribution: 'The Last Time I 
Listened to Bob Dylan'. In a literal sense it is impossible to answer - as it would 
presumably have to be written from a perspective beyond the grave. I suppose one could 
choose a Bob Dylan song and then choose a means of termination of some kind. 
Alternatively one could extrapolate and envisage that there undoubtedly will be a final 
Bob Dylan song I will eventually listen to - but let us not go too far down this particularly 
literal dead-end; let us not be too pessimistic; let us look to the un-literal intent of the 
above title. 
 
As of this exact moment - 10.08am Tuesday 19 April 2005 - the last time I listened to 
Bob Dylan was last night - the song was 'Not Dark Yet'.  I played it several times over - 
at times accompanying it on guitar - it being one of my favourite chord structures - one 
that affords the simplistic variations I am capable of - I was also attending to the lyric - 
and to the chapter in Christopher Ricks' book in which he draws similarities between the 
song and John Keats' poem, ' Ode to a Nightingale.' 
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I think it appropriate a choice - insomuch as we are talking of endings here - Keats' poem 
and Dylan's song are concerned with endings - ultimate endings. In Keats we are looking 
towards a ceasing upon the midnight with no pain, or of being, for many a time, half in 
love with  
easeful death. In Dylan it is the burden too hard to bear, or every nerve in one's body 
being so vacant and so numb. 
 
Talking of ultimate endings, let me draw to a finish by speaking of the Never Ending 
Tour - a tour that is of course nothing of the sort. A never ending tour is almost as 
sentimental a wish - in its vain attempt at warding off mortality - as that final line in all 
those fairy tales we used to listen to as children.  We do not live ever after, happily or 
otherwise, if we know one thing we know this tour is going to end. It is a tour that in 
reality started in 1961 and it will continue for as long as it continues - but it will end - in 
Philip Larkin's words: ‘Most things may never happen: this one will’. 
 
 Another Philip, Philip K. Dick - perhaps the most knowing sf author of the 20th century 
- once wrote a book called The Penultimate Man, he wasn't writing about Dylan - but he 
might as well have been. I cite this book because I am aware of some Dylan fans who 
have the slightly malign and baleful wish to be there for the final concert - for the actual 
final concert. I have no such wish, I have no wish to see a singer dying in front of a 
thousand clowns - to use Dylan's words in the Rolling Stone interview of 1969, in which 
he alluded to the death of Judy Garland. 
 
Myself, I would rather attend the one before the final one, the penultimate concert and 
perhaps hear the last performance of 'Not Dark Yet' - wherein the actual intent of the 
song I last listened to would be fully borne out - 'It's not dark yet, but it's getting there.' 
 
'Here lies one whose name was writ in water.' John Keats wrote this, his own epitaph, 
breathing his last - in Rome - aged just 25, staring out at the Spanish Steps. It is a line 
another great poet, Alien Ginsberg, only slightly misquotes in Renaldo and Clara. In the 
same scene in the film Dylan (in the role of Renaldo) tells us he wants an unmarked 
grave - and hence probably no epitaph either - a remark - in this context - perhaps worthy 
of our consideration. 
 
To finally end, to ultimately conclude: in the 1990s I was a big fan of Gary Shandling's 
American spoof chat show, The Larry Sanders Show. It ran for exactly 88 episodes, from 
22 October 1993 to 15 August 1999. I tried to catch them all, as it was one of the very 
best American TV comedies of recent - or any times. Unfortunately BBC2 tended to 
arbitrarily change its late night submission on Sunday nights, and it wasn't always easy to 
catch it. (I find allusions to my lack of contributions to Freewheelin' here.) In any case 
one of the shows many catch phrases was Larry's: 'Don't flip,’  a plea for the show's 
imagined viewers not to zap or flip channels in the phoney commercial breaks. The last 
words, in the last show, a one hour special - held in great affection by we fans - was 
Larry looking direct to camera and saying, 'You can flip now.' In terms of Freewheelin' 
let me end by saying, to all our contributors, past and present - 'You can all flip now - and 
good luck and God bless as you flip. 
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           THERE AIN'T NO FORGETTIN'........ 
 
By Mark Carter 

 
This is a tough one to write.  
I've been putting it off for as long as possible, planning to start it many a time and then 
finding reasons not to. Perhaps I've been waiting for Freewheelin's reprieve, waiting for 
the message that says; hey, it's business as usual, eyes down for the next twenty years, 
can't ya take a joke? 
Alas, it is not to be (or, if it is, someone is leaving it remarkably late in the day to deliver 
the punch line) and so it's time to bite the bullet and put finger to keyboard. 
I've planned this out so many times; what I want to say, how I want to say it. I'd intended 
to roughly draft it out and then refine it and hone it until it was as near to perfection as I 
could get it. This is my last ever Freewheelin' article and surely it deserves that bit of 
extra attention, that extra dash of loving care? 
Perhaps. But, in the end, I'm doing what I do best; I'm winging it; simply sitting here in 
front of my trusty laptop and punching the keys. Let's see what comes out, shall we? I'll 
be just as interested as you. 
Because it comes down to this; I had so much to say, so many ideas, so many theories, 
and yet, ultimately, none of it matters. All that matters is that this is farewell, this is 
closure, this is an ending. And, like Stephen King says; endings are cruel, endings are 
heartless, and there's not one to equal "Once upon a time........" 
 
And so, once upon a time..............there were these two dreamers and they decided to 
invent a different kind of Bob Dylan fanzine, the sort where you invite a few of your 
friends to join and then every month - every month, mind - you and your friends think of 
something new and different to say, and you send it along to one of those dreamers, who 
collates it, bungs a cover on it and posts it back out. What a stupid idea; they'll never get 
it off the ground! Give it six months, tops. Besides, all they want to do is nick our 
tapes............ 
Well, twenty years later, we've had the public Freewheelin (and what a handsome beast 
that was just before it bit the dust), the online Freewheelin and our work has seeped 
through into the pages of all of the "proper" fanzines. Not to mention the little-
remembered fact that we were the first publication in the world to print the Margolis And 
Moss transcripts back in the early 1990s (and still the only one to have reprinted them in 
their entirety). 
We've had most of the biggest names in the Dylan fraternity within our ranks at some 
point or other, and we've also recruited a bunch of complete unknowns whose writing 
equals that of anything you'll read in all of the other magazines put together. 
We've had JRS write of Visions for over a year and of folded umbrellas and of God and 
poets and of dogs running free. His legacy is his words - hundreds and hundreds of 
thousands of them - and I believe that his ideas and theories will resonate throughout the 
Dylan world for as long as there are minds that are open enough to listen. 
We've had Chris C sit through more audience footage than any sane human being should 
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ever want to watch, and the late John Green who reviewed God-knows how many audio 
tapes and found something positive to say about every one. 
Andy Muir; prepared to slug it out in print about what makes great art and what doesn't, 
Jeff Stevens; prepared to travel to New York for the BobFest in 1992 and then, upon 
returning home, insist that his interest in Dylan was waning! 
Terry Kendrick in search of Richard Thompson, Chris Hockenhull in search of Ralph 
McTell and Paula Radice in search of the Outer Mongolian edition of Chronicles. 
We've had C.P. Lee, who is the font of all knowledge and who was there in Manchester 
on that night, and Richard Lewis, whose article last month proved that he managed to 
pack more into one brief visit to America than most of us will in a lifetime. 
We've had the aforementioned John Green, whose overseas journals proved this one 
thing; that all he needed to be truly happy was a fag, a beer and a ticket in his pocket to 
the next Dylan gig.    
We've had Mel Gamble, whose early contributions were printed on wrong-sized printer 
paper with invisible ink, Patrick Webster who counts his words and once wrote over 
1,000 on a pile of pretentious old wank and Dale Hipper, whose article on a homemade 
train track that lies crushed and broken in the rain can still make me cry. 
We've had the best of times, we've had the worst of times, and this...........this is the worst 
of times. 
This is goodbye, this is cruel. 
But it's all part of life's rich tapestry, and, as some old goat once said; "everything 
changes...........everything passes." 
 
For the record, I last listened to Bob Dylan a couple of weeks ago, where I played "Planet 
Waves", "John Wesley Harding" and the "Masked And Anonymous" soundtrack back to 
back. No particular reason; I just felt like it. 
I rarely play Bob Dylan these days, and, when I do, it's usually an official album. My 
interest has dwindled, and, more and more, I catch myself wondering whether I still need 
him, or, more to the point, whether he still needs me. 
If he returns to these shores this year, I might go because I missed him last time, or I 
might not. It doesn't really bother me either way. 
If I go, I'll probably enjoy it. If I don't, I'll probably not regret it. 
I miss the days when I'd do three shows in a week or stand in a crowded field watching 
Van Morrison or UB40 or Stiff Little Fingers because they were some of the acts that you 
had to endure before Dylan came on. 
I miss the days when I'd descend on a record fair and snap up ten new bootleg titles and 
worry about what was on them once I'd gotten them home.  
I miss the days when I'd catch the train to London, sit in a cinema that was empty except 
for an old man and his dog, watch the Godawful "Hearts Of Fire" and then catch another 
train home. 
I miss the days when I'd order a half dozen new Dylan books, and then place them unread 
on the bookshelf, where their spines would fade in the sun and their closed pages would 
gather dust. 
I miss the days when I enjoyed going to the conventions and feeling that I belonged. 
I flip through those old Freewheelin's and wonder what happened to the enthusiastic 
uber-collector for whom Dylan could do no wrong. 
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I mourn the passing of those days, for the days when we were so much younger then. 
Because those were the days, my friend, and, oh, didn't we think that they'd never end?  
Ten thousand dollars, at the drop of a hat, I'd give it all gladly if our lives could be like 
that. 
My God, Bob, some of your lines can really bring a tear to the eye, you know? 
So, what changed? Fatherhood? Middle-age? Boredom? A nagging feeling that my mind 
had been closed and shuttered to so much other great stuff, and that the music-devouring 
18 year-old had been swamped by the 30-something's obsession with the good, the bad 
and the ugly of just one artist?  
Bob's live shows descending into a maelstrom of diminishing returns? 
The advancing swamp of time? 
"Yes" to all of the above, perhaps, and "No" to them all, as well. 
I think I've gone through what people call a sea change, and I don't think things will ever 
be the same again.  
I wish I had an answer, but I don't. 
Because none of the reasons outlined above explain why I still raid the internet for Dylan 
press cuttings or why I'm excited by the prospect of a new studio album, why I'll snap up 
Greil Marcus' latest book or why I'm impatient for the Scorcese programme and disc and 
DVD.  
None of them explain why, if I were allowed to keep only ten CDs, at least half would be 
Dylan CDs, or why I find "Masked And Anonymous" to be endlessly fascinating or why, 
when I listen to "Sugar Baby" or "'Cross The Green Mountain", I hear the breath of angel 
wings. 
And none of them explain why writing this, my last-ever Freewheelin' article, is so heart-
wrenchingly painful, and why, when I type "The End", I will not do so dry-eyed. 
 
My first Freewheelin' contribution appeared in issue 2; it was awful - no, don't go and 
check, take my word for it; it was - and I've pretty much put something into every issue 
since. During my prime - my Glory Days - any one issue would contain 20 Pounds, an 
article, and two or three cartoons, some of which could be up to six or eight pages long. 
Overkill, of course, but there were things that needed to be said, things that needed to be 
catalogued and things that needed to be lampooned. 
In all that time, I've only been verbally attacked once, and that was for an off-the-cuff 
remark about Bruce Springsteen! Whether that counts as success or failure depends on 
your point of view, I suppose.   
It always hurts when 20 Pounds ends up in the "Take It Or Leave It" section whenever 
the Isis Reader's Poll comes around. I'd prefer that people either loved what I had to say 
or hated it. I don't mind polarising any readership that I might have, but the thought that 
my hard work is ultimately considered to be so-so and nothing more than tolerable is 
depressing in the extreme. I've been lucky in that I've been able to churn it out for twenty 
years and find a home for it in Freewheelin'. I like to think that at least some of it has 
lasting value, but you never really know, do you? If all it's ever done is filled up a few 
blank pages in between the better stuff, then it's been, as Dylan himself once said, a 
grand, grand failure. 
Alas, it's all over now (Baby Blue) and so I guess it no longer matters. No sense in 
beating myself up about it any longer. 
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So, I've been a Freewheeler for twenty years, and that's almost half my life so far. After I 
finish this and switch off the laptop, I'll no longer be one, and that, my friends, will take 
some getting used to. 
Nowadays, my Dylan mail mainly consists of that familiar brown A4 envelope plopping 
onto the door mat once a month, and now we're down to the hard facts; one more and 
then it's all over. 
All the friends I ever had are gone. 
 
I wish I could say something profound here, or something that neatly sums up just how I 
feel. I shall miss you all - present and past Freewheelers alike - I've always felt like I 
knew you, whether I'd ever met you or not. We really had something, didn't we? I mean, 
we really, really had something, didn't we? We weren't just pissing in the wind month 
after month, were we? 
I said a couple of months ago that I  felt that I was losing an old friend, and - clichéd 
though it might be - that's really it; that's really what it boils down to.  
And that's really all I have left to say. 
I could go on; I'm tempted to go on, if only because it would stave off the inevitable. But 
there's nothing left to say. Except this; it's been a blast and I wouldn't have missed any of 
it for the world. 
I think we've made our mark on the world, but, more importantly, I think we've made our 
mark within ourselves. 
We were Freewheelers once, and I guess we always will be. Like Clint Eastwood said in 
"The Outlaw Josey Wales"; "There ain't no forgettin', not for the likes of us." 
 
Tonight I sat and watched "Dr. Who" with Jamie, and he's fallen in love with Time Lords 
and Tardises and Daleks just like I did when I was his age. And so, I suppose, it's 
comforting to know that, yes; things do change, but that, the more they change, the more 
they stay the same. 
And it's that last sentence that I'm clinging onto.  
 
I had planned to end this piece with a painfully appropriate Dylan line. Something that 
summed it all up and allowed me to sign off once and for all with a handful of wise 
words from the man who started it all in the first place. 
There's that line from "Mississippi", of course. You know, the one that goes; "I've got 
nothin' but affection for all those who've sailed with me". Or how about this, from "Going 
Going Gone"; "I'm closin' the book, on the pages and the text, and I don't really care what 
happens next, I'm just going, I'm going, I'm gone".  
Then again, if you want a more positive slant on it, a kind of life-goes-on upbeat ending, 
you can't really beat "Shake the dust off of your feet, don't look back" or the oft-quoted 
"Strike another match, go start anew". 
I might have gone for the anguished wailing of "Oooooh, mama, can this really be the 
end?" or the more confident swagger of "Time will tell just who fell, and who's been left 
behind, when you go your way and I go mine" or the resigned hopefulness of "And 
though the line is cut, it ain't quite the end, I'll just bid farewell till we meet again." 
Dylan has a line for every situation, and I guess he's written more ways of saying 
goodbye than for any other scenario, with the exception of saying "I love you". In this he 
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is not so unique; I'd wager that practically every songwriter has done - and will do - the 
same. After all, "Hello" and "Goodbye" make the world go round, and, Lee Marvin in 
"Paint Your Wagon" excepted ("Do I know where hell is? Hell is in "Hello". Heaven is 
when I say; "Goodbye, it's time for me to go"), I think that most people would agree with 
Mr. King; endings are cruel and there isn't one to equal "Once upon a time"..........or "I 
love you". 
So, I thought long and hard about the payoff line. Any of the above would have sufficed, 
and yet, in their way, none of them are quite right. I could have flipped through "Lyrics" 
and probably come up with a dozen more. But this is my last-ever Freewheelin article 
and, somehow, it would've been just too clichéd, too expected, too anticipated.  
And so because, like Mr. Jagger says, you can't always get what you want, this line from 
a Nanci Griffith song called "If Wishes Were Changes" seemed strangely poignant and 
appropriate. It sums up how I feel, that wishful thinking is just that; wishful thinking. 
But sometimes wishes are all we have. Sometimes, thinking "If only........" or "What 
if........" is our final refuge. Sometimes we can't see the silver lining for the cloud. 
Goodbye, Freewheelin'. We knew some times, didn't we? 
 
 
"If wishes were changes, there'd be no goodbyes". 
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                             by Mark Carter 
After the two-month "Chronicles" blitz, we can finally catch up on Dylan's 2004 
late autumn/early winter tour, and see whether it was as universally favourably received 
as the summer jaunt with Willie Nelson. Or, indeed, as his book was.  
 
At the time of writing this (early February 2005), that tour is still the last time Dylan hit 
the boards. By the time you get to read it, that almost certainly won't be the case. It'd be 
nice, too, to think that, even as I sit here and type this out, Dylan is putting the finishing 
touches to a new studio album. Who knows, maybe I'll be examining the reviews in these 
very pages by the end of the year. I'd like to think so, but with Bob you can never be sure, 
and eleven months is a long, long while. Whatever, I'm content to wait.  
"Spirit of the future, I fear you more than the others............." 
 
 
Okay, so we kick off with an appraisal of the intimate Grand show in San Francisco by 
The San Francisco Chronicle's old favourite Joel Selvin. In front of 1,200 people, 
Dylan delivered a show that seems to have soon been voted as one of the best (if not the 
best) of the year-end tour. With a nod towards his excellent band, Selvin notes that "with 
Bob Dylan, it's always real life - not show business - onstage. In his first nightclub 
appearance in San Francisco - and probably the smallest room he's worked around these 
parts since he played the College of San Mateo 40 years ago - he gave his most fevered 
fans a rare treat." 
 
At Santa Clara University's Leavey Center, Santa Cruz Style's Don Miller afforded 
high praise for Dylan's keyboard playing ("strong and prominent"), as well as the band 
("....Campbell, in particular, is invaluable to the Bob Band. Not only is he a wonderful 
guitarist, but his pedal-steel is so distinctive to the Sound of Bob that has become such a 
focused and flexible musical force"). Dylan himself, "appeared to be having fun, at one 
point leaving the keyboard to prance about in front of Recile, using that funny Bob-and 
weave he adopted throughout last year's film, "Masked And Anonymous". The bulk of 
the 4,500 audience are described as "polite", which, I assume, means that they were 
pretty inanimate. Indeed, at one point Miller claims that they "were somewhat puzzled by 
the intensity of the music, though at least students got a lesson in rock history and 
relevance from Dylan, while the obligatory aging boomers got a few moments to wallow 
in "remember whens" when he resurrected some '60s chestnuts." 
 
Angie Baecker of The Daily Californian went along to the Haas Pavilion show and 
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wished she hadn't. "Do I have the guts," she wonders, "To say that Bob Dylan's concert 
wasn't incredible? The acoustics were mediocre, the set was only an hour and a half long, 
and not only were Dylan's mutterings incomprehensible, his melodies were barely 
recognisable." 
Sounds like one of his better gigs to me. 
 
Mark Brown of the Rocky Mountain News was also less than impressed with the 
opening section of the University of Colorado show, feeling that Dylan's presence behind 
mostly inaudible keyboards created a barrier between him and the band. "......It made for 
a very slow, midtempo opening set," he says, "With plodding songs such as "Lay Lady 
Lay" being nearly indistinguishable from "God Knows". Dylan is best with his up-tempo 
material and when he's performing material better suited to his current vocal style." Still, 
it wasn't all bad; Brown enjoyed the band and thought that the second half of the show 
was a marked improvement once "he tore into "Highway 61 Revisited"."  
 
As the show wore on, it wasn't just the rockers that got Brown's vote; ".....A slow, 
seething version of "Positively Fourth Street" was venomous and wicked. And Dylan has 
finally found an arrangement of "Don't Think Twice, It's Alright" that works for him, one 
of the few songs that he emphatically pumped up in the mix." 
 
Charles Donelan was especially impressed with the newer numbers at the UCSB Event 
Centre show, and, in his Santa Barbara Independent review, he writes that "The 
music from his 1997 release "Time Out Of Mind" has done something wonderful for his 
live shows, lending a much-needed unity to the band's sound and approach. The current 
bands rocks like a more focused version of the early Dylan rock ensembles, and the 
groove on the more recently composed numbers tends to spill over and animate the 
classics." 
 
For all that, it was a 40-something year-old folk song that provided Donelan with his 
personal highlight and connected most strongly with a post-9/11 America. "For this 
listener," he writes, "The emotional climax of the evening came on "A Hard Rain's A-
Gonna Fall". In this crucial election year, and after a particularly heavy Santa Barabara 
storm, the final long verse, with its 16 emphatic lines, struck with enormous force. It's 
2004, and the executioner's face still remains well hidden. Black is still the colour, none 
is still the number, and Bob Dylan is still out there, to "tell it and speak it and think it and 
breathe it"." 
 
Kyle Munson of the Des Moines Register  thought that the show at Iowa's Carver 
Hawkeye Arena showed Dylan to be stuck in something of a rut. He notes that almost 
half of the set was comprised of "Time Out Of Mind" and "Love And Theft" material, 
and, while "that's sterling source material, it's curious that Dylan would be so stingy with 
his rich and vast back catalogue after a few years of flogging the same "new" songs." 
While he admits that "Dylan, fiddling around with his songs in new and dynamic ways, 
can still make them sound timeless and malleable", Munson also notes that "getting stuck 
in the recent past is not necessarily any better than getting stuck in the 1960s". 
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And what was Munson's favourite song of the show? Why, none other than "Cold Irons 
Bound"; one of Dylan's "recent past" songs, which was "the stunner of the night".  
Critics, hey, what can you do with them? 
 
Well, burning them in a giant Wicker Man like poor old Edward Woodward in that 
movie springs to mind as one possible solution. Or am I just being too harsh? 
 
The DaKalb Daily Chronicle's Chris Rickert went along to DeKalb's Northern 
Illinois University Convocation Centre to see Dylan's show, admitting that he doesn't 
own one of the man's albums and has no real idea of what he's about, save that one of his 
songs has a chorus that goes "everybody must get stoned". He enjoyed what he saw, 
especially when his Dylan-veteran companion reassured him that no song is played 
exactly the same way from one show to the next.  
 
For Rickert, the transcendent [(c) Jack Nicholson] moment came during "All Along The 
Watchtower" - a song he only knows from the "overplayed" Hendrix version. "To 
experience the hard-driving, inspired, emotional crescendos of Dylan's latest version of 
the song on Halloween night in the cosy and acoustically awesome Convo Centre - well, 
it's enough to renew one's faith in rock legends." 
 
The Davis Spectrum's Daniel Dullum similarly enjoyed the show at the UC Davis 
Activities and Recreation Centre Pavilion, and found "Highway 61 Revisited" to be a 
highlight amongst "an evening full of highlights". Dylan, he claims, was enjoying himself 
as much as the audience; "....It was apparent that Dylan was having fun onstage and 
clearly enjoyed every musical aspect of the show....With a little dash of showmanship 
(pulling up his sleeves like a carnival magician), he offered a simple "Thank you", 
grabbed a bouquet of roses, and lead the band off the stage as quietly as they entered. 
Bob Dylan's performance left many in the crowd mesmerised, some confused, others 
amused, and nearly everyone pleasantly entertained. Just another unorthodox night at the 
office." 
 
The University of Wisconsin sent along Jared Blohm to review the UW-Oshkosh's Kolf 
Sports Centre show for their Advance-Titan campus newspaper. His piece 
concentrates mainly on the post-gig reactions of the audience, which ranged from "I 
thought it was awesome" and "The show was amazing. I''m very thrilled. I loved it" to "I 
was a little disappointed that he didn't play at least one or two of his songs on the guitar" 
and "I thought it was way too much band and way too little Dylan." 
 
What was that about not being able to please all of the people all of the time? 
 
The OshKosh Northwestern's Jeff Potts attended the same show and decided that 
the show was so good that the only thing the audience should really have to complain 
about was that they had to leave their cigarettes and lighters at the door on the way in. 
So, no "Before The Flood" album sleeve at that particular gig, then. 
 
Tim Brouk, writing in Indianapolis' Journal And Courier, thought that the biggest 
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surprise of the show at Purdue University's Elliot Hall of Music was that Bob remained 
firmly rooted behind his keyboards and didn't pick up the guitar all night (not been to a 
Dylan gig for a few years, Tim?). Even so, "Dylan was surprisingly the most animated on 
stage, as his rock-solid backing band kept a laid-back persona. It was fun to see Dylan 
jerk to piano hits like a member of Devo." 
 
Kira L. Schlechter of The Patriot News was more than impressed with the Messiah 
College's Brubaker Auditorium gig, perhaps because this was the smallest venue of the 
tour and Dylan was feeding off the energy of the 1,600-strong audience, appearing "loose 
and energised". 
  
"In this day of giant-sized concert venues," she concludes, "The intimacy of Messiah's 
tiny auditorium reminded all who were there what live performance is really all about: 
the performance, not the spectacle, where the performer himself is spectacle enough. 
Dylan's presence in such a small space was electrifying, and he fully lived up to the 
billing. Similarly, The Pittsburgh Daily News carried an enthusiastic review of the 
University of Pittsburgh's Petersen Events Centre gig. Dave Fennessy preferred the 
rockers and only considered a "lacklustre" "Lay Lady Lay" to be less than perfect. For 
him, the highlights included a version of "Positively Fourth Street" that "turned the 
spurned friend/lover's enraged flip-off of 1965 into a tender, almost conciliatory lament" 
and an encore of "Like A Rolling Stone", transformed into "near-ballad tempo". 
 
Equally as impressed with the same show was Scott Mervis of the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette, who considered that only "Sugar Baby" was below par, being "the victim of too 
many sour notes." He was surprisingly impressed by the quality of Dylan's voice, given 
that he didn't enjoy Dylan's last Pittsburgh appearance during November 2002, when "his 
singing was terrible and he was out of sync with the band, and the very notion of playing 
Rolling Stones, Neil Young and two Warren Zevon covers - when he's written the best 
songs on the planet - was absurd." Oh well, it takes all sorts, I suppose. I think 99.9% of 
people reading this would gladly take any autumn 2002 show over anything 2004 had to 
offer, or is that just me? Perhaps, in two years time, we'll be harking back fondly to the 
glory days of autumn 2004 (scary thought). 
 
Anyway, I digress. Mervis continues thus; "Rumours of his voice being shot have been 
greatly exaggerated. Dylan has always toyed with the melodies, either speeding up or 
slowing down the phrasing - sometimes muttering away the high notes. On this night, his 
growl was deep and strong and full of menace." 
 
I'd still take any 2002 "Mutineer" over yet another tedious 2004 rock-out of "Summer 
Days" any old day of the week, but I guess even the cover versions would become 
tiresome if Dylan peddled them year in and year out. 
 
The Lansing State Journal's Chris Rietz decided, after viewing the MSU's Breslin 
Centre show, that "Dylan is a tireless performer and arguably the most successful of his 
rock-god peers at keeping the old songs as fresh and relevant as the new stuff". He won 
over the 3,400 crowd straight away, and, "with the crowd in his hand, he ramped up the 
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energy early on with "Tweedle Dum And Tweedle Dee", an irresistable rocker and one of 
the evening's high points - and the notoriously taciturn Dylan was smiling." 
 
The St. Bonaventure Reilly Centre show seemed to split the audience right down the 
middle, with many leaving well before the end and many more dancing at the front of the 
stage until the very last note had been played. According to the Olean Times Herald's 
Marisa Lampert, one attendee exclaimed, "He's having a good time, the band's having 
fun, the crowd is having fun, everyone is having fun!" while another reckoned that it was 
"one of the mellowest Dylan concerts" and that his mother was sleeping in the bleachers. 
Most said that it had not necessarily been a disappointing show, but neither was it on par 
with his last show in the area. As one woman observed, that's just par for the course; "He 
plays according to his mood, and some shows are slower than others." 
 
In contrast, John Hanchette of the Niagara Falls Reporter attended the same show 
and thought it was "terrific", despite some of the "wishy-washy" reviews he'd read. He 
states that Dylan played for over two hours (not always the norm on this tour), did three 
encores and was happy enough to treat the crowd to one of his corny jokes. In fact, 
Hanchette's only gripe was with the $15 tour programme, which, although it featured 
some interesting photographs, contained only very little text, and that was a tired 
transcript of an old interview concentrating solely on "Hearts Of Fire". 
 
He notes that many in the audience lit up their cell phones and turned them towards the 
stage, "which seemed to amuse Dylan". But, lest you think that the crowd was entirely 
made up of yuppies attempting a hi-tech replica of the "Before The Flood" sleeve that I 
mentioned earlier, I'm happy to report that "the distinct aroma of ganja wafted into the 
upper seats, and the smoke danced through the floodlights until staff personnel started 
scurrying through the crowd in an apparently futile effort to find the culprits." 
 
Hooray - rock 'n' roll! Am I the only one who finds the image of hundreds of people 
holding aloft illuminated mobile phones at a rock gig to be ever so slightly stomach-
churning? 
 
Mike Paquet, writing for Lehigh University's student newspaper The Brown And 
White enjoyed the Stabler Arena show, though he reports that the crowd was very laid-
back; ".....few in the audience stood up during the 100-minute, 16-song set, and even 
fewer danced." 
This is a well-written review and from somebody who's enough of a fan to know exactly 
when Dylan began phasing in his keyboard playing and that "This Wheel's On Fire" was 
co-written by Rick Danko. For him, the low point came during a version of a rearranged 
"Honest With Me", which "suffers from poor lyrics to begin with (and).........sounded like 
a cross between a hiccup and a skipping CD." As in many other reviews, Paquet found 
"Positively Fourth Street" to be the highlight, alongside a take on "Under The Red Sky" 
that was "executed with a combination of instrumental care and emotional control 
unrivalled in contemporary rock." 
 
Dylan even played a request; "a delicate reading of a new arrangement" of "Girl Of The 
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North Country" dedicated to a "young man named Alladin". Apparently, the lucky 
recipient was one Alladin Jaloudi, who Dylan had met earlier in Easton. Having finished 
tthe song, Dylan joked, "Anybody else wanna hear anything? Well, it's too late!" 
 
The Morning Call's Geoff Gehman also enjoyed the same show, describing Dylan's 
phrasing as "bizarre and brilliant". "Positively Fourth Street" was performed "with all the 
passion of someone smoking a cigarette at breakfast", whatever that's supposed to mean, 
and, though his voice rarely veered from a "grizzled gargle" (apparently, "sometimes he 
imitated a grandfatherly oracle, sometimes the witch in "Hansel And Gretel"), "on a 
stabbing-blues take on "Masters Of War", he was crystal-clear and casually menacing". 
 
The encore was a "phenomenally spooky, phenomenally powerful "All Along The 
Watchtower". Guitars howled, drums prowled and Dylan used a vocal echo device to 
intensify a sense of yowling danger. Like Dylan himself, the performance was a teasing 
hurricane."  
Chang Liu of The Harvard Independent similarly enjoyed Bob's gig at the Gordon 
Track, claiming that the song selection "became opportunities to prove his vitality". His 
favourite song, "Forever Young", came early in the set; ".....From the wistful prayer of its 
album version came the harsh edge of Dylan's voice against the backdrop of the 4-piece 
band." And, perhaps because that voice "sounded like it was losing its battle with 
emphysema, Dylan was the old gypsy grandfather, mixing a strain of tenderness in a tone 
as hard as a knife's edge." 
 
I must admit that I like Liu's observation that "throughout his set, he did not so much 
"play" his standards as he reminded us of them", as well as his final pay-off line (while 
discussing "John Brown") that "the common theme of his political songs was the 
indignation of the conscience against the brutality of the avaricious system. That, 
unfortunately, has not changed." 
 
If only all reviews could be as eloquent as this one. 
 
The Boston Globe's Steve Morse was also at Harvard, though he was decidedly less 
impressed than Liu. The sound, he eloquently reports, was "sludge city" and Dylan was 
definitely having an off-night.  
 
There were, he says, far too many "Love And Theft" songs, and many of the students in 
the 4,000-strong audience were unfamiliar with the album and left early.  
 
"Can we really stand one more version of "Tweedle Dum And Tweedle Dee"?" asks 
Morse. Well, speaking purely for myself, the answer has to be "No". As I commented a 
couple of months ago, what was genuinely new and exciting during the autumn of 2001 is 
tired and as tedious as watching grass grow three years down the line. 
 
Katherine Chan reports in The Harvard Crimson that the show was a great success 
as far as the organisers were concerned. It was sold out, there were no backstage or 
onstage problems and Dylan was only fifteen minutes late taking to the stage (as 
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compared to an earlier Busta Rhymes gig which ran two hours late).  
 
Some of the students complained that they couldn't understand what Dylan was singing 
("I can't understand a thing," says one, "But Dylan is Dylan. This is a pilgrimage.") and 
that the bulk of the crowd were listless and unenthusiastic; "There's not enough dancing. 
You can dance to Bob Dylan. People should be jamming." 
 
One fan, Kate A. Farrel, danced alone, and later called the crowd "lame" because they 
weren't "familiar with his new stuff". As far as she was concerned (unlike many others), 
the fact that Dylan resolutely remained behind his keyboards throughout the night was 
not a surprise or a disappointment, and she felt that he was right to stick to setting the 
tempo on the keyboards. To expect him to revert to guitar, she asserts, would have been 
like "asking a dentist to floss. You can just have others do that."               
 
Kevin O'Hare of The Republican went to Bob's show at the University of 
Massachusetts' Mullins Centre and declared; "Despite anything you might hear, when 
Dylan wants to, he can sing. Really sing. His voice was pushed way up in the sound mix, 
and when he started the night with an energised "Maggie's Farm", he delivered a 
borderline beautiful voice." 
 
During the encores, he delivered another of his "jokes", this one about guitarist Stu 
Kimball being a farmer who recently got one of his cows onto some scales. "He wanted 
to see how much his milky weighed," Dylan deadpanned. 
 
"Thankfully," O'Hare concludes, "The night didn't end with that. Instead, Dylan led his 
troupe through a roaring run through "All Along The Watchtower" before departing." 
 
At the same show, The Massachusetts Daily Collegian's Brian Duffey reports that 
"Like A Rolling Stone" was the best song of the night, and quotes various audience 
members, some of who felt that this show was "mellow and relaxing" and a far cry from 
his greatest onstage successes. Then again, others considered him to be "incredible" and 
"so professional", and, as Teal Maxwell exclaimed; "He's a legend, you gotta see him!" 
 
                      * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Away from the tour, Dylan's much-lauded interview on "60 Minutes" earned him a few 
more column inches and helped to promote "Chronicles", which, presumably, was the 
whole point in the first place. However, one can safely conclude that his fifteen minutes 
of prime-time American TV did him little favours, and, if it wasn't quite a catastrophe of 
Live Aid proportions, it was still a catastrophe all the same. 
 
Previewing it in The Buffalo News, Jeff Simon admits that he's never loved Bob 
Dylan, but he loves the idea of him. "Some celebrity in modern America has to be the 
perfect anti-celebrity," he writes, "And Dylan is it. No one else simultaneously offers his 
fans so much and so little. Dylanologists, it seems, can spend a lifetime pondering the 
sublimities, miasmas and banalities that comprise Bob Dylan and yet get absolutely 
nowhere. They can know every song, know every woman he ever shmoozed and every 
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joint he ever rolled; they can even know how many Dove Bar wrappers are in his 
garbage. And the more they know, the less they seem sure of." 
 
Simon reminds us that Dylan's last TV appearance had been on the "Dharma And Greg" 
show ("He had the bewildered but wry and cooperative look of a quantum mechanics 
physicist asked to address a convention of scientologists"), which was "so off-the-wall 
funny".  
Then again, he suggests, "a good argument could be made that Dylan has approached his 
entire last two decades as a long episode of "Dharma And Greg". 
 
Simon clearly thinks that "60 Minutes" and its ilk are superfluous and on their last legs 
here in the 21st century, and yet they perfectly encapsulate America's shallow skin-deep 
approach to celebrity nowadays ("So help me, if Leo Tolstoy were an American writing 
in 2004, he'd probably let "60 Minutes" film him wearing serf mufti on his estate and 
contemplating the holiness of the chickens he won't eat"). He claims that he's expecting 
"a total lack of edification in this evening's Dylan hallucination, but that's entirely in 
keeping with "60 Minutes" celebrity interviews. Especially these days." (Which - let's be 
honest - is pretty much exactly what he got). 
 
"What better time for Bob Dylan to appear amid all the aged dinosaurs on "60 Minutes" 
and confound all the easy notions of celebrity in his time?" he concludes, "If it's closing 
time in this particular bar (whose denizens are, for sure, not going to last forever), who 
better to come in for one of the final rounds?" 
 
Slate's Dana Stevens found the interview to have been ultimately as worthless as Jeff 
Simon predicted it would be, claiming that neither interviewer or interviewee showed the 
slightest interest in the proceedings; ".......Dylan displayed the flat affect of the clinically 
depressed, avoiding eye contact, mumbling evasively and sometimes visibly wincing at 
Ed Bradley's questions, which were not just toothless but gumless. Not that there's any 
need to put the 63-year-old artist through the wringer, but for God's sake, at least ask him 
something that rises to the level of mildly interesting cocktail chatter." 
 
Bradley, she complains, failed to ask Dylan "anything about music, current events, pop 
culture or religion" and, instead, "dwelled awkwardly on Bradley's amazement at the fact 
that Dylan might not enjoy being a celebrity." 
For those (un)lucky enough to have missed it, she provides a basic template of the entire 
Q and A session; "Bradley: "Many regard you as a prophet/god/saviour/genius. What do 
you say to that?" Dylan: "Argh, erm, well, hmmm." Bradley: "Wow, you're so 
enigmatic."" 
 
In a lengthy review for The New Republic, David Yaffe also blames Bradley for 
asking the wrong questions and not pushing Dylan to get his arse into gear.  
To be fair, Yaffe does admit that Bradley got "the more evasive Dylan" who seemed 
determined to answer every question with one word or less, but he blames him for not 
pushing Dylan further or delving deeper into "Chronicles" and trying to snag Dylan's 
interest with some of the characters that walk through his book. 
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"The segment immediately preceding the Dylan interview was on adult ADD," he writes, 
"Appropriate for a programme that reduced Dylan's entire life's work to gnomic sound 
bytes, and each one of them wrenched out with great anguish. Why did Dylan bother 
doing it? For most of the interview, he seemed like he would rather be undergoing root-
canal work." 
 
The UK's Uncut reckoned that the thing was a "disaster" and that a more coherent Bob 
Dylan could be found on the Fox channel, where a mumbling cartoon Bob was being 
interviewed in the latest "Simpsons" episode (or did they get the real thing and CBS' "60 
Minutes" got the mumbling cartoon? These days it's pretty difficult to tell the difference).  
"You could only cringe," insists Uncut, "When he referred to God as "the Chief 
Commander"." 
Steve Fennessy takes a similar stance on the Creative Loafing website, claiming that 
"Chronicles" is a fine book, but that the interviews arranged to promote it were "shit". Ed 
Bradley and "60 Minutes" return to take their share of the flack, but Newsweek's David 
Gates also comes under attack for failing to address Bob's bike accident, his conversion 
to Christianity, his divorce(s) or the Victoria's Secret advert and for generally treating 
Dylan like a member of can-do-no-wrong royalty. 
 
Instead, we learn that, during the interview, Dylan sips coffee from a Styrofoam cup and 
that it was raining. "Smelling the shit yet?" asks Fennessy. 
 
To be fair, the questions that Fennessy (and, I dare say, all of us) would have preferred 
Gates and Bradley to pose to Dylan would have probably gotten the interviews aborted 
before they'd even begun. Any interviewer worth their salt is going to realise that the only 
response a question like "Bob, you've been married and divorced twice now. Do you 
think you're doing something wrong?" is going to get is the sight of Dylan's boot heels 
disappearing through the nearest door marked "EXIT". 
 
"Bradley's interview with Dylan made Gates look like the Seymour Hersh of the music 
business," Fennessy concludes, "I'd use the word "vacuous" but it doesn't quite capture 
the emptiness, the galactic banality of Bradley's questions.....It's no wonder Dylan hates 
the press. What’s to like?" 
Indeed. 
And there we must leave it for this month, just as the post-"Chronicles" backlash kicks in 
with a vengeance.  
More on that next time. 
 
VAMBO ROOLS!! 
 
THANKS TO THE EXPECTING RAIN WEBSITE FOR MOST OF THIS 
LOT. 
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THE LAST TIME I HEARD BOB DYLAN 

By Richard Lewis 
 
In fact it was last night at a friend’s 50th birthday party and the band (The 
Travelling Billberets) had Dylan in their repertoire. As well as Dylan they played songs 
by The Clash, Van Morrison, The Stones and T Rex. They introduced the first Dylan 
song as “the greatest rock song of the last 40 years” before playing a great version of 
“Like A Rolling Stone”. By the time they were doing their third set, approaching 
midnight, I had managed to put away several pints and to my great surprise found myself, 
with Jenny, on the dance floor. It’s not often that you can say you were dancing to a hard 
rocking version of “A Hard Rain’s A Gonna Fall”! 
 
Prior to that my recent Dylan listening has been to the remastered “Blonde On Blonde” 
in the car and to Hollow Horn’s ‘Reference Recordings’ at home on the Hi-Fi. 
 
“Blonde On Blonde” is a 2 CD set with 8 tracks on Disc 1 and 6 on Disc 2. Having heard 
recent (and not so recent) live versions of many of the songs it was a real pleasure to be 
reminded of the originals. As well as containing my favourite Dylan song (“Visions of 
Johanna”) it also has another that I think is up there with the best. That song is the 
wonderful “One Of Us Must Know” where Dylan who was not yet 25 is able to deliver 
the lines 
 
When you whispered in my ear 
And asked me if I was leavin’ with you or her 
I didn’t realize just what I’d hear 
I didn’t realize how young you were 
 
and really mean it. As he said “the closest I ever got to the sound I hear in my mind was 
on individual bands on the ‘Blonde On Blonde’ album. It’s that thin, that wild mercury 
sound. It’s metallic and bright gold, with whatever that conjures up.” 
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So far Hollow Horn have issued 5 volumes of their ‘Reference Recordings’. Each one is a 
2 CD set with all the available studio outtakes from Dylan’s albums in chronological 
order. So far they have reached 1981’s “Shot of Love” and there are three further 
volumes to come. It’s a great idea as, like you, I’m sure, I have bits of Dylan scattered 
around on reel to reel, cassette and CD and I can never remember 
exactly where something is when I want it. 
 
Listening to the outtakes from each album, playing the actual released album and looking 
in the newly released “Lyrics” provides a fascinating glimpse into Dylan at each stage of 
his work over his first twenty years of recording. So far I have only managed a first listen 
to each of the 5 volumes but even this has revealed things I had forgotten and some I 
don’t remember even hearing before. 
 
Each volume is a 2 CD digi pack (larger than the average CD – same size as the new 
“Blonde On Blonde”) with a colour cover and track listings on the back with little notes 
to help you identify particular tracks e.g. Suze …fade at cough or I’ll Keep It With 
Mine….bank account blues. Each volume then opens out to reveal 4 colour photos all in a 
sort of colour-sepia style and several of them are new or certainly uncommon. 
 
When you put your 5 volumes in your CD rack the spines also reveal a well known 65 
picture of Dylan in sunglasses. The final volume is also going to have a 36-page booklet 
to compliment the series. As Bob has said “some of these bootleggers, they make pretty 
good stuff” and as these things go this is one of the best. 
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Another recent purchase has been “The Complete A&M Recordings” by Joan Baez. Here 
the Dylan connection is very strong. On here first A&M album is the well known “To 
Bobby” written in 1971 followed by her even more famous “Diamonds and Rust” which 
mentions Dylan calling her from a booth in the mid west. She reveals that this did indeed 
happen and Dylan “read me the entire text of ‘Lily, Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts’ out 
of nowhere. Over the phone, I couldn’t figure out what it was about, or anything about it 
except the words were cool and he wanted to know what I thought, ‘What d’ya think?’ 
That phone call and hearing  his voice brought everything back and that’s when the song 
‘Diamonds and Rust’ came about.” 
While she was recording it in January 1975 “Blood On The Tracks” came out and she 
immediately added “Simple Twist of Fate” complete with her Dylan voice on one verse. 
 
Also on the album, and often over looked, is another song about Dylan called “Winds of 
the Old Days” which is a much more sympathetic view of Dylan compared to the earlier 
“To Bobby”. It was written while she was on tour in Australia in late 1973 and read that 
Dylan was going to go on tour with the Band. She refers to her own self-righteousness 
saying 
 
Singer or saviour, it was his to choose 
Which of us knows what was his to lose 
 
And then sings 
 
So thank you for writing the best songs 
Thank you for righting a few wrongs 
You’re a savage gift on a wayward bus 
But you stepped down and sang for us 
 
 
 

                                              
 
 
 
 
So the last time I heard Bob Dylan I too heard that “savage gift” and remain 
thankful that he still wants to sing for us 
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The Last Time I Listened To Bob Dylan 
 
                                                                                               

by Al Masciocchi 
 
 
 

I always thought the idea of Freewheelin’ was sooooo cool.   
 
I learned of it sometime in the late 1980’s through John Green.  We had been trading for 
a while and each packet of tapes he sent contained listings of his recently acquired tapes – 
one sheet for Dylan, one sheet for all others.  Those sheets turned over every month or so; 
how could one man obtain and distribute that many cassettes in a month I wondered 
every time?  Little did I know.  Somewhere along the line, John started sending me 
copies of “The Ladies Treat Me Kindly” and further on down the line explained to me 
what its main purpose was. 
 
How cool was that?  A dozen Dylan fanatics – did that many really exist? (I was a Dylan 
vet, but relatively new to this aspect.)  And a subset, a cult within the cult with their own 
magazine, limited to 12 lucky individuals.  The only way to get in is if someone left.  
And who would ever leave?  Man, how I wished I could be a member. 
 
Then came the public Freewheelin’ and I became a charter subscriber.  If I couldn’t be a 
member I could at least be a voyeur.  And if the public aspect took away some of the 
coolness, getting to read the monthly missives and piece together the lives and 
personalities of the Freewheelers’ from the jigsaw puzzle pieces revealed in their notes 
put it back.  Now my periodic packages and letters to John contained a list of questions 
prompted by what I read in magazine.  Who’s the one who knows Ralph McTell?  
What’s this Cambridge Society?  And so on. 
 
So, finally I get to be a Freewheeler’.  Bittersweet since it takes the passing of both John 
and the monthly magazine to accomplish it.  But, damn, it’s still cool – I’m a 
Freewheeler’! 
 
******************************************************************** 
 
What about the last time I listened to Dylan?  Don’t tell those who determine fitness for 
Bobcat-dom, but weeks and weeks can go by without me actually listening to Bob; as it 
happens it’s only been a few days.  The occasion was the acquisition of the Hollow Horn 
boots Walk Like A Duck, Smell Like A Skunk (covering studio outtakes from the first 
album through Another Side) and Now Your Mouth Cries Wolf (covering Bringing It All 
Back Home through Blonde On Blonde).  Nothing much new, even to a non-completist 
like me, but all in one place, nicely packaged and they sure look nice on the shelf. 
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One afternoon for me, four and a half years for Bob (November 1961 to March 1966).  
You listen to this and you realize why he’s spent the last 29 years deconstructing “Bob 
Dylan”.  Why?  Because the way those 53 months play out on these recordings the 
choices must have been destruct or deconstruct, and who of us wouldn’t make the same 
choice?  How could you continue the way he did without stopping and trying to take it all 
apart? 
 
And I also understand why it’s 29 years and counting and he’s yet to be successful at the 
deconstruction.  The achievements were too great, too shattering, too unearthly to ever be 
successfully taken apart.  It’s a mitral valve, material can only flow out, not back in.  He 
can live to be 100 but Bob Dylan will never escape those 53 months. 
 
I remember proposing a Dylan topic to JRS a few years ago.  I had read The Gospel 
According To The Son by Norman Mailer.  It’s what the title says, the gospel story told 
from Jesus’ point of view.  Only gradually does he come to realize that he is God’s son 
and only gradually does he accept it, agree to it. 
 
Dylan has been called a prophet so often and for so long that it’s trite.  JRS wrote an 
article suggesting that Dylan truly could see the future (something to do with Princess Di 
as I recall).  What if, I said, he wasn’t just a prophet, what if he is THE prophet?  What if 
he is God’s son? 
 
Well, that would surely explain these four discs and the legitimate releases that resulted 
from these sessions, wouldn’t it?  He was 20 damn years old when it started.  Jesus didn’t 
come out until he was 30!  I mean, you gotta make a deal with someone more powerful 
than the devil to produce this stuff, don’t you?  The voice, the words, the music, the 
sounds, the range, the assimilation, the taking apart, the combining, the re-combining.  
How can you do that at that age?  This isn’t some idiot savant who knows what the 
weather was on July 30, 1847.  This isn’t some 7-year-old violin prodigy that can play a 
Mozart piece.  You can’t get this kind of perspective, this sense of history, this deep-
rooted wisdom in two decades, this timelessness.  Unless, unless, unless… you always 
were and always will be… 
 
But unlike Mailer’s protagonist, 1966 Bob said, “No, I’m not accepting that role”.  
Except it was too late.  Maybe he could pass the cup and save himself from destructing 
but even he can’t deconstruct what we’d already seen and what is out there for anyone to 
hear.   
 
Imagine if no one bothered to write down that Jesus turned water into wine or made the 
blind see or raised Lazarus from the dead.  Dylan was turning out miracles and not even 
letting people see them.  Maybe it wasn’t that Dylan wouldn’t accept being God’s son.  
Maybe God got pissed at him, threw him out of he house as it were, “Whattaya mean 
you’re not releasing “She’s Your Lover Now”, you’re no son of mine!”   
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Elvis swiveled his hips and upended the post-war, Eisenhower 1950s.  And the Beatles 
perfected the pop song to such a degree that in 40 years, no one has come even close to 
their perfection.  But neither Elvis nor the Fabs approached the dizzying 
accomplishments of Dylan in those 53 months. 
 
Here’s how great an achievement Bob had in that period.  Since 1966, he has a body of 
work, released and unreleased, the best of which stands up to anyone, anywhere, anytime 
and yet he can’t touch himself.  We can argue it, we can fill up message boards, we can 
be fully passionate about Blood On The Tracks or John Wesley Harding or Love & Theft 
or “Every Grain Of Sand” or “Blind Willie McTell” or “Joey” (just kidding about that 
last one).  By any measure, Dylan’s post-1966 output would put him in the Hall Of Fame.  
But, I’m sorry; it doesn’t touch what he achieved through 1966. 
 
Maybe he isn’t God’s son.  After all, Jesus accomplished a lot and he did it in only 36 
months. 
 
 
 
But maybe Bob’s the kid brother… 
 
 
 
“So when you see your neighbor carryin’ somethin’, 
Help him with his load, 
And don’t go mistaking paradise 
For that home across the road.” 
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THE LAST TIME I LISTENED  
                                         TO BOB DYLAN 
 
                       by Jeff Stevens 
 
 
 
Now, just when would that be? 
 
Last week, when I listened to a recent 2005  concert in the car? No way. The voice 
is shot and the band are workmanlike at best. Enough said. Last year at Finsbury 
Park? Definitely not. That was just a run-of-the-mill, typical festival gig with Ron 
and Bob goofing around like old-age pensioners on laughing gas. 
 
Brixton '95? The last time I saw Dylan play in a smallish venue. Not really. The 
performances were inconsistent over the three nights and too many times in 
concert recently my mind has started to drift away at the mid-point of the show 
and all connections have been lost. I have to go further back. The last night at 
Hammersmith in 1990? Possibly. The first time I saw Dylan 'live' at Earl's Court 
in 1978? Maybe. However, to be absolutely, brutally honest, which is what we all 
ought to be in the pages of this august journal, the last time I listened to Bob 
Dylan's music as if my life depended upon it was when I was a PGCE student at 
Southampton University and, for the whole of the spring term, the first thing I 
did after closing the door when I came home from a day's teaching practice was 
to play "Blood On The Tracks" all the way through, song after song and side after 
side, day after day, week in and week out for a couple of months or so. That 
album coupled with Jackson Browne's "Late For The Sky" were the soundtrack to 
my life in those days. Sad bastard, maybe, but I too had lost my one true love. 
Mind you, like all of us, nothing can really compare to our first dose of the Dylan 
muse. For me, that was Christmas morning 1965 when Santa deposited "The 
Freewheelin' Bob Dylan" in my stocking. Everything else, all the myriad albums, 
assorted singles, bilious biographies, critical tomes of various shapes and sizes, 
tapes, Cds, illicit or otherwise, concerts attended in person or listened to from 
afar, cuttings carefully collected and collated, magazine articles written and 
consumed, conversations engaged in or overheard, all the billions of words 
devoted to this artist in print or cyberspace, have been a mostly unsuccessful 
attempt to recreate those first moments of listening to a voice that seemed to 
have the uncanny ability to sum up in song one's own thoughts and feelings and 
who warned against faith in politicians, ideologies and even one's own heart. 
Trust yourself, indeed, but always keep one eye open for those unforeseen pitfalls 
that life can bring. 
 
So, it is time to bid a final farewell to "Freewheelin'". All good things have their 
end. I contributed to the magazine for ten years from 1991 to 2001 and prided 
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myself on never missing an issue. For the first few years it was an enjoyable and 
rewarding experience. I particularly valued the annual Lincoln get-togethers 
when faces were put to names and we could communicate in person rather than 
in print. Moreover, in those days Bob Dylan was not a fashionable artist. After a 
series of indifferent albums and tours, he had ceased to be the icon he had been 
in previous decades. It was a challenge to breathe life into the old war dog. In1997 
Bob suffered his 'life- 
threatening' illness; in retrospect, a brilliant career move, and, critically speaking, 
has become an elder statesman of rock, revered by young and old alike. In the 
same year my wife was diagnosed with breast cancer. I was in my mid-forties 
with two young children. My priorities had changed. Bob Dylan and his music 
shifted to the wings. I still kept up with all the magazines and books but, try as I 
might, he could never regain centre stage in my life. Mel Gamble's departure 
from the group and John Green's untimely demise were two further nails in the 
coffin. Mel summed up for me the true spirit of "Freewheelin"'. He was, arguably, 
the most gregarious member, he organised the Lincoln weekends and, when 
conversations stalled, he could be guaranteed to get them moving again with a 
well timed interjection. As for John, he was simply irrepressible and 
irreplaceable. When those jiffy bags ceased to drop through the letterbox, I began 
to feel like an impostor in the Dylan world. The magic had gone and, when Dylan 
was sixty and I was fifty, I resolved to move on. I had said all that I wanted to say 
about the man and his music and it was time to make way for others whose 
enthusiasm was more infectious than mine. I did not keep up with the on-line 
version of the magazine, although I did check out the CD-Rom annual produced a 
couple of years ago. I was greatly impressed by the depth and quality of the 
writing I found there - far better, I felt, than when I was on board. However, 
something seemed to be missing. There did not appear to be much personal 
contact between the individual contributors. Each person emerged with his or her 
own priorities and prejudices and aimed their articles at an imaginary audience 
rather than towards fellow members. That, to me, seemed antithetical to the 
spirit of the magazine that I had joined all those years ago. I did not regret my 
decision to quit when I did. 
 
Now "Freewheelin'" is finally being laid to rest. Thank you, John Stokes, for all 
those words of encouragement in dark times and for keeping the dream alive for 
so many years. Thanks also to Chris, John Welburn, Richard, Mark and Mel for 
being kindred spirits during those years. It has been a privilege to know you.  
 
 
Good luck to you all! 
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                                                                                               by The Two Riders 
John writes... 
 
When to write an article like this is probably the biggest problem. Listening to Bob as 
frequently as I do made it hard to know when to 'draw the line' and still have time to type 
up the article to meet the deadline. However, fate intervened, as often is the case. 
 
Most Friday evenings I spend my time in a local hostelry with 'like-minded' people who 
enjoy quality real ale and good music. For our benefit the landlord keeps a fine selection 
of real ales from the Big Lamp Brewery and we control the music. We are allowed free 
reign in the 'backroom' and Dave kindly brings his mini disc and speaker together with a 
selection of music lovingly compiled for our enjoyment. As fate would have it on Friday 
29th April 2005 Dave's mini disc featured Bob!!! There were songs performed by him, his 
songs performed by others and songs related in some way to Bob! 
 
The selection was a fine blend of songs covering a significant part of his career. We 
started in a perfect way with a song which clearly Bob holds as dear as the Oscar he won 
for it, Things Have Changed. This was followed by the Hard Rain version of 
Isis, which seems to have been performed by another person. The lately lamented and 
sadly missed John Peel introduced this the first time he played it as "Dylan's punk song"! 
Another rocker which showed that Dylan could still 'do it' in the 80s followed, Groom's 
Still Waiting At The Altar. How this was considered not good enough to fit onto 
the original Shot Of Love still amazes me and it remains the only song to be 
subsequently added to an album!! When this came out I had to order a copy, as in the 
beak and distant North exotic product like this are not regularly stocked. I placed my 
order in Virgin Records, Newcastle and the guy waxed so lyrically about the song that it 
made the wait so much harder but what a joy when I first played it, two weeks later! 
 
The first cover version of the evening is the excellent of Just Like A Woman by Van 
Morrison, I don't usually like cover versions but this is one or the best. However, I have 
always been puzzled by the slight lyric change where Van sings, "queer in here"! We 
stayed with Bob's earlier period and To Ramona was next, which reminded me of the 
Don't Look Back outtake where have a glimpse of his time as an acoustic artist. The 
next song was from someone who was a close 'friend' in the mid-60s, Joan Baez with 
Song To Bobby. An interesting but not great song which lacks the passion of probably 
her best song Diamond And Rust. 
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We then moved back to the 1980s with In The Summer Time, which reminded me 
of when the tape emerged with what we thought were various versions of this only to be 
very disappointed when it was played to discover they were covers of the Mungo Jerry 
song of the same title! Another cover version followed which was a different 
interpretation of A Hard Rain' A-Gonna Fall by Bryan Ferry. 
 
Much more up to date with the next track which brings back memories tinged with 
sadness. The song is Series Of Dreams which reminds me of the loss of John Bauldie. 
When he was involved with the Bootleg Series Volumes 1 - 3 he was asked for 
suggestions of songs which could be included and this was one that he mentioned. 
Columbia had not even heard of its existence and had to search it out. John had 
discovered the title when he interviewed Daniel Lanois for The Telegraph. So it was 
thanks to John that song was included. Without which many wonderful debates about 
"umbrellas folded" would never have taken place in these pages, a great strength of the 
magazine. Another Bob related song gave a change of pace and style with Telegram 
Sam by T Rex, with the immortal line "Bobby's alright, Bobby's alright, He's a natural 
born poet and he's just outta sight"! 
 
Okay so they can't all be gems! Moving on to a song which Bob has recently 
rediscovered and introduced it into some concerts, Tough Mama. A wonderful song 
from a wonderful and often under rated album which I return to frequently. Next up we 
'barked' our way through the alternative version of Every Grain Of Sand which was 
followed by another example of a song which should have been included on the album, 
Blind Willie McTell. I more often listen to the Infidels outtakes rather than the 
official release what productive sessions they were and how lucky we are to have some 
many tapes. 
 
The penultimate song for the 'Bob' part of the evening was right up to date from "Love 
And Theft", Sugar Baby. This album includes some many wonderful songs 
including my favourite Mississippi which sits comfortably alongside any of Dylan's 
body of work. The final song reminded me of the wonderful Chronicles Volume 1 
(and I hope it isn't the last!) Most Of The Time where Bob wrote so revealingly about 
this period in his life and the Oh Mercy songs. Thankfully he came through those 
doubts to produce a wonderful album and to keep is enviable record of producing a 
classic album in each decade which continued with "Love And Theft". 
 
My thanks go to David for producing this selection of tracks which helped to make 
Friday evening more enjoyable and giving me direction for this article. Thanks also to 
those who have made Freewheelin' possible each month, thanks for the wonderful articles 
and debates, I have been proud to be associated with it since issue 75. It is with sadness 
that I finish this but with hope that an annual can allow us to catch up once a year. 
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Mike writes.... 
 
 
Dealing with this subject is so difficult. And it's easy. It's easy because I listen to Dylan 
every day. It's hard because I rarely listen to official "product" because there is so much 
of everything else to hear. I listen to every concert as it comes through and track-list 
them. Given the variable performance quality this is sometimes a joy and sometimes a 
duty. But it is always fascinating. Outside of this-well it's tricky. The last non-Dylan 
show tune I heard came quite unexpectedly. I recently bought the new CD by And You 
Will Know Us By The Trail Of Dead. I eagerly inserted it onto the CD tray and 
lo and behold half an hour later as the band ploughed through a live track, the singer 
began to recite some lines from Mr. Tambourine Man. 
 
But what of the official stuff? Well some of you may know by now that I really like the 
dark stuff, the songs of fragility, despair, lost hope or resignation.   The songs where 
bleak is the colour of choice. Yes, of course it is great to hear the uplift coming from a 
song like New Morning as the intro takes you to a shiny, happy place but there is a 
whole other world in the murky waters of Shooting Star, Born In Time, 
Abandoned Love and so on. These are songs I return to often where often is measured 
in cosmic time. But I do know the very last song I listened to and I did it quite 
deliberately, one track picked off a whole CD, following a night spent listening to Nick 
Cave, Elliott Smith Eels and the inescapable Miles. And of course it blew all of that 
away. And what was this song? Most Of The Time. This was the subject of an entire 
Freewheelin' of course, many moons ago. The inner depths and the dark corners of 
Dylan's psyche are exposed as he fools himself into fooling himself. The very slow, 
stately progress of this song, going forward imperceptibly sucks the listener in like the 
gravitational field of a black hole from which even light cannot escape. It is a great big 
black hole of a song which, on the one hand, re-inforces the certainty of Dylan's view 
whilst simultaneously raising enormous doubts. Play it in a dark room, late at night, on 
headphones, real loud. It's claustrophobic. 
 
And that is that. I'm off to listen to the Futureheads, Radiohead and My Bloody 
Valentine. And I'm thrilled to have just seen Ornette Coleman in concert. Wow! But I 
will always return to Dylan - every time. As Dylan sings in my song of choice "I can 
survive, I can endure". And that is true of us Freewheelers but it will be a different sort of 
survival because the best was always yet to come but it's over now. 
 
It was a great ride for we Two Riders and for everyone past and present who ever held a 
pen, or a mouse or tapped a keyboard, in anger, joy, frustration or sadness and shaped this 
Freewheelin' thing. And one no longer with us. Take care every one of you. The future is 
unwritten. Go and write it. 
 
 
 
Restless Farewell 
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      THE LAST TIME I HEARD BOB DYLAN 
                     

BY ANDREW MUIR 
 
 
Upon receiving John's moving letter in March, I instinctively and immediately 
replied that I would of course contribute an article to the final issue of this magazine. 
However, the title of the piece caused me some disquiet. I knew it would, in combination 
with other circumstances, lead me into writing about something that I'd been trying to 
avoid for some time, as will become apparent later. 
 
I did toy with the idea though of delaying the inevitable by playing on the words of the 
title - one can imagine a Ricksian riff on the last time, being the latest time, or in the 
ultimate time, or the danger that every time could be that ultimate time. One can hear in 
one's ears the Rolling Stones' warning that "this could be the last time, this could be the 
last time, might be the last time, I don't know." 
 
Yet that would indeed merely be playing for time, as the song I first heard in my head (I 
often think in songs - do you?) when I read the title was Joni Mitchell's, The Last Time I 
Saw Richard. This was the first song that got me into Joni, its melancholy tune a perfect 
trap for all that adolescent angst that we all project on to a world in our teenage years, 
imaging with dread an uncertain future. And melancholic was certainly how I was feeling 
about listening to Dylan at the time that John's letter arrived. 
 
To explain this, a little background is needed. Some time back Helter Skelter asked me to 
update Razor's Edge for a second edition. I actually find this quite difficult, as I have not 
enjoyed the shows for the last few years nearly as much as many others (you can read 
that as 'years' or 'other people). I have had problems with Dylan's vocal deterioration and 
although I would dearly like - as Steven Scobie, for example, does - to find how he 
changes his voice to cope with this admirably engaging; I do not, generally speaking 
anyway. Instead I find a lack of engagement in his voice, with those terrible tricks of 
false 'dramatic' pauses and the ludicrous 'up singing' technique on the last word of every 
line. 
 
The first two chapters of the updated edition were saved by the American Fall tours 
which in their different ways gave me much to enthuse over. 2003 was a more testing 
year but I concluded with an extended review of Hammersmith, that echoed back 
pleasingly through the book being such a highly featured venue in its early chapters. 
 
It's not that I have ducked the question of my growing disquiet entirely - indeed much of 
the update is concerned with developments that worry me- but I wanted the book to have 
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uplifting passages too and at the very least the last chapter of the book to end on a high 
note (no pun intended!). 
Then came the news that Helter Skelter were putting a number of books back to avoid 
attention being distracted by the release of Dylan's own book, Chronicles. Gulp. I'd need 
to include 2004 to at least some extent now. However, a sleight of hand ensured that I 
conjured up a foreword that included me going to see Dylan's inauguration at St 
Andrews, and at the two Glasgow shows that immediately followed. Thus, the last show 
in the book was the riotous Barrowlands gig. It did not include anything on the shows 
thereafter as I just could not get into them at all. Though later in the year I began to hear 
more interesting things, they still were not enough to get me very enthused and, anyway, 
I knew I'd get around to investigating them later, there was no rush. 
 
So, just before John's letter arrived there was a simple answer to the question of this 
article -1 was immersed in "Planet Waves" on the SACD reissue. Amazingly it sounds 
even warmer there than it did before. 
 
Suddenly, though, all my plans were in ruins. First, I was notified that Helter Skelter 
were going through a reorganisation and had to decided to delay most of their spring 
releases until the end of the year. This meant I'd have to update Razor's Edge once again 
because Dylan was embarking already on 2005 shows. There was no way I could now 
avoid the listening to 2004 before immersing myself in the opening shows of 2005. 
 
Just to add to the pressure, I was then invited, and I'm deeply honoured to be so, to again 
open the John Green Memorial Day. As I have two possible talks for that convention and 
-one very academic in tone and the other one to cover the live shows in the years since 
Razor's Edge ended plus indeed, a point I haven't mentioned yet that cuts across these, 
which is to do with obsessional collecting and what happens when you actually start to 
lose the obsession. 
 
All these later points seem to me to revolve around the same things that John spent so 
much of his life involved in. Therefore, I shall be going into all of this in more depth, at 
the John Green Memorial Day, the correct answer at the moment of writing this, 
however, is that I am listening to a dull show from about a year before you'll read this and 
I am not very sure I can hear the Dylan I love so much in it at all. The other correct 
answer is that by the time you get this Dylan will have played many shows and with the 
wonder of SHN files and broadband downloads I will probably have listened to a very 
recent show the night before whatever day John posts these outs. And let us hope that this 
time I hear Bob Dylan again, and that it is not for the last time. 
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                                                                                    by Robert Forryan 
 
                           
Thank you, John, for inviting me to join you for ‘Freewheelin’s Last 
Waltz. Has it been a goddam impossible way of life, I wonder? 
 
I wanted to contribute but was faced with something of a dilemma, the minor part of 
which was that I don’t listen to much Dylan these days – some, but nothing like I used to. 
But I could’ve got round that if it weren’t for the second part, which is huge: I don’t write 
on Dylan any more and I seem to have lost the knack or the impulse or something. So I 
have had to cheat. What follows I have lifted from a larger piece I once wrote for a few 
friends. If I was writing it now I would do it differently but I’m not. I think John and 
Andrew have seen the whole thing but the rest of you haven’t. It’s not much but it gets 
me my seat on the last bus out of town I hope, allowing me to read all of your final 
contributions. 
 
The song I am writing about is ‘She’s Your Lover Now’, which I have always liked a lot. 
According to my books there are just two versions and they were both recorded on 21 
January 1966. When I wrote this I talked about Vermeer’s picture, ‘Woman and Two 
Men’, because this song seemed to be about that situation. I assumed that the characters 
in the song were sitting at a table in a bar, though Dylan doesn’t actually say that. As this 
is sung in the First Person, present tense, I tend to refer to the character telling the tale as 
Dylan. It’s easier that way, though there is no reason to assume that this is a biographical 
vignette. It’s also reasonable to assume that there are two male characters; that it’s 
actually Dylan, Miss-Ex, and Miss Ex’s new lover. Although there was a time when I 
half thought that when Dylan sang ‘She’s your lover now’, he was actually singing to 
himself – as if he were putting himself down, but that doesn’t hold water when you 
examine the words closely. 
 
I think this is both a minor piece and a universal theme. It works on both levels. We don’t 
need to know who the characters are as we have all sat at this particular table at some 
time in our lives – to that extent it is universal. On the other hand it is not about the great 
themes of belief and war, of civil rights and Armageddon, that Dylan so often engages 
with. It’s a simple love story, but maybe the most major minor work he ever wrote. 
Mostly I prefer the slower, less polished of the two recordings. The voice is like a 
musical instrument which he pushes through endless innovatory riffs. It would sound 
good even if, like ‘I’m Not There (1956)’, it made no sense. The voice is so much to the 
fore that it sounds as if the piano is in another room. 
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Oh how the pawnbroker roared 
And it was so good for the landlord 
The scene was so crazy, wasn’t it? 
They both were so glad 
To see me destroy what I had, 
Pain sure brings out the best in people, doesn’t it? 
Why didn’t you just leave me if you didn’t want to stay? 
Why’d you want to hurt me so bad? 
Did it have to be that way? 
Now you stand here expectin’ me to remember somethin’ you forgot to say, 
Yes, and you, I see you’re still with her, well 
That’s fine, but she’s comin’ on so strange, can’t you tell? 
Take off her iron chain, 
I think you’d better explain 
I’d do it, but I, I just can’t remember how 
You talk to her 
She’s your lover now 
 
The slower recording commences with Dylan mumbling before he gets into the lyrics. It 
shares that hesitancy with the electric ‘I’ll Keep It With Mine’. And it’s reminiscent of 
that live 1966 ‘One Too Many Mornings’ when he mutters incomprehensible noises as he 
waits for the audience to cease baying and ends it with ‘If you just wouldn’t clap so 
hard’. Ironically, in the story in the song Dylan is the butt of other people’s disdain just as 
he was on that electrifying concert tour. He is being jeered at by people he doesn’t 
respect. Certain sections of those 1966 audiences were like landlords or pawnbrokers, 
roaring: “You owe us, you owe us – we’ve given you our devotion, how can you not 
repay in the currency we recognise? What are these strange coins you cast before us 
now? We want legal tender, man”. And when he doesn’t pay, the interest on what’s owed 
becomes exorbitant, equivalent to usury. I have to confess to my own usurious tendencies 
where Dylan is concerned, most recently in terms of “Love & Theft”, but that’s another 
tale, not worth telling. 
 
Pain sure brings out the best in people, doesn’t it? 
 
I’ve lost count of the number of times I’ve used this line, it’s so useful. Like Robert 
Frost’s aphorisms: 
 

The best way out is always through 
 

Good fences make good neighbours 
 
Or old English proverbs like 
 
Spare the rod and spoil the child 
 
And 
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You have to be cruel to be kind 
 
Easy to say when it’s not you that’s the one suffering. It sounds like irony in Dylan’s 
mouth – feels as if it’s done with a wry grin and a shrug of the shoulders. However, in the 
case of the artist Dylan, it is surely a truism? We usurers in the 1966 audience provoked 
such a response, it has to be true. It had even begun in 1965 before Dylan recorded this 
song. 
 
In reality he is turning his own aphorism upside down to demonstrate what he has 
brought out in them. Whether pain in general has positive aspects is more than just a 
moot point – it is demonstrably untrue as a categorical statement for all seasons. But the 
way he sings doesn’t it recalls so easily the didn’t you at the end of you threw the bums a 
dime in your prime… 
 
From the outset the singer evokes the emotional nature of their conversation by defying 
logic. In line 5 he is, presumably, still talking to us or to himself, when accepting a share 
of the blame – he destroyed what he had, or what they both once had. But as soon as he 
turns to her and to the new him, the recriminations fly: why’d you have to treat me so 
bad? This is a portrait of reality – it is easier to be self-critical than to take criticism from 
others, being oneself one’s own worst enemy. Hard not to blame her when she is 
flaunting his replacement. 
 
Now you stand here expectin’ me to remember somethin’ you forgot to say 
 
Once in each verse he throws in one of these wonderfully convoluted lines, but all he 
really means is “you never told me”. And then he turns to the third person at the table: I 
see you’re still with her, meaning: hasn’t she tired of you yet? A put down and an 
unmissable implication that it’s only a matter of time, because she is inherently fickle. 
And what is her iron chain? Can anyone explain? If she can take it off it’s obviously 
something she wears. In each verse we discover more about her oddness in the words 
Dylan says to the friend in the cowboy hat. 
 
I already assumed 
That we’re in the felony room 
But I ain’t the judge, you don’t have to be nice to me. 
But please tell that 
To your friend in the cowboy hat 
You know he keeps on sayin’ everythin’ twice to me. 
You know I was straight with you 
You know I’ve never tried to change you in any way 
You know if you didn’t want to be with me 
That you didn’t have to stay. 
Now you stand here sayin’ you forgive me, what do you expect me to say? 
Yes, you, you just sit around and ask for ashtrays, can’t you reach? 
I see you kiss her on the cheek ev’rytime she gives a speech. 
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With her picture books of the pyramid 
And her postcards of Billy the Kid 
Why must everybody bow? 
You better talk to her ‘bout it 
You’re her lover now. 
 
On a personal level this verse makes all kinds of connections in my mind. It’s akin to the 
lonesome train whistle in the night that disturbs your dreams with imaginings and fears of 
dark woods and primeval caves. One morning, a long time ago, I was driving along in my 
car with ‘Desert Island Discs’ on the radio and the guest chose a 1935 recording of a song 
called ‘Trees’ by someone called Arthur Tracy. I’d never heard of Arthur Tracy or his 
song title, but as soon as it began (It goes: I thought that I should never see, a poem 
lovely as a tree) I knew it, because my dad used sing it all the time, and hearing it again 
induced a thousand weird childhood memories. Noel Coward had his own aphorism 
about ‘cheap music’ and its potency, and this verse of Dylan’s works like that for me. 
 
The first three lines present a conundrum: exactly who is on trial here? Dylan or Miss-
Ex?  I ain’t the judge, you don’t have to be nice to me seems to imply that she is being 
nice to him, and that he is saying “It’s OK, don’t think twice, I’m not accusing you, or 
anything like that”. But a minute ago he was asking why she had treated him so bad, so 
he was a kind of judge. Maybe this line is more subtle than that – maybe he is saying to 
her that her attitude stinks? Because she knows and he knows and her friend in the 
cowboy hat knows that she doesn’t have to be nice to him: because he ain’t the judge, she 
is. In her eyes it is Dylan who is going up on trial. Maybe. 
 
And the friend in the cowboy hat, who keeps saying everything twice is both the butt of 
Dylan’s sarcasm and his ultimate humiliation. Because for Dylan then, the essence of 
cool as he was, to be usurped by anyone so naff as to wear a cowboy hat, is the final twist 
of the corkscrew. Actually, it’s unbelievable, of course. But back then, it was 
unbelievable that Dylan would ever himself wear a cowboy hat (but the naffness endures, 
sadly). 
 
The line that most engages me is: 
 
You know I’ve never tried to change you in any way 
 
Nick Hornby’s book ‘High Fidelity’ talks about this very tendency as an illustration of 
the gender divide. In it a girl friend asks the central character to tell her one thing about 
herself that he would like to change. His failure to come up with an answer is interpreted 
by her as an indication that he has little real interest in her, since everyone has faults, and 
he clearly has not noticed hers. She accuses him of being self-centred. Dylan clearly sees 
this not trying to change others as something positive. I never tried to change you in any 
way is a protestation of innocence. I would hazard a guess that most men would see it as 
a kindness and that most men also wonder why it is that their women are always trying to 
change them. It’s a male perspective: if you love me, why don’t you love me as I am? To 
which the female reply is: because I love you I want to make your life better, and if there 
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is some pain in changing yourself well, pain sure brings out the best in people doesn’t it? 
There is a connection here to another song of the same period, “I’ll Keep It With Mine” – 
I’m loving you not for what you are. 
 
After reminding her for a second time that she doesn’t have to stay, he turns on her friend 
again: 
 
Yes, you, you just sit around and ask for ashtrays, can’t you reach? 
 
You can sense him spitting out this line. The angry contempt almost materialises in the 
air as you listen. The pause after the first ‘you’ is telling, it has the appreciation of the 
power of dialogue that you expect from a playwright. And again, in talking to the third 
corner of the triangle, we learn more about her. Must everybody bow? Suggests a woman 
who expects to be the centre of attention. And I find that her postcards of Billy the Kid 
use cultural baggage to define a person in the way that sheet-metal memories of Cannery 
Row does for the sad-eyed lady.  
 
Oh, ev’rybody that cares 
Is goin’ up the castle stairs 
But I’m not up in the castle honey. 
It’s true, I just can’t recall 
San Francisco at all 
I can’t even remember El Paso, honey. 
You never had to be faithful 
I never wanted you to grieve 
Oh, why was it so hard for you 
If you didn’t want to be with me, just to leave? 
Now you stand here with your fingers goin ‘ up my sleeve. 
An’ you, just what do you do anyway?  
Ain’t there nothin’ you can say? 
She’ll be standin’ on the bar soon 
With a fish head an’ a harpoon 
An’ a fake beard plastered on her brow 
You’d better do something quick 
She’s your lover now. 
 
 
The opening lines of this stanza can be taken in at least two ways. They might refer back 
to the must everybody bow? of the previous verse – an acknowledgement of her self-
perceived majesty as she inhabits a court where Dylan no longer pays homage. 
Alternatively it may be sexual metaphor – everyone goes up her stairs. 
 
And I like the fact that San Francisco and El Paso are both the titles of songs by other 
artists. This may be pure coincidence but a heart is broken in Tony Bennett’s San 
Francisco and a cowboy dies in Marty Robbins’ El Paso. 
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You never had to be faithful 
I never wanted you to grieve 
Oh, why was it so hard for you 
If you didn’t want to be with me, just to leave?            
 
The plot thickens. These four lines raise all kinds of questions. Who has done what to 
whom and why? Who did the leaving and who was the one left? Whose pain is the 
greater? If she didn’t have to be faithful, what’s the problem? Or is he defending his own 
infidelity by saying: “I wouldn’t have minded if you’d had someone else as well?” But, if 
so, why all the vituperation directed at the cowboy-hatted one? And why are her fingers 
going up his sleeve? (Great image that, you can just see her doing it) Why is she trying to 
bring him round if he has been in the felony room? All this confusion is the mirror 
reflection of the end of a complicated relationship. In its incomprehensibility lies its 
magic. 
 
She’ll be standin’ on the bar soon 
With a fish head an’ a harpoon 
An’ a fake beard plastered on her brow 
 
More cultural baggage with intimations of Captain Ahab and the Great White Whale. Is 
this instability or alcohol abuse? At least she’s not his responsibility now. And a nice use 
of the word ‘brow’ which could so easily be a ship’s bow. 
 
 
Oh, why must I fall into this sadness, 
Do I look like Charles Atlas? 
Do you think I still got what you still got, baby? 
My voice is really warm, 
It’s just that it ain’t got no form 
It’s like a dead man’s last pistol shot baby, 
Ah, your mouth used to be so naked 
Your eyes used to be so blue 
Your hurts used to be so nameless 
And your tears used to be so few. 
Now your eyes cry wolf 
While your mouth cries I’m not scared of animals like you. 
And you, there’s really nothing about you I can recall, 
I just saw you that one time and you were just there that’s all. 
But I’ve already been kissed 
I’m not going to get into this, 
I couldn’t make it fit anyhow, 
You do it for me, 
You’re her lover now. 
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I wonder how old you have to be to remember Charles Atlas? Or how young, not to have 
heard of the muscle man whose advertising signs conned you into thinking you didn’t 
have to get sand kicked into your face on the beach? In 1966, if anyone had heard the 
song (and, presumably, no-one outside the studio did), he or she would have known it 
referred to the strength needed to cope with all that sadness. I wonder how much sense 
this particular piece of cultural baggage makes to anyone born after, say, 1970? 
 
My voice is really warm 
It’s just that it ain’t got no form 
It’s like a dead man’s last pistol shot, baby. 
 
Among the many, many things I don’t understand in Bob Dylan’s lyrics, are the three 
lines above. The warmth of Dylan’s voice on the slow ‘She’s Your Lover Now’ is 
palpable, despite the expressions of bitter contempt. So the first line here fits his sound. 
And maybe it’s true that a voice has no form other than on some kind of electronic 
graphing machine. But what does the incandescent ‘dead man’s last pistol shot’ refer to? 
Suicide? I can’t explain. 
 
 
Now your eyes cry wolf 
While your mouth cries, I’m not scared of animals like you. 
 
This juxtaposition reverses expectations, as if it were a non-cliched cliché. Because it’s 
the mouth that normally cries wolf when there is no wolf. But here it seems that she is 
face to face with some kind of wolf. A wolf that may be a lone wolf, or a wolf in sheep’s 
(or grandma’s) clothing, or merely a lady-killer – her eyes filled with desire?  
 
I’ve already been kissed 
I’m not going to get into this. 
 
Get back into a relationship with her? Is that how the eyes cry wolf? A “wolf in the 
stomach” is an old expression for hunger. A wolf is a man with an excessive sexual 
hunger. It seems that, finally, her fingers going up his sleeve express a desire of her own. 
The humiliation may, therefore, be hers and the cowboy-hatted one’s – if he is intelligent 
enough to realise it, which seems unlikely. And of course ‘you were just there, that’s all’ 
makes a re-appearance, almost word for word, in ‘One Of Us Must Know (Sooner or 
Later). Well, one of them must… 
 
                                    *    *    *    *    *    *    * 
 
Sorry I couldn’t create something more pertinent or more related to ‘Freewheelin’s end 
times. It was good being with you – strangers though most of you are. Take care out 
there. 
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Last Time Around: 
Brixton Academy,  
25th November, 2003 
 
by Paula Radice 
 
I'm going to cheat (I think) a bit here, and write not about the last time I listened 
to Dylan, but the last time (as I write) that I saw and heard him live, which was at 
Brixton in 2003: it was an intensely memorable experience, and one of those 
moments in time that make you re-evaluate things.  I wrote about it briefly soon 
after the show, but thinking back on that night has made me want to delve a little 
deeper into why experiencing Dylan in performance can be so moving and 
powerful.  And a little bit deeper into what "last times" mean... 
 
Sometimes context can be a very important part of it.  A great deal of the 
excitement of being at Brixton Academy on that late November night in 2003 was 
what had gone before in the two shows immediately prior, at Shepherd's Bush 
and at Hammersmith Odeon, of course, with Dylan (as one critic at the time put 
it) "looking through his own songbook and then ripping it up".  After seeing a 
good but not extraordinary show in Munich a few weeks before, and then 
suffering the worry of Dylan having  cancelled a show in Ireland through illness 
not many days before he was due to get to London, the blistering performance 
and jaw-dropping song-list at Shepherd's Bush (where Monica and I had queued 
for five hours in absolutely torrential downpours of rain to make sure we had the 
pick of the seats) had come like a bolt from the blue - as Dylan well knew it 
would.  From our seats which were practically hanging over the stage, looking 
straight into Dylan's face as he hunched over the piano, we could tell he was 
having a rollicking good time blowing our socks off.  The poor guy sitting at the 
end of our row, who had never been to a Dylan show before but had driven up 
from Devon for this one, had to have it explained to him why all around him 
keener Dylan concert-goers were getting near-hysterical as each unexpected 
song started, laughing out loud and becoming incoherent with excitement.  Quinn 
the Eskimo!  Tough Mama!  Dear Landlord!  Jokerman!  And then Romance in 
Durango at Hammersmith... 
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So Brixton came on this wave of "What the hell is he going to do next?" and 
excitement that all things were possible, and that Bob was enjoying himself.     
Monica and I had been riding a wave of incredible luck that week, which 
continued as we got into the theatre: although we hadn't been able to leave 
Hastings until school had ended, and were therefore way back in the queue by 
the time the doors opened, Monica and I incredibly found ourselves in the second 
row of the balcony, dead-centre, and after an intense but fortunately not physical 
argument with the chap in the seat in front of us (who informed us he was going 
to stand up all the way through the show : we in turn informed him that, were he 
to do so, we would chuck him off the balcony...) we ended up in the front row 
itself (the said chap having decided that going downstairs of his own volition 
would be safer).  (I am usually milder-mannered than this, but anyone who 
threatens to spoil my enjoyment of a Dylan show should take care...).  So the 
excitement of the evening was all set.  You could hear it, too, in the huge cheer 
that went up as Dylan was  announced and came onto the stage at Brixton. 
 
(To digress a little - don't you find that Dylan shows all have their own individual 
character, their own taste, only partially to do with what Dylan himself does on 
stage?  The whole experience builds up differently each time: how you travel to 
the show and who with; whether it's in England or abroad; who's in the queue 
with you; who else you see to talk to inside the venue; what merchandise you 
buy; how good your seats are; what the atmosphere in the crowd is 
like...However many shows you go to, and most people get to a lot more shows 
than I do, each one has its own defining moments and experiences, and 
associated memories.  And I don't know whether it's me or Dylan, but some 
extraordinary things have happened to me on the way to or from, or at, Dylan 
shows.  The night of my first Dylan show ever is the best example - October 15th 
1987, the Night of the Hurricane.  I walked home from the train station down the 
centre of the road because the trees were being blown so hard they were 
bending down and whipping the pavements.  Blimey, I thought, I didn't know 
Dylan shows were going to have this effect...And for several tours after that - 
think of 1990 - Dylan shows were associated with extreme weather.  I remember 
walking around Hammersmith through deep snow drifts that year.  At Jones 
Beach in 1997 not only did the full moon sail into view behind Dylan the very 
second he walked onto the stage - I am not exaggerating, the whole crowd went 
"Ooooh" as it happened - but a monsoon-like rainstorm started within seconds of 
him leaving the stage.  Go figure, as the Americans would say).  
 
End of digression, back to Brixton.  Sitting in the front row, all excited and 
wondering what astounding little rabbits Dylan was going to pull out of the hat to 
top the surprises he'd thrown out in the previous two shows... 
 
...And he didn't.  Of course he didn't: this is Bob Dylan we're talking about.  He 
went one step further than that again, and produced what, for me, was the best 
show - musically - I have ever been at.   
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Listen to the snarl in the voice in Wicked Messenger, the opening song, and the 
way his voice swoops through the ends of the lines, for example, "...if you can't 
bring good news, then don't bring any!"  The harmonica comes in strong and wild 
in this very first song, blown with real gusto: here is an artist hitting the ground 
running, and with all engines firing (yes, it's a mixed metaphor, but you know 
what I mean).  One of the recent reviews of Dylan's shows in the Beacon Theatre 
in New York last month said that this late-career Dylan incarnation was "ferocious 
and palpable", and I think that hits it right on the nail.  No evidence of an artist 
fading out here. 
Being Dylan, the tempo and temperature is then played with as the set develops, 
in the interplay between songs and in the vocal effects Dylan brings to each.   
The second song, Yeah! Heavy And a Bottle of Bread, is gentle and breathy, with 
careful enunciation and phrasing that fits beautifully with a jazzy, loose, held-
back dual-guitar feel provided by Freddie and Larry.  It's followed by a slick, 
punchy Tweedledum and Tweedledee, again with Dylan taking what seems like 
particular care with the delivery of the lyrics.  Despite its familiarity on this tour, 
there is no feeling of slapdash or settling for the mediocre.  Listen to the 
deliberate gaps between the words in "your presence.. is.. obnoxious.. to.. me". 
 
And then slam-bam into Blind Willies McTell, and you can hear from the 
audience reaction how delighted they are to recognise it.  Dylan's piano playing 
hits a few clunkers early in the song, unfortunately, but the voice is spot-on, 
gorgeously growly and right up-front, every word, and the guitar solos between 
verses more than make up for the damage Dylan's keyboard is trying to do to the 
tune.   You can really hear Dylan's conviction throughout this song, but especially 
in the "There's a woman in the river..." verse.  Hear the lovely pause before the 
word hand in "Bottle of whisky in his...hand", and the number of notes he 
manages to sing into the word "sing".  The last lines of this verse, "I can tell you 
one thing/Nobody can sing /the Blues, like Blind Willies McTell" is just glorious, a 
real full-throated, last-stand statement.  Freddie Koella's guitar solo after the final 
verse manages to do more than justice to what Dylan has managed to find in this 
song on this particular evening, and the whole band's performance releases a 
huge cheer from the audience when it finishes. 
 
Then into the cheerful jingle-jangle of Tangled Up in Blue and some really happy 
harmonica tootling straight away.  You can certainly hear Dylan's contentment 
with himself here.  There are lots of lovely eccentric but meaningful phrasing 
touches (at one point the lyrics are delivered in a gentle staccato that plays off 
what the band are doing beautifully) and the song swings along joyously. Dylan 
plays with the way that the phrase "tangled up in blue" is delivered, managing to 
make each one different from the one before.   All of the harmonica breaks are 
pointed and convincing, and add to the overall feeling that here is an artist really 
enjoying and "into" what he is doing, at this moment, in this place, with these 
musicians. 
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Another change of pace.  Into the deep, dark, gloomy of depths of Million Miles.  
Muted but pounding piano chords contrast with rumbling, shivering guitar work 
that build up the picture of fractured, frightened need.  Hear the long drawn-out "I 
wonder what it's all coming....tooooo".   (Unfortunately, the CD of the show 
reveals that there were - unforgivably - a significant number of mindless idiots in 
the audience who talked all the way through this song.  How  do people have the 
damned awful manners to chat when an artist is giving his work all of his effort 
like this?  Can't they perceive subtlety in performance?  I'm sorry, but I think 
they're cretins.  If I had been sitting nearer where the taper was sited, you might 
also have heard me telling them to shut up.  I seem to need to do it at least once 
in every show). 
 
The next song, Boots of Spanish Leather, was my favourite of the tour.  The new 
arrangement that Dylan produced on this tour was unbelievably pretty, and it 
drew from Dylan on nearly every occasion a vocal care and tenderness that 
literally made me hold my breath, astonished.  You can hear Dylan's deeply-held 
belief that this is still an important song.  Listen to the way he pulls out the 
distance between "lonesome...day".  The lonesomeness of the day goes on 
eternally.  The emotional truth at the centre of the song is as bright and powerful 
as the day it sprang from the love-wounded heart of the young Bob all those 
decades ago.   The harmonica break at the end manages to be both chirpy and 
poignant  at the same time.  A very nice performance all round. 
And then the song that absolutely blew me away.  I don't know how many times 
I've heard Highway 61 performed, but I've never heard it performed like this.  
Wow!  It burns and blazes, right from the start.  And the guitarists are the key to 
it. Their sure-footedess allows Dylan to really sing, and Freddie is, of the two, the 
more impressive here.  He sounds as if he's been playing this song all his life, 
bending and stretching it into fantastic shapes.  Larry's is the more conventional, 
but no less blistering, reading of the rock-and-rollness of the song.  Dylan has to 
pull out a first-grade vocal performance just to keep up.  Up in the front row of the 
balcony, I was beside myself with glee.  It felt like hearing rock music played for 
the very first time.  Absolute joy.  The band are completely inside the song, riding 
it all the way through with the audience. 
 
Listening to the show again as I write this, I'm beginning to understand more of 
what Paul Williams meant, in last year's third part of Performing Artist,, when he 
talked about Dylan taking more care over his setlists - in his placing songs into a 
matrix of interaction with each other - than perhaps anyone has ever given him 
credit for.  It's certainly a tangible force here, Dylan's deliberate placing of songs 
either to hit off each other in contrast or to strike chords within each other,   
 
Love Sick, for example, pulls the pace right down again after Highway 61, but the 
two are tied together both by the conviction in Dylan's voice and by Freddie's 
billowing, blousy, brilliant guitar work.  In terms of the two songs side by side, it's 
a tour de force, in Dylan's ability to manipulate the emotional temperature of 
performance without losing momentum. After the nuclear blast of Highway 61, a 
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slower, more subtle song could have been a tricky proposition.  (One can think of 
dozens of  artists who couldn't, in a month of Sundays, pull off the transition).  By 
this stage in the night, though, Dylan is so convinced of his control that the step 
down in pace feels nothing like a step down in power.  It's true: sometimes 
silence can be like thunder.  It's a great performance of a very strong song. 
 
I can think of one close friend of mine who's not going to agree with my next 
statement, but Jokerman, the next song on the shortlist, does seem like a bit of a 
step down (sorry, Karen).  It's a good reading of a song with truly fantastic lyrics - 
but the choppy guitar sound tends only to highlight the flatness of the tune here 
and gets a bit repetitive: there's very little room for the guitarists to add anything 
of themselves into this arrangement.  The choruses are sung very strongly, 
though, with Dylan putting his throat into the non-verbal bits ("Aaahhh"), and 
some of the verse lines get some lovely decoration - listen to "the rich men 
without a name".   It's always nice to hear a less-often played song, so I wouldn't 
dream of knocking its inclusion: it's just that it doesn't shine as brightly as so 
much of the rest of the setlist tonight. 
Hard Rain, up next, continues the theme of the evening: here is a man enjoying 
his artistry and committed to it, and taking care to deliver it well.  It builds really 
nicely to a climax, all the lines sung clearly, and the crowd shows its appreciation 
of the way the last verse naturally climbs to a conclusion.  It also provides a good 
foil to the swagger and brimstone of Honest With Me, sharing with it an 
apocalyptic message, but with the newer song, on first impression, punching 
above its lyrical weight (again, largely due to the skill with which the guitarists are 
in synch with Dylan's mood tonight).  One feels Dylan to be saying, in the lines 
between the text of these performances, that his latest works more than stand up 
to comparison with some of his earliest, that they are every bit as valid and 
valuable.  "I'm going to build an imperial empire, I'm going to do whatever 
circumstances require!"  What a contrast to the context and content of Hard Rain, 
the ultimate tale of the folly of empire building!  Another example of Dylan's 
conscious use of the dialogue between songs in their deliberate juxtaposition?  
It's certainly the old Dylan talking to the young, developing and even perhaps 
upending a previous world-view.  Seen in these terms, which Dylan is the more 
daring, the more cheeky, the more confident, the more adept?  Definitely the 
older version, on this evidence. 
 
And here comes the Master's hand again,  Contrasts and contexts.  After a fast, 
loud song, an old song, a slow song - Hattie Carroll.  Like Boots of Spanish 
Leather, its beauty and power lies here in its restraint and its deliberation, 
especially in Dylan's vocal.  Played slowly, at the end it dwindles prettily 
away...and in swings Summer Days!  These new songs, the ones from "Love and 
Theft" and Time Out of Mind are really superb in live performance, as they seem 
to have been written to be.  The band is really cooking throughout, and I love 
Freddie's guitar here again, especially towards the end of the song.  This is his 
sort of music, completely.  And doesn't Dylan just love this song?  His voice rolls 
and swings with the dance tempo.  Released from guitar playing, he can relax 
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into his vocal performance and enjoy himself.  The lyrics pile up fast and 
furiously, sung with supreme jive confidence.   We lucky people in the audience 
yell our appreciation at the end, utterly convinced.  A great end to the main body 
of the show. 
 
The encore returns in the same vein, with a rollicking, fast-paced Cat's In the 
Well, a song I've always liked, and one that wouldn't seem out of place on "Love 
and Theft" (it was always my favourite on Under the Red Sky) in its old-timey 
swing feel and Americana lyrics.  Unfortunately, Freddie's jazzy solo hits his only 
bum note of the night, taking a fraction too long to get into gear, and Larry wins 
hands down in this song.   
 
No pause, straight into Rolling Stone (another new(er)/old song juxtaposition that 
works well).  How  difficult must it be for Dylan to sing this song with conviction, 
for the nth hundredth time?  The momentum of the evening carries him through it 
tonight.  It's sung straight for the most part, giving the audience what it wants 
(and takes - ie. an opportunity to throw its collective head back and sing along).  
Freddie doesn't make all he could have done of his guitar solo, but does well 
enough to launch Larry.   Dylan takes on the challenge of the lyrics and chops up 
the "secrets..to..conceal" line nicely. 
 
After the song ends, and before Dylan can get into his band introductions, 
someone throws something onto the stage and Dylan says/mumbles something 
which may or may not be along the lines of "..being here in Great Britain...take 
him out and hang him".  It's good-natured, but unintelligible.  Well, at least we 
could be grateful it wasn't one of the Dylan "jokes", of the "windscreen 
vipers"/"fork in the road" variety, he's taken to delivering. 
 
All Along the Watchtower, the final song, blisters at beginning and end, but falters 
at several points in between - perhaps needless to say, both of them are 
keyboard solo moments.  When the guitarists get their hands on it, though, and 
especially in the final verse when the drums kick in big-time, it sounds great, and 
Dylan's final line of the evening - "Nobody knows what any of it is worth" - is as 
impassioned and powerful as I dare say it has ever been, and makes for a more 
than worthy end to a magnificent show. 
 
Do you hear it like I hear it?  Were you there and felt it as I felt it?  I hope so. 
And that was my last time...But as with all Dylan shows, the hope is always that it 
won't be the real  last time, please God.  Keep him healthy and happy, we all 
breathe, as we leave the concert hall, and bring me back safely, too, to another 
Dylan show sometime soon.    Someday, of course, it will really be the last time.  
How will that feel?  How will it feel never again to be in the same space, in time 
and location, as Bob Dylan, and experience with him the thrill of the creating of 
his art another time?  Will we be able to be grateful and thank God that we were 
able to experience it the amount of times that we did, or will it leave an unfillable 
hole?  I'm sorry, John, but the best is not always yet to come - such is life.  All 
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things must pass, and all that.  For the meantime, with Bob enjoying his music 
and willing and able - God knows by what power - to keep touring hard and 
performing with conviction, we are justified in hoping, at least in the short term, 
that there are great experiences awaiting.  And if death is not the end, then 
neither, perhaps, need we fear the passing of Freewheelin', if that is what this 
issue in fact is.  The best we can do, as Dylan reminds us constantly, is to 
honour life.  How we do that is up to us. 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
Note: the above was written prior to the Dylan tour of  Europe in 2005 – now that is 
another story! 
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HIPSTERS, 
FLIPSTERS, 
& FINGER POPPIN’ DADDIES! 
 

The Last Time I Heard Bob Dylan and The First Time I Ever 
Wrote About Him 
 
                                                              by C.P. Lee 
 
 
 
 
The last time I heard Bob Dylan was three days ago on May Day 
Bank Holiday, at lunchtime, in the Charlton Arms pub in Ludlow. As we walked 
in through the door the delightful sound of It’s All Over Now Baby Blue was 
playing over the latest Bose/iPod combination sound system. It’s funny how 
hearing a Dylan song in a different setting from that in your own home or at a 
John Green Day, or even a Bob Dylan concert, almost feels like you’re hearing 
the song for the first time again. (That last sentence might make sense 
tautologically if viewed from the perspective of a Time Lord.) 
 
Sounding all fresh and new to my tired old ears, the song seemed to have gained 
a new lease of life. Such a happening is probably caused by something as simple 
as the acoustics of the building, or the acoustics of the countryside, as was the 
case at a Womad Festival I was MC’ing in the mid-eighties, enjoying Gates of 
Eden through the ten-thousand watt PA speakers at ten o clock on a beautiful 
summer’s morning. Now that was one of the greatest auditory experiences of my 
life, Eden unfurling over the meadows of Mersea Island, while the sunshine 
glinted off the sea and the gulls circled slowly overhead … 
 
Anyway, there I was in this pub in Ludlow and the first thing I heard as I walked 
through the door was Dylan and I thought to myself – “This seems to happen a 
lot to me.”  It’s almost as if they have somebody waiting by the window who 
shouts out “Here he is! Put Dylan on!” it happens that often. Carl Jung said 
there’s no such thing as coincidence, and in Dylanworld that’s truer than 
anywhere else. 
 
The second Dylan related Ludlow incident took place in a bookshop by the 
Buttercross. There was the new edition of Lyrics and I thought I’d pop inside and 
enquire how much it was going for. The shop owner, a charming moustachioed 
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gentleman with a slight military air about him, gently eased the shop’s sole copy 
out of the window and studied the back -  
 
“Full price I’m afraid. It’s not been remaindered yet. Mind you, I’m not sure I have 
much time for Mr Dylan these days,” he mused. Curious, I asked him why not. 
“Apparently he just sits on the stage these days and doesn’t do a thing. Doesn’t 
say a word, doesn’t play a note. It’s a bit rum. I don’t think it’s fair on the 
audience.”   
 
I didn’t feel qualified to contradict him - had it been true I probably would have 
read about it somewhere on a newsgroup or Expecting Rain, but there didn’t 
seem any great urgency in disabusing him of the notion – after all, what’s another 
absurd Dylan story to add to the legend when there are so many out there 
already.  
 
Who can forget the one that he’d only appeared on Dharma & Greg so he could 
get the make-up girl to try out various false moustaches on him? Then perversely 
not wearing the one he’d chosen, but sporting a real ‘Vincent Price’ a couple of 
months later ... Ahhh, crazy Bob! 
 
 

     
 
 
 
For this final issue of Freewheelin John suggested we write something about the 
last time we listened to Bob Dylan. As you can see from my response, it’s mainly 
when I’m entering pubs. If he’d asked, when did you first write about Bob Dylan? 
I don’t think I’d have been able to give this response quite so clearly if I hadn’t 
stumbled across a package of old papers in the attic. There, tucked away with 
old Speech Day programmes and copies of the hand-outs for school plays long 
lost in the mists of time was the first two pages of an essay from 1966. It was an 
English homework assignment with the title My Three Favourite Records – and 
guess whose records I chose? 
 
I can date the essay to September or October 1966, because I mention I “have 
every record, long players (sic), singles and EPs issued by Bob Dylan”, all 

LUDLOW 
Bookshop up 
behind the Butter 
Cross/Church at top 
of Broad Street, pub 
at the bottom 
through the gateway 
and down by the 
riverside
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purchased after a summer of working as a porter in a hospital in Liverpool, all 
gaps had been plugged. Blonde on Blonde would have been my latest 
acquisition, bought in an electrical appliance store in Everton – “Who’s he then? 
A golliwog?” was the cheerful enquiry of the cheeky Scouse shop assistant as he 
looked at the cover. “Bloody ‘Ell! You’re getting robbed there son. There’s only 
one song on that side!”  Etc, etc. I didn’t care, it had the songs I’d heard a few 
months before at the Free Trade Hall and that went someway towards making up 
for the news (or more correctly, lack of news) of the motorcycle crash.  
 
Re-reading that old school essay now the first thing I feel about it is annoyance 
that I can’t find the last page because I’d love to know what mark I got. The 
second emotion is one of acute embarrassment at the gushing naivety and the 
intense seriousness of it all. Only a sixteen year old could write like that. Finally 
there’s the shocking realisation that I’ve been writing about Bob Dylan for thirty-
nine years! 
 
The last few years of Dylan writing have been in the pages of Freewheelin where 
I’ve been allowed to roam freely around some fairly arcane avenues of musical 
history in search of an elusive thread that will lead me back to where I began. 
During these musings I’ve been lucky to meet the varied bunch of hard-working 
human beings who constitute the rest of FW, some alas, only in print, but happily, 
mostly in the flesh. And what a great bunch you all are, every one a valued 
commentator and contributor to the archives of Dylanology or whatever it will all 
be called one day. 
 
 
 
It may be the end of one chapter, it’s certainly not the end of the book ... 
And for your perusal and amusement – here’s that essay - 
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What Was It You Wanted?    by Jim Gillan 
 
 
 
Was It What You Wanted?  A bit late to be asking of course – and anyway neither the 
question nor the answer(s) matters much in the scheme of things. Herr Professor, what 
are your thoughts on this? Be aware that the dictionary defines ‘answer’ as ‘the solution 
to a problem’. Which implies rigour and (assuming the answer is correct) accuracy. 
However the dictionary also provides other definitions, thus illustrating that there isn’t a 
universally held understanding. Actually, most questions only generate responses, which 
of course aren’t the same thing as answers, but are often given (and taken) as such. If so, 
what we get in place of the answer is an opinion, which, however widely held, is 
invariably value ridden and not necessarily possessed of intrinsic value. For many things, 
what matters is the nature of the question, its purpose and context, though this doesn’t 
always help: 
 
 

(a) What is the square root of minus nine?   
(b) Where should the apostrophe go? 
(c) How many roads must a man walk down? 
 
             

I’ve been failing utterly to get to grips with John’s ‘In Many a Dark Hour I’ve Been 
Thinking On This…’ I think I understand it too well and have been meaning to ring him 
about it, but  still haven’t done so. I don’t know what to say, though sometimes having 
what seems like something in common can hinder communication. But not regard. I will 
try to reach him for a chat this evening, or failing that, send an email.  
 
RE ‘The Last Time I Listened To Bob Dylan’: There hasn’t been a precise time for this. I 
could invent a specific moment, but having absorbed his music over a lot of years I find it 
impossible to zero in on any particular point. Landing on the last time I saw him in 
concert (a disappointing Sheffield), or settling for the most recent CD on the player 
(Empire Burlesque – which spookily ends with ‘Dark Eyes’) doesn’t seem to be anything 
other than a contrivance. It may of course be time for Freewheelin’ to slide, but in our 
other worlds life, death and everything in between are all memorised the ways we want 
them to be.  
 
Last night’s ‘Late Junction’ played a track by Dylan, but I only switched on in time to 
catch the tail end of the announcement, not the piece itself, whatever it was. The mention 
of Dylan made the opening lines of ‘Visions Of Johanna’ leap into my mind and I heard 
him sing them.  Earlier in the day I played a show I recorded from the Internet.  Jeffrey 
Foucault was doing a live set on Whole Wheat Radio (http://www.wholewheatradio.org/) 
which beams out of Talkeenta, Alaska.  He did a version of ‘Senor’, so when I heard 
Jeffrey, I also heard Bob.  As I write, I’m logged on to the ‘Listen Again’ facility on the 
BBC Radio Player. Josh White is singing ‘House of the Rising Sun’.  This is followed by 
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Bob’s version, so ignore my earlier comment.  Presenter Fiona Talkington describes 
young Bob’s take as “pure genius”, highlighting the grit he brings to the song. Being a 
mere 21, Bob couldn’t really have been so much older then, so I guess the reference to 
grit is maybe an oblique pun on him being so much boulder… Which might explain his 
later search for a solid rock. Ouch. 
 
On the bottom of his covering letter to Freewheelin’ 234 John scribbled a footnote to me 
about contributing some words from the bathroom. As I read his request I again heard 
Bob perform.  I don’t know what though, as he was singing whilst simultaneously 
washing his hair. Wet, it’s much less impressive than when viewed against the backlights. 
And Bob really does wear why fronts.  
 
Saw Ramblin’ Jack Elliot a few weeks ago at the New Roscoe, Leeds. He played ‘Don’t 
Think Twice, It’s Alright’, which he introduced by saying that the first time he performed 
it, “the author himself was in the crowd – I recognised him by the light shining on his 
halo…” Close your eyes, open your ears and listen in.  
 
Now then, in March 2000 I was about to go off to America for a notional* twelve week 
trip taking in Yosemite, Zion, Canyonlands, Arches, the Smokey Mountains and the 
Grand Canyon National Parks, as well as San Francisco, Nashville, Richmond VA and 
maybe Austin.  Any one of them would have been enough, but having spent most of the 
previous two years recovering from severe head injury, I wasn’t thinking coherently. The 
lovely Ros was real worried about me heading off with a tent and backpack, but I had had 
enough of hospitals, wheelchairs, neurosurgeons, neuropsychologists and an abortive 
attempt to get back to work. I had to begin to find my own way, rather than rely on 
others, even if my timing was poor. What the hell, head injury doesn’t promote insight. 
Anyway, as the day of departure got nearer, she got more freaked.  We cuddled for hours 
and went through my plans, covered all the contingencies, made all the promises and 
cuddled some more. Played lots of music and loads of Dylan.  Which is where I got 
inspiration for this… 
 
Folks, I swear that this is true. In an attempt to lighten her burden of worry, in an attempt 
to make her smile, I came up with the following, which I recounted over a glass of wine 
and a cuddle – it’s impossible to have too many of these. And I said to her: I had the 
strangest dream last night. I am in a plane that I shouldn’t have been on, but find myself 
in mid-Atlantic. The Captain announces that there has been catastrophic engine failure 
and that ditching in the sea is inevitable. I arrive at the Pearly Gates, where St Peter is 
utterly nonplussed by my appearance, though nods understandingly when I explain that I 
somehow get on the wrong aircraft. He tells me that I’ll have to wait until my papers 
arrive, as until he is able to review them he can’t say if I’ll be allowed to stay, or will 
have to be cast down to the lower regions of Hell. But, he says, it shouldn’t take too long 
to sort – and in the meantime, whilst I’m waiting, I can pretty much do whatever I fancy.  
I tell Peter that my idea of heaven is to have a pint with my Dad, whilst watching Dylan 
do a solo concert. I also add some stuff about enjoying the attentions of long-legged 
barmaids, but what with this being a family read, I’ll leave that bit out.  “No worries,” 
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says St Peter, who strangely, though agreeably, speaks with a South Australia accent 
whist supping on a stubby.  
 
So I find myself in what is my idea of a fabulous pub. And sure enough, my Dad is sitting 
with a pint of plain, his familiar smile reaching out across the room and drawing me 
towards as fine a glass of Guinness as I’ve ever seen – and no bloody shamrock shape on 
the head. On stage, Bob is settling himself on the stool.  He’s only about ten feet from 
where I’m sitting and he gives me a wave and a thumbs up as I mouth ‘James Alley 
Blues’ at him.  “All that stuff and more” he growls. The light reflects off his Gibson 
acoustic; my Dad leans over and winks at me; I raise the pint to my lips and think about 
cuddling Ros… 
 
Just then St Peter taps me on the shoulder and motions me to follow him. Everything 
disappears and we’re again in the reception area. He has a folder with my name on it 
and a thick red line running diagonally across the cover. “It’s the other place for you,” 
he says, then braces himself for the flood of invective I unleash on him. I don’t know how 
long I let rip, but suspect it set a new record. At last I pause to draw breath and St Peter 
says mildly, “I don’t know what you’re so up set about – it’s not as though you believe in 
any of this stuff…”  
 
At which point Ros burst into tears. What we intend isn’t always what we achieve. 
Though I still feel that not hearing Bob on that occasion was infinitely better than 
actually doing so.   
 
And finally, a HUGE thank you to John and to all those associated with Freewheelin’ for 
intentions, achievements and limitless tolerance. And there’s always a next time. 
 
 
 
 
 (*turned out to be ten weeks, on account of I took ill. I guess I should have listened). 
 
 
Answers : (a) It’s an imaginary number of course. And is, I suspect, what Bob has in 
mind when he refers to mathematical music. (b) As you may know, according to Zappa, 
the apostrophe is the crux of the matter, though for guidance on usage, leave it to Lynne 
Truss. (c) One – and you’re on it.  Where it leads is up to you.   
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The Last Time I Heard Dylan 
or 

Sounds Inside My Mind 
 

                                      by Martin Stein 
        
So here it is, Merry Christmas – No, I mean my first and last article for 
Freewheelin’!      When did I last hear Dylan?  Well I guess that would be this morning.  
You see, like all us Freewheelers, I must replay at least one Dylan song in my head each 
and every day. And most likely have done since I ‘discovered’ him in December 1980.  
That was the date when I heard my first Dylan album – Greatest Hits.  My brother, who is 
12 years older than me, had bought the album upon release. 
 
The impact on me was instantaneous and immediate. I recall playing that album endlessly 
and I loved every song from the off.  When something like that happens to a fifteen year-
old it must be true love at first sound.  I used to memorise song lyrics and sing them (in 
my head) as I walked to school.  Blowin’ in the Wind, The Times, They Are A-Changin’, 
It Ain’t Me Babe, Mr Tambourine Man, It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue, Just Like A 
Woman and Like A Rolling Stone (all complete with hummed harmonica breaks) would 
just about last the 45 minute walk.  I never could quite get word-perfect on Rainy Days 
Women, but then I’m in good company! 
 
Funny thing is that I seemed to recognise, or ‘remember’, Baby Blue from earlier times.  
Interestingly enough my brother recalls playing Greatest Hits whilst baby-sitting me 
when I was a toddler.  Now I don’t think that the song was released as a single, so the 
memory had clearly served me well.  OK, not quiet listening in the womb but something 
about Dylan clearly struck a match in me.  The original version remains a personal 
favourite. 
 
But this is more “when did you first hear Dylan”.  So back to my newest morning song. 
The strangest thing about hearing Dylan in your head is that you can never predict which 
song it will be.  For some reason today’s was New Pony!  Either a line or phrase comes 
into your head or a memory associated with a song.  I guess Dylan is so much a part of 
my psyche that I’m constantly on-line to a Bringing It All Back Home page and his songs 
pop up like unexpected e-mails. 
 
Further proof that I’m a latter-day Joan of Arc comes from hearing Dylan’s voice, or 
more correctly one of his phrases, suddenly speaking to me.  Many times I’ve often 
sprayed a quote into unknowing ears.  And I know from reading countless articles, letters, 
reviews and pages that I’m not alone in this.  Remember the psychedelic sixties poster of 
Dylan that read ‘Blowin’ in the Mind’? 
 
Now, you see everything changes and as I re-read this article each song started to play in 
my mind.  Try it for yourself and I’m sure the same will happen.  This piece is a mental 
Dylan jukebox.  And ain’t that a joy? 
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When John first asked me to contribute to Freewheelin’ I was unsure whether I had 
anything to offer.  When I suggested that I should write a pilot column for his editorial 
approval he explained that he collated the magazine and that articles were always 
included unaltered. And of course the penny has only just dropped.  That a Freewheelin’ 
publication, in name and spirit, should not have an editor. 
 
I have enjoyed reading every issue of Freewheelin’ that John has sent.  It is / was more 
companion than compendium. 
 
And yet despite John’s continued encouragement, my self-doubt meant that I never did 
deliver a series of articles – First Time Around – to cover my recollections of first 
hearing Planet Waves, Shot Of Love and Empire Burlesque. 
 
I hoped to offer insight into these three minor gems. Planet Waves was an early purchase 
in my Dylan career.  I thought I’d bought a bootleg at first, the Island label throwing me 
off my CBS guard.  The crude liner notes, “stools that stank from sweating pussy” in His 
handwriting was heady stuff!  Then the songs.  I so disliked the opening track that for 
years I omitted it from tapes of the album for friends and myself.  But then Dirge, the 
signpost and curtain raiser for what was to come with Blood on the Tracks.  Has he ever 
sung with more honesty?  I wonder whether the song is unique in its lyrical symmetry? It 
starts with 
 
I hate myself for loving you, and the weakness that it shows 
 
and closes on 
 
I hate myself for loving you, but I’ll soon get over that 
 
Am I alone in hearing the piano begin to play Angel in the Morning at the fade out of 
Never Say Goodbye?  Probably. 
 
Shot of Love was my first ‘new’ Dylan album and with a UK tour to boot (literally!).  I 
returned two copies before realising that the volume jump in Trouble was not a faulty 
pressing.  After reading John’s recent piece on roses, I wonder why he didn’t mention the 
photograph on the back of the album sleeve? 
 
Empire Burlesque came out in the middle of my student days in Newcastle and height of 
my Dylan activity.  I thanked Dylan for making Dylanology easy with simple-to-follow 
songs such as Something’s Burning Baby and Trust Yourself.  To this day I still believe 
the Wembley story behind the final verse of Dark Eyes! 
 
Well, I guess as long as there are readers there’ll be writers, so I may get round to 
finishing these projects.  But there never was a better opportunity than Freewheelin’.  
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      ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE 
 
THE LAST TIME I LISTENED TO BOB DYLAN 
     
                                                                                   by Michael Crimmins 
 
 
It is quite a difficult task for me to talk to you about the last time I listened to 
Bob Dylan, because I listen to him all of the time! At this very moment I am listening 
to a compilation of songs from the ‘Hard Rain’ performance of The Rolling Thunder tour 
of 1976, so I suppose the honest way to write this article would be to concentrate on 
these. Off the top of my head, my favourite Dylan performances of all time are The John 
Hammond Tribute TV show, Hard Rain, The Concert for Bangla Desh and St James’ 
Park 1984 
 
To trim that down a little I would have to say that over the years I continually watch 
videos of the ‘Hard Rain’ and the ‘John Hammond’ performances. There is an element to 
these two shows that is not present in the other two and that is the female presence of 
both Joan Baez and Scarlet Rivera.  
 
In 1966 Dylan and the Hawks shared the stage of hell and high water together, as they 
boldly stepped out!  Dylan though as you would expect, remained very much the focal 
point. In 1971 Dylan was on stage with George Harrison, Leon Russell and Ringo Starr 
and once more Dylan’s presence, call it aura, call it charisma, whatever! Presents him 
very much to the fore!  In other words when Bob Dylan takes the stage we are in no 
doubt where the spotlight will fall. Maybe these are the words that could only come from 
one who professes to listen to Dylan all the time, I don’t know, some times things do get 
a little hard to see. What I can see for certain is that when Bob Dylan is on the stage in 
female company the line between the star and the accompanist blur’s significantly.  
 
Dylan has an affinity with women that does not fit the age old, scientific or practical 
minded male/ humanitarian female dichotomy. 
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This female affinity, call it respect if you, like shines through in Dylan’s song writing and 
also his stage persona, especially that of 1966 where his somewhat androgynous 
appearance mirrored perfectly the whole gender blur of his ‘Blonde on Blonde’ album.  
 
In Bob’s earliest songs it is the male scientific mind underpinning the capitalist 
exploitation of the natural world and its peoples, that is the very root of Dylan’s 
dissatisfaction. Around the ‘Bringing it all back home’ period, the one who sang with his 
tongue on fire had moved away from this ideal. The Kennedy assassination without doubt 
had a profound effect on Dylan and it is my view that he came to view himself and the 
very people he had been singing and writing for in the protest and civil rights movements 
as just one more army, with all the usual implications that the word army evokes. 
Compare the album covers of ‘The times they are-a-changin’’ and ‘Blonde on Blonde’ 
and you will see not just the stark contrast between a black and white image and a colour 
one.  
 
Something happens between Bob Dylan and Joan Baez on stage, something quite unique 
that pulls me right in!  I can never fully comprehend the greatness of their four songs 
together at Fort Collins May 23rd 1976 where they performed “Blowin’ in the wind”  
“Railroad boy” “Deportees” and “I pity the poor immigrant”.  I can say the same, maybe 
to a slightly lesser extent, of their set from a month previous at Bellevue Biltmore Hotel, 
Clearwater Florida. Whatever this magic is! One thing that it definitely is- is a meeting of 
the minds. They sing cheek to cheek, heads almost merging. Dylan’s penetrating glance 
from so close makes Baez flush with excitement. She loves him dearly. Of that I am left 
in no doubt! He, for his part, wants to be up there and that close to her because he feels 
the power of their one aura. He knows how good they are together!  Call it the ghost of 
electricity; the guiding spirit of performance, whatever this buzz is, that comes to visit 
and sustain performers when they reach for it, these two, especially here at Fort Collins 
are the very vision of it! 
 
Of course it would be criminal to rave on about the ‘Hard Rain’ TV Special and not 
mention what is possibly one of the greatest live performances of all time! “Idiot wind”. 
Sara Dylan was present as Bob sang this song; indeed it couldn’t and wouldn’t have been 
the same performance without her! She was as much a part of this songs performance as 
was Dylan himself!  The elemental Dylan is omnipresent, throughout the songs and their 
sequencing on the ‘Hard Rain’ TV Special. There is transition too, just look at the play 
list!  Just as Dylan climbed on the back of his own personal turmoil to grab for his muse 
with ‘Blood on the tracks’ here on ‘Hard Rain’ we can witness the demons of self doubt, 
that we all experience at times of personal strife, and their defiant exorcism! No more so 
than in this stunning version of “Idiot Wind!   
 
On the third chorus Dylan throws his head skyward and lets out with 
 
 Idiot wind, blowing like a circle around my skull, 
 From the Grand Coulee Dam to the capitol. 
 You’re an idiot, babe. 
 It’s a wonder that you still no how to breathe.  
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After which we witness an almost tribal stomp by Dylan pointing his guitar at Rob Stoner 
and Scarlet Rivera before delivering the final verse that leads off with “I can’t feel you 
anymore, I can’t even touch the books you’ve read… 
 
The smug look upon Dylan’s face throughout this songs performance and the generally 
perceived meaning of these lyrics do not, I agree, generally lend themselves toward my 
image of a Dylan who has an affinity and respect for women, and yet balanced against 
the painfully honest and beautiful “Sara” and the earlier “Wedding song” along  with the 
closing lines of “Idiot wind” I would say whoever could bring forth this force of emotion 
and level of song writing commitment, is indeed in command of the highest level of 
respect!  
 
Idiot wind, blowing through the buttons of our coats, 
Blowing through the letters that we wrote. 
Idiot wind, blowing through the dust upon our shelves, 
We’re idiot’s babe. 
It’s a wonder we can even feed ourselves. 
 
The colour and feel that I would choose in association with the albums ‘Blonde on 
Blonde’ and ‘Blood on the tracks’ would have to be a very distinct velvety red.  Dylan’s 
singing, especially on Blonde on Blonde, somehow has an almost feline quality to it 
which perfectly fits with the early hour’s feel of some of the songs and most especially on 
“Visions of Johanna”. Although the gender mist has lifted considerably on ‘Blood on the 
tracks’ I feel that these two albums, that I’m sure many of us would agree are Bob’s 
greatest achievements, are inextricably linked not only by the colour red of passion and 
it’s consequence but also by the winds and rain from the authors obviously elemental 
soul.   
 
A cheerful note.   Bast is the Egyptian Goddess of music and love. It is said that at night 
she is able to transform herself into a cat. Bast refuses to conform to expectations or to be 
at anybody’s beck and call. She refuses to be swayed or hurt by public opinions as she 
insists upon artistic freedom. She is also known as ‘Pasht’ where our word for passion is 
supposedly derived!   
 
I suppose that gives me licence to unleash on you all my own particular brand of “Idiot 
wind”.   Whether or not you have enjoyed my rambling, on and on, in freewheelin-on-
line, I would like to wish you all a lot of love and peace.                      
 
If this is farewell as far as Freewheelin’ goes let us not look back, Bob wouldn’t like it! 
And I’m sure the continuing saga of Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot fighting in the captain’s 
tower, will continue elsewhere and also down through the ages!  
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Piercing the dust 

 by John Nye 
 
 
I've been invited to contribute to this farewell edition of Freewheelin in my capacity 
as "honorary" Freewheeler - I'm humbled. 
 
The last time I listened to Bob Dylan, really listened – having searched for a 
particular version of a particular song, instead of casually listening to yet another 
concert – was a couple of weeks ago. 
 
John Stokes and I had met a journalist from "Cambridgeshire Life", a local magazine, 
and he asked us (in our capacity as committee members of The Cambridge Bob 
Dylan Society) for our favourite top five Dylan songs. An impossible question, just 
five songs from 40-odd years of writing. JRS, true to form, just rattled his off - and 
gave albums where they could be found. He even gave them in order of preference. 
When the journalist turned to me (Oh, I knew the moment was coming from a long 
way off - and was dreading it), I didn't know what to say. Lines from Dylan songs 
often fill my head, during quiet moments, while driving or at work - but a list of only 
five songs, and in order of preference. I fumbled around a bit and came up with a 
sort of list, then added quickly, that it wasn’t in any particular order. 
 
One of the songs I chose surprised me. I hadn't played it for ages, but it had been 
there in the back of my mind, ever present, for such a long time. The song in 
question is Restless Farewell - a real old-time, from way down in the boots, 
traditional-style folk ballad that must have been written by someone at least 150 
years old. It's of and from the tradition of old music and talks with such depth and 
strength, that it would take years of experience to have "lived" the song before 
penning it. But as we all know Dylan was in his early 20s when he wrote it, and if 
asked now he'd probably say he wrote it in five minutes. 
 
Restless Farewell is a parting song par excellence - each verse set on a different 
stage with different characters from whom to bid farewell. By the end of the song 
you get the idea that Dylan definitely wants to go - somewhere, anywhere, probably 
to an artistic other world, or to the next artistic horizon, leaving his competition and 
critics behind him. He's definitely had enough of something, or someone. The song 
ends the album "The Times They Are A-Changin'" and also ends the Quest TV show 
the month after the album's release - a parting song indeed. 
 
     Oh a false clock tries to tick out my time 
     To disgrace, distract, and bother me. 
     And the dirt of gossip blows into my face, 
     And the dust of rumours covers me. 
     But if the arrow is straight 
     And the point is slick, 
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     It can pierce through dust no matter how thick. 
     So I'll make my stand 
     And remain as I am 
     And bid farewell and not give a damn.    
                                                              
                                       -- Bob Dylan, "Restless Farewell" (1963) 
 
 
Back in the days when I used to play guitar regularly (with Steve Beer in 
Cambridge), we used to play a version of this song, and we'd do it in English folk 
style, a la Richard Thompson. I really enjoyed playing the song - and it was always 
worth the considerable effort involved. We did a good version of it as well (or so I 
now think!); I wish I could find a tape of it, I must have several tucked away 
somewhere. In my mind I play a version of it still, and merge Dylan's album version 
with the brilliant "big band" version from the Frank Sinatra 80th Birthday 
celebrations. His reworking of the song for that occasion was magnificent. On first 
hearing it sounded too quiet and almost apologetic in tone, but the full stereo 
soundboard version that circulated later tells the full story in all its majesty. I wonder 
what Ol' Blue Eyes made of it. 
 
Needless to say, it was the Frank Sinatra tribute version of "Restless Farewell" that I 
searched out and played on arriving home after the interview. I let it wash over me 
as I thought back to all the things John and I had said to that poor, unsuspecting 
journalist, who’d probably never done anybody any harm and only went out to meet 
a couple of Dylan enthusiasts and to find out what it was all about… 
 
 
Restless farewell Freewheelin. 
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Last Thoughts on Bob Dylan 
 

                                                           by Bob Fletcher 
 
She says, “You can’t repeat the past.” I say, “You can’t? What do you  
mean, you can’t? Of course you can”……….. 
 
In order to find my voice I have needed to return to previous times. And, if nothing else, 
what follows illustrates the fact that Dylan provided inspiration from the start. I like to 
think it was subconscious. 
 

But her shadow was missin’ for all of my searchin’ 
 

At sunrise, as the day begins and the earth conjures up its frosty spittle, I make my 
raggedy way along the road to now. It is a job of mine to listen to those children whose 
thoughts stay within yesterday and lead them away from the parents who journey 
backwards and downwards to the lower place that is always better than here, the very 
same here that frightens and distorts their grasp on anything that is real. And if time 
allows I sit and wait. And watch as the car speed by with their seats full of eyes that don’t 
see and ears that choose not to hear too much of anything that doesn’t sound right and 
proper. Of hands and hearts and feet and minds, all of which have belonged to the wrong 
body for as many days as the unhappy soul. And as the radios speak their strangeness to 
the chilly morning, the winds join in with songs of dread. 
 
If I look out of my window I can see the old lady of 117 years. She has chosen today to 
begin her dying. Here amongst the people with crooked thoughts, each and everyone one 
of them sharing non-identical unrelated secrets. Her soul and spirit are too exhausted to 
carry her any further and her features, once so very beautiful, have been exchanged for 
her very own mask of the next life. Her body has long since begun to follow the road that 
leads to stillness and her thoughts are no longer her rightful property. The voices she 
hears are those of a distant childhood. Her confusion belongs to another time and her 
memories are as pointless as the hands she can no longer use. 
 
Today is my birthday. Blue has never been my favourite colour in the wider scheme. 
Although there are times when I wish it were. Particularly when sadness descends, a 
sadness that is all mine. That cannot be shared or unburdened or subdivided. Every now 
and more and then again I really and truly believe that I will never obviously be in the 
land of happiness. I used to think it a lot more but it came and went recently. A bit like 
the sunset. And like the sunset it will return. Of that I am certain. And the isolation will 
be painful, with a beginning and a guiding hand.  
 
I first saw DeeBee on a cold winter day in the middle of the afternoon at fourteen past the 
hour and fell in love there and then. She was staring at the house that Mrs Cobalt lived in 
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for the last fifty years of her life. During that time she had watched her husband dying, 
her children growing older, and life passing by. At night she would feel a sorrow for the 
poor and their quality of a nothing life that never left much in any place for anyone to 
pray for, and she would sit on the porch at the back of the property and wish herself to 
sleep. And after two or so hours, when sleep no longer helped, she would go inside and 
berate her children. She would play the piano and sing along to some of the saddest 
songs, in a voice so full of softness it made the children cry some more. Then they would 
dance to the sound of her loneliness and howl at the night sky until their throats and lungs 
were red raw.  
 
But one day she simply ran out of songs to sing and the slowness caught up with her. The 
children were found in their best nightclothes, all tucked up in warmness with their milk 
and strychnine. Mr Cobalt was in his favourite chair with a hole in his head and nothing 
more to say. Mrs Cobalt lay on the porch cursing the day she was born. She was insane so 
the doctor said. She believed she could converse with jesus and share a bath with the 
devil. Hey, even satan needs to wash every once in a while. 
 
DeeBee was looking at the sign above the door. Mrs Cobalt had made it herself one 
summer way back when. She’d stolen a piece of wood and fashioned it just so. Then with 
some paint and concentration she’d written Home as neatly as possible. And there it 
stayed. Home is where the heart is but some people have neither, go anywhere and 
evermore and they will be thereabouts or nearby. There was a time when I had nothing, 
living somewhere in nowhere, no more and no less. And, as Mrs Cobalt was painting 
with every bit of love in her bones, I was busying myself being born into the world. 
Screeching and groaning and roaring and generally having a good time of things. 
Desperate people do desperate things. And as I gulped my first breath somebody let go of 
his or her last. That’s the nature of things. 
 
Amongst all this is where I happen, next door to those who bask in the luxury of their 
daughters and sons, the rich and landed who never really feel they are worth very much 
of anything to anybody deep inside. Hometown, high on a hillside overlooking the other 
life and its inhabitants.  
 
Gabrielle is an enigma, damned to breath threats of ills promised, a gallows bird, evil 
speaking and full of profanities, treacherous to a fault. SoFear, who sits in the launderette 
by day and sleeps in the chapel of rest when her darkness falls, never smiling and always 
going somewhere for the weekend. Along the road of her dreams stands the house that 
one day will be hers. Angelica, who blames him for the pain in her twisted head and the 
fear ever present in her dreamtime. And for turning his back at the hour of her confession. 
Wilson, who spends his days peeking into the place where infidelity is tried daily by 
twelve good men and true. He can close his eye and picture Tenerife, black in her entirety 
and always smiling her sunshine. Maria, the one from the Café of Light, who serves 
breakfast to those who steal her words and misunderstand them. Her reality is a whiskey 
as it comes straight with a chase. Bardot, who knew nothing of his mother and father until 
the day of his tenth birthday. He wakes every night with photographic memories of a 
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childhood, recountable only in clickety-click moments, reciting his sister’s final words 
spoken through her cotton wool lazy Sunday morphine contentedness. 
 
DeeBee spent most of each and every waking hour praying for someone who would 
understand, and when she happened upon them she would make them stay forever and 
more, whichever was longer. She would teach them how to love and love them in return. 
She would hold and caress and shower them with kisses, and they would fall asleep in the 
arms of the most beautiful person ever to have lived in the whole history of time. But 
when they awoke DeeBee would be long gone. For despite her feather bed of sensual 
delights something inside her would always wake before she did. And now as my 
thoughts return to their rightful owner, and DeeBee stands within touching distance, two 
worlds are colliding. Worlds of memories and fear and hatred. Two histories to be altered 
and revised, two longings to be denied, two desires to be suppressed. But not just yet 
because happiness is all and everything to me. And my thoughtscapes and dreamways 
have other plans. They want to take DeeBee on a journey that will introduce her in a one 
sixteenth of a second to what it, and all, and everything will be. It’s just that I’m not sure 
she’s ready for any of it. 
 
Mrs Cobalt knew all about it. She just chose not to make a fuss for fear of her songs 
being taken away. Without them nothing would ever be the same again. Every detail of 
her life would nave been altered, secrets could no longer be themselves. Thoughts would 
be of little or no worth, souls and spirits would be denied their very existence. Matter 
would be nothing and nothing would be everything or not as the case may have been. 
And the love of lifelessness she felt so afraid of would have led her to blindness. The 
world in which she lived was awry, or A-W-R-Y as Chuck would have it. 
 
Chuck will tell you that he was a once upon a long time gone real old acquaintance of the 
Cobalt family in general, and Mrs Cobalt in particular. And if DeeBee is insane with love 
and life, Chuck is insane in the very real sense of the word and all its associations. He 
knows all there is to and has travelled many long roads to satisfy his desire for 
understanding. He is the consequence of his actions. Chuck tells everyone he meets that 
to know is to understand and therefore to understand is to know. Or words to that effect. 
And to take that away from anyone ought to be a criminal offence. To Chuck, it is what it 
is. His mind is a flower blooming way out of season, full of pageantry, pomp, bravery, 
and pride. 
 
Chuck sometimes lived in a place not unlike the Cobalt’s. Whenever I called by there was 
a fresh note pinned to the door. Gone or ‘Well Now’ and Chuck would pretend that he 
wasn’t home. So I would knock some more and when he could no longer stand the 
suspense Chuck would open up and beg for a little of that mercy. I would smile the smile 
and walk right past him. Then, and only then, we would talk some of his talk. And Chuck 
would roam in and out of sentences, and shout to the rhythm of the sounds inside his 
mind and tell the most outrageous stories for hours on end, only finishing when he had 
nothing more to add. Sometimes, in the stillness of the night, he would break off and 
listen to something. He was sure it was the sound of Mrs Cobalt screaming. 
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To the south west of Big Salmon lies the Pacific Ocean and to northeast the Mackenzie 
Mountains. By road it is possible to drive to Whitehorse and pick up the Alaska 
Highway, which, depending on the direction travelled, will lead to Anchorage or 
Edmonton. Or further if necessary. Along the way are Tagish and Telsin, Watson Lake 
and Fort Nelson. Next come Dawson Creek and Grande (with an ‘e’) Prairie. Finally it’s 
the Rocky Mountains. Go the other way and it’s Lake Kluane, and d Tanacross, the Big 
Delta, and Mount Sanford. One thing is for certain, whichever way you go it is possible 
to meet people not unlike DeeBee, Mrs Cobalt, or myself. There is, however, only one of 
Chuck anywhere. 
 
For the record, Mrs Cobalt was 70 years old at the end. Or somewhere in that 
neighbourhood. Her great-great grandmother had known Tammany, a noble chief of the 
Delaware Tribe, intimately. Or so the story goes. His thoughts on things general were 
many. It is said that the New York democracy adopted him. Unite in peace for happiness 
and in war for defence. Foe enlightening the white man with these words, Tammany was 
made a patron saint. Mrs Cobalt also told those who chose to listen that her side of the 
family was pure aristocracy. Her heritage included Talleygrand de Perigord, a noted 
cleric and statesman who, when times were bad, had escaped to the land of the free 
American, returning to France only when it was safe enough to become Napoleon’s right 
hand man. Mrs Cobalt was proud to tell of his involvement in bringing King Louis to the 
throne. 
 
Chuck’s heritage was pure garbage. He had no family to speak of and recalled nothing of 
importance from childhood. Only the days spent beside the railtracks cursing the 
carriages full of dandy folk. Long before his destiny had been decided, he had done most 
things. Nothing and nobody had managed to escape his restless imagination. To earn 
some sort of living he had had turned his hand to just about everything using the 
minimum amount of energy required. He claimed to have worked the dockside along 
with the Union, learning the power of the collective as he went. He knew all there was to 
know regarding cotton picking. An acquaintance from Ontario filled him in. The 
workings of a canning plant were no mystery; an encyclopaedia provided all that was 
necessary. Most importantly, a woman called Funtime taught Chuck all about loving and 
how to drive a car. 
 
Just as today was ending for the old lady of 117 years so it was beginning for us. It never 
was going to take too much of anything for Chuck to set things in motion. With just 
enough of his talk he was able to suspend everything. DeeBee would have to wait. Our 
union would turn out when the time was right for such things. Of significance to chuck 
was the finding. He loved the thought of ideas and this was one of his. To reject ideas 
ought to be a capitol offence. DeeBee knew all about rejection. She was rejected the day 
she was born and the very moment she was rejected DeeBee renounced the notion of 
ugliness. Beauty is eye deep and in the skin of the beholder. And relative. 
 
There are those who worship loneliness, I’m not one of them…….. 
 
Two thoughts occur: firstly, the last time I listened to Bob Dylan. 
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Where do I begin? Ironically, at the end. At the time of writing it is three weeks since I 
left home. It is ten weeks since my marriage ended. Wisely, I have avoided Bob Dylan - 
most of the time. So I can’t be precise.  
 
Secondly, am I able to actively listen? Not at the moment. Earlier today, Lizzie asked me 
if I was writing again. She also asked me which Dylan song best summed up my current 
mood. My answer wasn’t spontaneous; I already knew that the song would feature in the 
introduction to this. But it seemed a good way to test the water. She laughed when I 
suggested ‘If You See Her Say Hello’. 
 
Andy Gill and Kevin Odegard argue that the song is a “wistful paean to an old 
flame…(Dylan) knows she’s worldly enough to take care of herself…..he respects her bid 
for freedom”.  Michael Gray suggests that it is a “marvellous rewrite of Girl From The 
North Country”. However, it is Paul Williams who illustrates perfectly my dichotomy. 
Should I choose to listen to the version found on ‘Blood On The Tracks’ I will discover 
that “the words tell the story so perfectly they actually disappear, and the listener is left 
alone with the performer, the sound of his voice and what comes through it….the singers 
depth of feeling and commitment to the truth become the listeners self awareness….” 
And it is the same self-awareness that becomes problematic should I choose to actively 
listen. Because I would choose a very different version. As Williams notes (and because I 
am unable to offer anything original, I am reprinting verbatim), “the shocking Lakeland 
version becomes a song spoken from that deep sudden urgent place where pain and anger 
are indistinguishable and their expression seems a violent necessity. Dylan’s 90% new 
words are humorously contemptuous (‘She left in a hurry/I don’t know what she was on’) 
and yet the honest, even humble, pain of the earlier versions is also here, and as affecting 
as ever (For me time’s standing still/I’ve never gotten over her/I don’t think I ever will’). 
No one listening can doubt this is a man talking about his own wife and something that’s 
going on between the two of them at this very moment, and one blushes in morbid 
fascination (and shame faced identification) as the character in the song snarls to an 
imagined rival, ‘If you’re making love to her/Watch it from the rear/You never know 
when I’ll be back/Or liable to appear’. The horror, the humour, the beauty of Dylan’s 
voice and of his commitment to self expression (however screwed up and alcohol or ego 
distorted his perception of reality may be), and the amazing intimacy woven between 
performer and audience at this moment all come together in the last lines: ‘Whether she’ll 
be back someday/Of that there is no doubt/And when that moment comes, Lord/Give me 
the strength to keep her out’. 
 
In truth it is not just Dylan that has proved problematic. Country, Roots, Gospel and Soul 
have all pierced me to the heart. And let’s face it, there are only so many variations of 
‘my baby done gone left me’ a man can take. So I have spent time rediscovering jazz. 
However, I will admit to looking forward to July (I promise to wear the hat). And to 
playing ‘Under the Red Sky’ because a friend hadn’t heard it.  
 
 I bid you all a restless farewell 
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES        
 
 
 

To Catch A Thief 
(Down In The Willow Garden)          by J.R. Stokes 
 
 
Until about mid 1989 I was pretty much complete. My collection, for I suppose it 
was a collection of sorts, was however all over the place with no particular order or 
scheme to keep things in check. Even the audio tapes that I used weren’t consistent: 
Maxell, TDK, Memorex, Boots own and Sony; I guess I had them all in different lengths 
and grades. And there were hundreds of them. Piled up in a heap on the floor they looked 
pretty daunting but placed side by side on my shelves they didn’t fool anyone. I recall 
that Mel Gamble used to collect only on TDK AD’s (the ones with the blue inserts) 
which I always thought was pretty impressive and that sweet paradise of harmony was 
probably what I strived for. But I never made it. 
 
Chris Cooper’s collection was out of sight. All his tape boxes were numbered and cross 
referenced into a catalogue. If you wanted to hear the last night of the ’78 tour for 
instance, the one where Dylan played ‘Do Right To Me Baby’ for the first time, Chris 
would have it on his tape-to-tape machine before you could say ‘Born Again!’.  
 
That particular recording, the night of December 16th 1978 at The Hollywood 
Sportatorium, could no doubt be held up as ‘Exhibit JRS1’ in my mitigation against the 
charge of being a Dylan fan without due care and attention. ‘Do Right To Me Baby’ was 
just a small nugget in a mother load of reinvention for, in his 37th year, Dylan placed 
some dynamite against the rock face of his back catalogue and blasted new life into old 
veins.  To get the whole picture you had to have the complete set, right through from 
June to December, and obviously you had to have all the rehearsals as well and, oh yeah, 
the Far East Tour too. Not having, or having heard, a particular show was like being 
stuck in the toilet with a stomach complaint on the day that Jesus was being crucified on 
a hill outside: you were obviously missing something very important.  
 
Of course, similar things happened in ’79 and ’80. Every show had something new and 
thus became classic items for the collection. It made the worry and stress of trading all 
the more worthwhile because you knew that, when the second night of the gigs from 
Massey Hall, Toronto 1980 turned up, you were going to hear Dylan say something that 
he didn’t say on the first night.  
 
1984 was another example in the ‘must have’ tape stakes. All those wonderful lyric 
changes to be fathomed and drooled over and, what’s this: a Willie Nelson song in Basle 
and Brussells? Bloody hell, he’s never done that before! And I tracked and traced them 
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all: on Maxell, TDK, Memorex, Boots own and Sony. In no particular order or place. But 
I had them all. 
 
Things seemed to change in 1988.  On June 7th  we didn’t know what tricks Dylan would 
have up his sleeve and we also didn’t know that the concert performed that night at 
Concord, California would be the start of a tour that would become what the depths of the 
ocean might seem to a drowning man: never ending. As is turned out, Dylan invited us on 
to a wonderful magic roundabout that consisted of 13 songs, four of which had never 
previously been performed live namely ‘Absolutely Sweet Marie’, ‘Man of Constant 
Sorrow’, ‘Driftin’ Too Far from Shore’ and the opener ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’. 
With Neil Young joining Dylan on stage for 10 of the 13 songs performed, the tape of 
this show would be a Penny Black with no perforations. Coincidentally at around this 
time Maxell introduced a new range of double XL quality C90’s. Are you thinking what 
I’m thinking? 
 
So, in June 1988 we had the first concert of the NET, a show which opened with 
‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ and closed with ‘Maggie’s Farm’. 5 months and 70 
shows later, the first year (of 17 to date) of the NET concluded with the concert at Radio 
City Music Hall, New York on the 19th October, a concert which opened with 
‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ and closed with ‘Maggie’s Farm’. It’s strange to think 
now that, halfway through 1988 Dylan had never previously performed ‘Subterranean 
Homesick Blues’ live but by the end of the year he had performed it 70 times, for each 
show opened with ‘Johnny’s in the basement’. As Ecclesiastes, the Old Testament 
Prophet once observed: ‘For everything there is a season and a time for every matter 
under heaven’. On that basis, 1988 was surely Johnny’s season and Johnny’s time under 
Dylan’s bright blue heaven of performance. 
 
By the time the second year of the NET started, which happened to be on May 27th 1989 
in Andrarum, Sweden, my house was becoming littered with Maxell double XL quality 
C90s. Some had been labeled, some had not. Even more seriously, some had been played, 
many more had not. Chris’s were all numbered and cross referenced into his ever 
growing catalogue which put my pathetic attempts at collecting to shame. Sooner or later 
I would be found guilty of that charge of being a Dylan fan without due care and 
attention. My only hope would be in the mitigating circumstances that, in that first 1989 
show in Sweden, Dylan opened again with ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ and closed 
again with ‘Maggie’s Farm’. Johnny was back in the basement and it seemed like he 
would be there forever. The Penny Blacks were giving way to those ‘God knows when 
but you’re doin’ it again’  blues.  
 
Irrespective of the standard of Dylan’s performances at these early shows in the NET, I 
suppose I eventually came to realize that, whilst Dylan’s Johnny could go on mixing up 
the medicine in the basement for ever and a day, this particular Johnny had better ways of 
spending his money than providing Mr. and Mrs. Maxell, and all the little Maxells, with a 
comfortable life style for the purpose of building an archive of largely un played and thus 
unappreciated material. But it wasn’t just the money, I didn’t seem to be doing it for the 
love any more either. So, after I attended the concert at the Wembley Arena on June 8th 
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1989, which again opened with ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ and again closed with 
‘Maggie’s Farm’, I decided to give up collecting for good. Again, this had nothing 
whatsoever to do with Bob’s performance for it was a great show; it was more a matter of 
lung capacity. Bob had started a marathon and even at this early stage I realized I 
couldn’t keep up. Whilst I sat on the pavement exhausted and surrounded by unlabelled 
and unplayed Maxell double XL quality C90’s, Bob was streaking off into the distance 
happily heading for another joint whilst my lungs just seemed to be full of smoke from 
the last one. 
 
It really is one of those totally  silly quirks of coincidence, a strange but true situation, but 
after I had decided to give up collecting following the Wembley Arena show, and after 
Dylan had opened all but one of the previous 78 shows of the NET with ‘Subterranean 
Homesick Blues’; the following night, June 10th at Den Haag in Holland, he opened with 
‘Most Likely You Go Your Way (And I’ll Go Mine)’. And as if to mix some cement with 
the sand and water of his set list, he opened with this song on the following four nights in 
a row before reverting once again to Johnny in the basement. Perhaps I wasn’t the only 
one who had dropped out of the marathon at that stage and perhaps Dylan sensed a 
victory over the faint hearted who had tried to chain him down or drain him down onto 
magnetic tape. If the truth be told, all I really wanted to do was to have a neat collection 
like Chris Coopers but I eventually concluded that I was no match for either Chris or Bob 
who, admirably, both still run in the same marathon to this very day. 
 
Thus, since mid 1989, I haven’t collected many shows and of course shows aren’t 
collected on audio tape anymore anyway; we now have MP3s and CDrs and Bit Torrents 
and Hubs and Trees and these aren’t a few of my favourite things. There have been a 
couple of exceptions and one in particular was the show at Munster in Germany on 
October 1st 2000 which was the very first time that Dylan performed ‘If Dogs Run Free’ 
in concert. Keith Wootton kindly gave me a double cdr of the show in a nice jewel case 
with a cd insert which had a photograph of Dylan on the front and the complete track 
listing on the back. The recording of the show was pretty good too. 
 
Now, having shows on cdrs  seemed to me to be a much more tidy and sophisticated way 
of collecting: thin little boxes: just a quarter of an inch thick and measuring five and a 
half by four and three quarter inches, with the name and the date of the show printed 
down the spine. A couple of hundred of them would look great in rows on a new Ikea 
shelving unit. Whilst I was pondering the notion of not collecting EVERYTHING but 
only collecting those shows where Dylan played ‘If Dogs Run Free’ I began to hear 
voices and the rattling of chains. It was the ghost of Maxell past coming to warn me off: 
‘if you can’t do the time don’t do the crime’. So this old heart of mine faltered again and 
the trip to Ikea was cancelled. 
 
Although I eventually got good grades at my Reformed School for Pathetic Dylan 
Collectors, I still couldn’t get one aspect of the collecting habit out of my system. I was 
never a great fan of compilations, that is having songs from various shows on one 
simultaneous recording. To me, this was somehow cheating as, to enhance a collection 
and, incidentally, to appreciate the performance, you needed to have the whole show or 
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not at all. Having bits and pieces from various shows also seemed a very selective and 
lazy way of collecting which wasn’t particularly representative of anything, other than 
that Dylan had notched up yet another year of his Never Ending Tour. So, when, 
sometime in late 2004, John Nye very kindly gave me a cdr which was labeled ‘Down In 
The Willow Garden’ I left it  un played for a while as the contents of the cdr were exactly 
as it said on the label ‘ Selected Performances from the U.S. Tour – spring 2004’. A 
compilation. There was however a recording of ‘If Dogs Run Free’ on the cdr and, like a 
henpecked husband who is continually harangued by the tongue of a dominant wife, I 
eventually succumbed to the constant nagging of my subconscious and pressed the ‘play’ 
button. Since that moment I have pressed the ‘play’ button many times, or to be more 
exact, the ‘select’ and ‘play’ buttons. For track two of ‘Down In The Willow Garden’ has 
moved and mesmerized me immensely. Indeed, as I write, this was the last Dylan track 
that I have played – and, dare I say it: constantly. 
 
 

ooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooo 
 
 
 
The town of Boone is situated in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains of North 
Carolina. In the late 18th century the great American Frontiersman Daniel Boone traveled 
through the area and left behind, not only a trail of blood and broken undergrowth, but 
also a town named after him. Daniel Boone had a very keen eye for game, whether of the 
human or animal kind but you have to remember that, in those days, the Country was 
young and had God on its side.  Some 225 years later another traveler came to town but 
instead of packing a rifle, he brought with him a band and a hatful of songs. On 
Wednesday April 7th 2004 Bob Dylan played The Holmes Center at the Appalachian 
State University in Boone, North Carolina. The Holmes Center is a concert venue with a 
capacity of around nine thousand and, on the night that Dylan played there, the venue 
was about two thirds full. According to Dane and Dena Hauver, who attended the 
concert, April 7th was a beautiful spring day in the mountains of North Carolina and Bob 
came on stage promptly at 8.15.(1)  
 
Dylan had been recently opening shows with ‘The Wicked Messenger’ and this indeed 
was the opener he chose at The Holmes Centre. The show then proceeded with some 
great songs, old and new, until he came to the eighth song of evening, the performance of 
which had the following affect upon Dane Hauver: ‘It altered my reality, like an 
Elvis/Hendrix sighting or something’. The song was ‘Tears of Rage’. 
 
What Dane and Dena Hauver, together with the other 5998 members of the audience of 
The Holmes Center on the night of 7th April 2004, witnessed was an absolutely stunning 
performance of the song written by Dylan in the summer of ’67 and for which he 
generously credited the late Richard Manuel as assisting him with the composition. What 
the audience didn’t have on that night however was the luxury of replay. If they had, 
Dylan wouldn’t have got beyond that eighth song. On the other hand, with my cdr of 
‘Down In The Willow Garden’ I can replay the song as many times as I want. And I have! 
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The first thing that struck me about the performance of ‘Tears of Rage’ from the Boone 
show was Dylan’s voice. 2004 was the 16th consecutive year of the NET and, in the ears 
of many, the constant vocal delivery had taken its toll on Dylan’s physical capabilities. In 
short, the popular view was that Dylan’s voice was shot. Well that’s how it seems when 
Dylan delivers the first line of ‘Tears of Rage’. A voice broken and in despair. But as the 
song proceeds there is a recovery, a strength that is almost ethereal. Notes are hit with a 
perfect pitch, words are stretched and float upon an exactitude of melody. There is a 
conjunction between the lyrics and the delivery that is almost bloody operatic! I had 
forgotten just how magnificently powerful Dylan’s singing could be and I found myself a 
traitor at the gates of mistrust for, despite all the mixed up confusion of those intervening 
years, Dylan can still hold his breath three times longer than Caruso. 
 
According to medical theory there is a lapse of about one minute and forty five seconds 
between the time that the body presents itself for a serious heart attack and the actual 
moment of fatality. Apparently it is called a cardio-vascular electoplasm and if 
appropriate medical treatment is received during that crucial time, an untimely death 
could be avoided. Please feel free to take whatever you can gather from coincidence, but 
the length of the instrumental break between the second and third verses of ‘Tears of 
Rage’ as performed on the night of 7th April 2004 was exactly one minute and forty five 
seconds. And at that crucial moment of impact when Dylan returned to the microphone 
these are the words he sang; 
 
 

"I’ve never been to Strawberry Fields  
  I’ve never been to Penny Lane  
 But I’ve been down in the Willow Garden 

               And I’ve ridden on the hell bound train.  
                                   And I want you to know  

Just before you go  
Where to find me in case you needed to. 
It was early dawn, you were long gone 
Before anybody knew" 

 
 
On the recording that I have of this song from the Boon show you can hear, as Dylan 
delivers each line, what seems like cardio-vascular impulses from certain members of the 
audience. Remember those words from Dane Hauver: ‘It altered my reality, like an 
Elvis/Hendrix sighting or something’? Even though there was no resultant corpse, Dane 
had gone to heaven and had come back again. 
 
So: why, why, why did Dylan write this entirely new verse and does it matter anyway? 
Well, for a start, the actual fact is that, whether it took him 10 seconds or 10 days; 
whether he was in bed or in an aeroplane; whether he was alone or with company; and 
whether he used a biro, a pencil or a fountain pen with green ink; the actual fact is that he 
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took some time out of his life to compose an entirely new verse to the song. To me, but 
perhaps not to you, it would be disrespectful, bordering upon the negligent, if I did not 
take full heed of, and endeavour to appreciate and understand, the composition of this 
new verse. In this, and please forgive me if necessary, it all boils down to the matter of 
‘Art’. 
 
There has been a new debate raging recently about what is and what is not ‘Art’. The 
debate has arisen from the recent publication of a book written by the renowned art critic 
John Carey and titled ‘What Good Are The Arts?’(2)  Carey dillies and dallies about in the 
place that he knows best i.e. the art world in all its forms and grandeur, but he eventually 
arrives at the central point of the book which is in this question: ‘What is a work of art?’ 
Being braver than the bravest of braves that old Daniel Boone might have fired upon, 
Carey answers his own question as follows: 
 
‘ A work of art is anything that anyone has ever considered a work of art, though it 
may be a work of art only for that one person.” Further, the reasons for considering 
anything a work of art will be as various as the variety of human beings. So far as I 
can see, this is the only definition wide enough to take in, on the one hand, the 
Primavera and the Mass in C, and. on the other, a can of human excrement. It follows, 
of course, that the old use of “work of art” as a term of commendation, implying 
membership of an exclusive category, becomes obsolete. The idea that by calling 
something a work of art you are bestowing on it some divine sanction is now as 
intellectually respectable as a belief in pixies.’ 
 
It is always interesting to watch the sparks fly when intellectuals fall out and on this 
occasion another renowned author, critic and believer in pixies Jeanette Winterson is the 
lady who has put a match to the orange touch paper. After becoming slightly hysterical 
on the subject, Winterson bitingly criticises Carey’s ideas as being “plainly bonkers”, 
“misplaced”, “baffling” and “idiotic”, she calms down and realizes that abuse is not the 
only fruit. Winterson’s main objection to Carey’s views that art is a catch-all-free-for-all-
see-it-all-know-it-all medium is that Carey is cheapening the value of art which should be 
recognised as “something special, something real, something beyond the ordinary”.  
Winterson expounds this view further: 
 
‘Real writers, painters, musicians, do what they do because they love what they do. The 
money is secondary. We are often dazzled by the media circus surrounding the arts, but 
behind all that, going on as it ever did, is the intent and endeavour of the artist, an 
intent and endeavour that we share when we choose to read, or look at pictures or go to 
the theatre, and so on. The 24-hour emergency zone that we call real life saps our 
energies. Art renews those energies because it allows us an experience of active medi-
tation. The energies of the artwork cross-current into us. It is a transfusion of a kind, 
and if this has religious overtones, it doesn't matter. Nobody need be nervous about a 
connection between art and religion. All of life is connected and our deepest 
experiences - whether of faith or love or art - will share similar qualities. That does not 
mean they are the same thing, it means we are in a particular territory - that inner life 
that Carey finds so suspect.’ (3) 
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For what it is worth, my position on the subject of ‘Art’ is somewhere between the 
batsman and the bowler in this debate: a kind of silly-mid-on if you like: I think that art 
can be appreciated by anyone and everyone and that appreciation will naturally bring a 
sense of uplifting enjoyment. But I am not here to play cricket; my game is of a different 
kind. It is however something written by Jeanette Winterson that bears importantly on my 
order of play and something that is worth running again with: 
 
‘But behind all that, going on as it ever did, is the intent and endeavour of the artist, an 
intent and endeavour that we share when we choose to read a book, or look at pictures 
or go to the theatre…’ 
 
Winterson doesn’t make a reference to the genre of the singer/songwriter but surely the 
work created by a singer/songwriter must be treated as art too. In any event, as anyone 
who has pondered over my ramblings for the last 20 years will know, I have often treated 
Dylan’s songs as paintings with real images that can be seen, albeit with eyes closed! So, 
to me at least, Dylan’s songs, and the way that they are performed, can be defined as 
‘art’.  But it is this matter of sharing with the ‘intent and endeavour of the artist’ that 
Winterson remarks upon but, alas, does not fully explain that brings me to the crease.  
When an artist creates a work of art, in whatever guise, isn’t the artist, in his or her 
creation, intending and endeavouring to communicate something to his or her audience? 
It takes a minimum of two to ‘share’ something and in my view appreciation of art is the 
sending of a message by the artist and the receiving of the same message by the audience. 
A shared communication. Of course sometimes the wires may get crossed or the message 
may be misinterpreted or misunderstood but provided that at least two people are at the 
end of each line to send and get the message, that is enough. This is why I said it would 
be disrespectful, bordering upon the negligent, if I did not take full heed of, and 
endeavour to appreciate and understand, Dylan’s composition of the new verse to ‘Tears 
of Rage’. If I didn’t take any notice of this verse then there would, somewhere, be a 
telephone that rings but who’s to answer? And, as I hate the sound of constantly ringing 
and unanswered telephones all I have to say is: “Hello. Are you talking to me?”. 
 
 
                                        ooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooo  
 
 
To fully understand the new verse of ‘Tears of Rage’ you have to put it into the context 
of the song as a whole. And in my view the song centres around a family situation which 
consists of a father, mother, son and daughter. In order however to focus on the two main 
protagonists of the story, i.e. the father and daughter, Dylan hides the mother and the son 
from full view. So, in the first part of the first verse we get: 
 
 

‘We carried you in our arms 
On Independence Day 
And now you’d throw us all aside 
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And put us on our way 
Oh what dear daughter ‘neath the sun 
Would treat a father so?’ 

 
 
It is very clever trickery for Dylan to talk, in the 5th line, about a daughter who is ‘ ‘neath 
the sun’ which implies that, in this family situation, the daughter is younger than the son 
(‘sun’) whilst the ‘we’ and the ‘us’ of the 1st, 3rd and 4th lines, must presumably denote 
the combination of both the mother and the father of the family. Dylan doesn’t sing ‘I 
carried you in my arms’ but rather, ‘We carried you in our arms etc.’ So, in this 
interpretation, the family set up is established. 
 
The seventh and eighth lines of the first verse: 
 

‘To wait upon him hand and foot 
And always tell him ‘No’  ’ 

  
 
do not make a great deal of sense because, on the one hand, you have a daughter who is 
totally subservient to her father but at the same time she refuses his every request! To 
better understand this strange relationship, you have to look at the ways that the hands 
and the feet of that seventh line are used. The second verse starts as follows: 
 
                      ‘We pointed out the way to go 
                       And scratched your name in sand 
            Though you just thought it was nothing more 
                       Than a place for you to stand’. 
 
 
So the parent’s hands are busy with their movement: pointing the way and scratching the 
name but, in comparison, the feet of the offspring are doing exactly the opposite: they 
don’t move at all, they just stand. These lines hint at a sense of opposition between the 
father and the daughter. Of course scratching a name in the sand is a bit pointless 
anyway: there is no permanency in that endeavour for the tide will soon come in and 
wash the name away. Like life, the presence of a name scratched in sand, is brief. 
 
Probably the most important word of the first two verses, if not in the entire song, is 
‘independence’. Indeed, Dylan draws attention to the importance of this word by making 
it a proper noun and giving it a capital ‘I’. I really don’t like quoting dictionary meanings 
to words that I use in text, because we should all know what they mean, but the New 
Collins English Dictionary(4) gives an example of the use of the word ‘independent’ that 
goes a distance to support my line of interpretation. The meanings given are as follows: 
‘(1) free from control in action, judgement etc; autonomous; (2) not dependent on 
anything else for function, validity etc, separate; (3) not reliant on the support, esp 
financial support of others; (4) capable of acting for oneself or on one’s own. 
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Then comes the example of how the word ‘independent’ can be used in the context of 
meaning (4): ‘a very independent little girl’.  
 
Why ‘little girl’ I ask myself? Why not ‘little boy’ or ‘young man’? Is there something 
about ‘little girls’ and ‘independence’ that has a universal resonance? Whatever, the 
reference to ‘independence’ in my interpretation of the song is important because I see it 
as having a direct  link to the question that Dylan asks three times in the song: 
 

 ‘Why must I always be the thief?’  
 

 
 oooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooo 
 
 

December 9th 1631 was the day of the poet John Milton’s 23rd birthday and he was pretty 
pissed off at reaching the age of 23 without having completed any of his masterworks 
that would eventually make his name synonymous with ‘Paradise’. Thus, on the day of 
his 23rd birthday he wrote: 
 

‘How soon hath Time, the subtle thief of youth, 
Stol’n on his wing my three and twentieth year.’ 

 
 
What ‘Time’ was to Milton on his 23rd birthday, so Dylan is to his dear daughter in ‘Tears 
of Rage’ : a subtle thief, for he wants to steal her freedom, her independence, and make it 
his own. In other words he wants the control that he once had over her actions, her 
finances and her life style and he resents the situation that the freedom he once controlled 
is now hers and no longer his. It is a case of letting go: she wants to but he can’t. 
 
It matters not that, at the time of writing the song, Dylan’s mind may have been pre-
occupied with family situations. He was living in Woodstock and his then wife had given 
birth a few months before to their second child, a daughter to the first borne brother. 
Dylan had also recently spent some time with his parents and indeed it was to be the last 
time that he saw his father alive. I say these circumstances matter not because, as has 
been debated many times in the pages of Freewheelin, the interpretation of art should not 
get bogged down with biographical minutiae. Such a practice is ludicrously reductive – to 
coin a phrase, and can turn what should appear as black and white into a very grey scale. 
 
The family situation that Dylan has tapped into with ‘Tears of Rage’ can possibly be 
described as ‘Universal Fatherhood’: the common emotions felt by parents, and in 
particular fathers, with regard to their relationships with their children, and in particular 
their daughters.  In the song Dylan centres on a key moment in that relationship which is 
the moment of separation, when a child, in this case a daughter, achieves independence 
and no longer requires parental support: she is capable of acting for herself and is on her 
own. Dylan senses the time of such separation and becomes so overwhelmed with the 
idea of the loss that ensues that he equates the act of parting with death. It is a common 
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although misplaced notion that, at times of crisis, grown men shouldn’t cry but on this 
occasion the male narrator convulses with the twin fountains that flow from despair: 
 
    ‘Tears of rage, tears of grief’. 
 
 Tears because of the anger that accompanies any loss of understanding as to why a tragic 
situation has occurred and tears because of the intense sorrow and distress at losing a 
loved one in death. In the final line of each verse of the song Dylan tries to bring some 
sort of sense to the loss he has suffered by remarking, as if to excuse himself from being 
a grown man who is seen to be crying: 
 
                                            ‘And life is brief.’  
 
The view that ‘life is brief’ anyway is introduced perhaps to lessen the impact of the rage 
and the grief emanating from death but in the preceding line Dylan confirms the effect of 
losing a companion: ‘We’re so low’ or perhaps, more appropriately ‘we’re solo’. 
 
Dylan has of course used the image of a sense of death experienced by the living in 
another song. In ‘Tangled Up in Blue’ he sings: 
 
    ‘Then he started into dealing with slaves 

And something inside of him died.’ 
 
Was one of those same slaves the one that waited upon him hand in foot in ‘Tears of 
Rage’?  Later, in the same verse of the song Dylan paints an image of freedom with: 
 
                                     ‘Like a bird that flew’ 
 
such an image possibly being linked to the very first time that birds fly, when they 
become stable enough to leave the nest and start a bird life of their own. A baby bird no 
more. 
 
 
 
                          ooooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooo 
 
 
 
So how do these images of children and death sit with the wonderful new verse of the 
song ‘Tears of Rage’ that Dylan performed at The Holmes Center of the Appalachian 
State University in Boone, North Carolina on the 7th April 2004?  Let us look at  the new 
verse again. It opens with: 
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"I’ve never been to Strawberry Fields  
  I’ve never been to Penny Lane” 

 
 
For anyone who has a remote knowledge of popular music those references to  
‘Strawberry Fields’ and ‘Penny Lane’ will be immediately recognized as titles to songs 
written and performed by ‘The Fab Four’. When I mention ‘The Fab Four’, I am not here 
referring to the line of Chelsea midfielders but rather to ‘The Beatles’, the band who 
ruled supremely at the head of popular music in the sixties. John, Paul George and Ringo 
blew every house down, both home and abroad, with their raw Mersey sound and their 
‘la, la, la’s’, ‘mmmm’s’ and ‘yeah, yeah yeah’s’ until of course they heard what Dylan 
was doing which prompted them to fly their own nest of silly love songs. 
 
In his book ‘Shout – The True Story of The Beatles’(5) Philip Norman gives some 
biographical details to the songs ‘Strawberry Fields’ and ‘Penny Lane’ and he doesn’t 
only confirm that these  are these real places , he also identifies their exact location: 
 
 
‘On 17th February (1967), Parlophone released two new Beatles songs: ‘Penny Lane’ 
and ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’. The tracks had been recorded late in 1966, for the 
album that was to surpass Revolver…..:….Strawberry Fields was the name of an old 
Salvation Army children’s home close to where John grew up in Liverpool. Penny 
Lane.... recreated with photographic clarity a part of Liverpool known to all the 
Beatles, on the way to Woolton and Allerton, near the bus depot where (John’s Aunt) 
Mimi used to see John off to Dovedale Primary, and 'Barney's', the hall where the 
Quarry Men played….’ 
                     
 
 
These two songs thus harked back to the childhood of The Beatles in Liverpool and also 
brought images of young children to the fore as they referred to a children’s home and a 
primary school. As if to emphasize the point, the picture sleeve cover of the double A 
side disc was adorned with photographs of The Beatles as children: 
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But just as the remainder of the original verses of ‘Tears of Rage’, turn the halcyon days 
of childhood into something far more sinister, so the following lines of the new verse 
bring into focus  a very nasty incident indeed: 
 
 

‘But I’ve been down in the Willow Garden 
               And I’ve ridden on the hell bound train’.  
 
 
 
The song ‘Down In The Willow Garden’ was written in the 1950’s by Charlie Monroe 
and has been recorded by many artists, notably by Art Garfunkle on the album ‘Angel 
Clare’ where Jerry Garcia played backing guitar. It is a song about the violent death of a 
‘dear little girl’. The lyrics are as follows:  
 

 
Down in the willow garden 
Where me and my love did meet, 
As we set there a courtin', 
My love fell off to sleep. 
 
I had a bottle of burgundy wine, 
My love she did not know. 
So I poisoned that dear little girl 
On the banks below. 
 
I drew a saber through her, 
It was a bloody knife, 
I threw her in the river, 
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Which was a dreadful sight. 
 
My father oft had told me 
That money would set me free 
 
If I would murder that dear little girl 
Whose name was Rose Connelly. 
 
My father sits at his cabin door, 
Wiping his tear dimmed eyes, 
For his only son soon shall walk 
To yonder scaffold high. 
 
My race is run beneath the sun, 
The scaffold now waits for me, 
For I did murder that dear little girl 
Whose name was Rose Connelly. 

 
 
 
If Dylan wanted to emphasize the aspect of death in ‘Tears of Rage’ then the reference to 
‘Down In The Willow Garden’ in the new verse of the song is like taking a steam hammer 
to a robin’s egg. There is death by poison, death by stabbing, death by drowning, and 
ultimately, for the perpetrator, death by hanging. Death, death, death and more death. OK 
Bob, we know what you are getting at! 
 
Thereafter, in the new verse,  after setting up those two constants of childhood and death 
that appear in the song, Dylan returns to his supremely abiding moment in ‘Tears of 
Rage’, the moment where these two constants meet: in the parting of the ways. 
 
First there is the anticipation of separation: 
    

‘And I want you to know  
Just before you go.’ 

 
 
Before we get the real thing:  
 
 

‘It was early dawn, you were long gone 
Before anybody knew’. 

 
 

 
There are a minimum of three things that astound me about the new verse to ‘Tears of 
Rage’  - in addition of course to the way that Dylan performs the song to which I have 
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referred earlier. The first thing is the obvious care that Dylan took in the writing of the 
new verse: to bring oblique references to other works into the frame in order to better 
illustrate the sentiments behind his own original work, is nothing less than a master 
stroke by a true craftsman. This isn’t a throw away verse by any means, it is carefully 
constructed and says exactly what he means it so say. The second is that, after some 37 
years of the original song being written, Dylan can still sense those emotions of loss 
arising from the separation of father and daughter enough for him to have written this 
new verse. I have to ask myself: does the hurting never end? 
 
The third element arising from my interpretation of ‘Tears of Rage’, is that, after I heard 
this new verse, an entirely new image was presented me with regard to that opening line: 
 

‘We carried you in our arms on Independence Day’ 
 
For whatever reason, the image I now see in front of me when I hear that line is not a 
picture of a jubilant child being carried aloft in a 4th of July parade, but rather of a badly 
injured and bleeding child being carried in the arms of her father as he runs away from a 
bomb blast in some war torn city. The father is distraught: his tears of rage and tears of 
grief dilute his daughter’s life blood as it drains away. You may have seen many 
photographs over the last couple of years that represent the image I am talking about 
here. Whether the child lives or dies, some kind of separation is close at hand, but it is no 
less real that the kind of separation that Dylan envisages in the song ‘Tears of Rage’. 

 
 
oooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooooooooo 

 
 
There is another degree of separation, another death in the family, that arises from this 
article. This is the last article that I am writing for Freewheelin, a project that has been 
living hand in glove with me for almost 20 years, and a project that has spawned some 
236 articles and the consequent hundreds of thousands of words written about Dylan’s 
art. A fellow Freewheeler confessed to me recently that he was on the verge of bursting 
into tears of grief at the passing of Freewheelin and I myself view the separation with an 
uneasy sense of foreboding. It seems that I have been sitting in the bell tower of an 
ancient church where the boom, boom bells of the words ‘It  was gravity that pulled us 
down and destiny which broke us part’ have caused me some temporary deafness. 
Although non-believers would say that, in fact, it is listening to Bob Dylan for over 40 
years that has rendered me hard of hearing! 
 
But just like the blind piano tuner whose loss of sight increases the acuity of his hearing, 
so perhaps my temporary loss of hearing will change the way I look at things in the 
future. As for the past, and I see no problem with looking into the past,  I want to end this 
utter ramble with something that I wrote ten and a half years ago. I have recently been 
looking at my contributions to past Freewheelins and this extract from my article that 
appeared in Freewheelin 109 (September 2004)  seems to bring together some of the 
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emotion that I see as having been expressed in the song ‘Tears of Rage’ together with a 
point of view about my near 20 years of ramblings. The words speak for themselves.  
 
’What is this Freewheelin’ thing all about anyway?  We have witnessed births, deaths 
and marriages; open heart surgery has been performed yet, regardless, Dylan carries 
on his damn Never Ending Tour. But is it really about Dylan or about you and me? 
 
If it really is about us, ourselves, then I cannot complete my contribution this month 
without mentioning my daughter who has left home to go to University in Leicester. 
Things haven’t been the same since. I'm prone to a stab at verse on emotional 
occasions. Just in case I want to look back sometime in the future in order to see what 
was occupying my heart and mind in September 1994, I attach my thoughts. There’s 
nowhere else for them to be but within these hallowed pages. 
 
 

 First I lost a child in death,  
 A second is lost to adulthood.  
 A place that once reflected light 
 Now just a fading shadow stood.  
 And I am told it’s for the good. 

 
Were twins to me but years apart 
Twins of loss to suffer by.  
Now others map the road ahead  
And strangers sing the lullaby 
That once was promised just to I. 

 
I fear her danger in my heart 
Yet, helpless on the stairs I tread. 
Unto the next day and the next 
A senseless wheel from bed to bed, 
With memories the axle fed. 

 
Both too young to loose the grip  
That once secured their place and line. 
The hand that guided them at birth  
Now pours away the victory wine.  
A part of me no longer mine. 

 
 
 
So, it was then, and so it is now. But watch out: the saints are coming through and, you 
never know, the best may still be yet to come!  
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Footnotes: 
 
1. Dane and Dena Hauver’s review of the concert on 7th April 2004 appears on the ‘Concert 
Information’ pages of Bill Pagel’s wonderful website ‘Bob Links’.  
2. ‘What Good Are The Arts’ written by John Carey and published by Faber on June 2nd 
2005. 
3. From the article ‘No John, no John, no’ written by Jeanette Winterson and published in 
The Times, Saturday May 28th 2005. 
4. Collins English Dictionary, 6th edition. Page 827. 
5. ‘Shout!’ by Phillip Norman published by Hamish Hamilton Ltd 
 
End note: 
 
Following the concert on the 7th April 2004, Dylan performed ‘Tears of Rage’, with the new 
verse just twice more in 2004. The first time was at the concert in Atlanta, Georgia on the 
14th April 2004 and the second time was at the Dylan show in Belfast, Northern Ireland on 
the 26th June 2004. The song wasn’t performed again at any of the subsequent 70 or so 
concerts during 2004. Thereafter, at the 43rd show of 2005, namely at the concert at 
Kissimmee, Florida on Saturday 28th May 2005, Dylan performed the song again. I don’t 
know why these things happen like this but you will note from Footnote (3) above that 
Saturday 28th May 2005 was the date of the publication of Jeanette Winterson’s article and 
consequently a day when I was focusing intensely on ‘Tears of Rage’. At the time of writing 
I do not know if the performance of the song on the 28th May 2005 included the new verse. 
The song hasn’t been performed since. 
 
Double End Note. 
 
Just to add further fury to the moment, a somewhat extraordinary (to me) incident 
occurred a little while after I had completed this article. I am an ardent fan of Patti Smith 
and when I saw earlier in the year that she was hosting the 2005 Meltdown Festival at the 
South Bank Centre I scrambled to get tickets. The concert that I was particularly interested 
in was on Saturday 18th June 2005, which was to be a celebration of William Blake’s work 
‘Songs of Innocence’ and would feature various artists apart from Patti herself. Although 
there was to be no apparent Dylan content in the concert, the music played to prelude the 
performance (and indeed during the interval) was Dylan’s ‘Million Dollar Bash’, a song 
which sits just half a dozen titles away  from ‘Tears of Rage’ in ‘Lyrics 1962 -2001’. Two of 
the artists featured during the concert were Yoko One, John Lennon’s widow and 
Marianne Faithful, in fact the latter artist gave an outstanding performance of the Lennon 
song ‘Working Class Hero’ during her stint on stage. Then the extraordinary thing: the 
singer/songwriter Kristin Hersh, from the band The Muses came on stage and, after talking 
briefly about her childhood, she performed a song that was very, very familiar to me 
because I hade recently studied its lyrics closely and had written a few thousand words 
about it. The song was ‘Down In The Willow Garden’ and the lyrics were exactly as I have 
reproduced in this article. So, during the concert, there were the three elements that had 
recently occupied so much of my head and time: Bob Dylan, The Beatles and the Willow 
Garden. Following the last line of the song I waited for the obligatory one minute and forty 
five seconds of my cardio-vascular electoplasm. Nothing happened and all I can say is that I 
sure was glad to get out of there alive! 
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